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▶ Yingfei Dong
Professor Yingfei Dong received his
B.S. degree and M.S. degree in com⁃
puter science at Harbin Institute of
Technology, China, in 1989 and
1992, his PhD degree in engineering
at Tsinghua University in 1996, and
his PhD degree in computer and in⁃
formation science at the University
of Minnesota in 2003. He is an Asso⁃
ciated Professor at the Department

of Electrical Engineering of the University of Hawaii at
Manoa. His research mostly focuses on computer and net⁃
work security and privacy, especially in security and priva⁃
cy issues in network design and protocols, cloud comput⁃
ing, smart grid, unmanned aerial vehicles, real ⁃ time net⁃
works, distributed systems and applications. He has pub⁃
lished about 90 refereed research papers in various interna⁃
tional journals and conferences. He has also served as asso⁃
ciated editors for three international journals, and as orga⁃
nizer and program committee member for many IEEE/ACM/
IFIP conferences. His research has been supported by US
National Science Foundation.

smart grid is the next⁃generation electric grid that enables efficient, in⁃
telligent, and economical power generation as well as reliable, safe, ro⁃
bust transmission and distribution. It uses modern information and com⁃
munications technologies, such as advanced sensing, monitoring and pro⁃

cessing technology, and high⁃speed bi⁃directional communications and networking.
In recent years, the smart grid has attracted significant attentions from academics,
industry, equipment manufacturers, and service providers. Developing the smart
grid has become a global trend due to the immense potential benefits including en⁃
hanced reliability and resilience, higher operational efficiency, more efficient ener⁃
gy consumption, and better power quality.

We received strong responses to this call for papers on Recent Advances in
Smart Grid from universities, research institutes, and industry. Following a peer⁃re⁃
view process, we have selected five papers for inclusion in this special issue.

The first paper,“Theory Study and Application of the BP⁃ANN Method for Power
Grid Short⁃Term Load Forecasting,”aims at improving the accuracy of short⁃term
load forecasting in a power system. To this end, the authors propose a new predic⁃
tive model using the BP⁃ANN⁃based method from a neural network. A theoretical
background and numerical results are also given in this paper.

The second paper,“A Solution⁃Based Analysis of Attack Vectors on Smart Home
Systems,”first presents a short survey of privacy and security in the broader smart⁃
world context and then analyzes and ranks attack vectors or entry points into a
smart home system and propose solutions to remedy or diminish the risk of compro⁃
mised security or privacy.

In the third paper,“Secure Communication Networks in the Advanced Metering
Infrastructure of Smart Grid,”the authors propose a security protocol for the ad⁃
vanced metering infrastructure (AMI) with two⁃way communication in a smart grid.
The work proposes a security protocol specifically for the AMI to meet the security
requirements.

The methods for efficient network resource management are proposed in the
fourth paper,“Reliable Remote Relay Protection in Smart Grid.”The authors dis⁃
cuss simple backup solutions in the previous work. They also focus on improving
the system reliability by exploring known power system information and minimizing
the chances of false trips of important remote relays. Moreover, in order to further
improve the system reliability, the authors investigate the peer ⁃ to ⁃peer protection
approaches to address the single point of failure of centralized control center.

The authors of the final paper,“Experimental Study on Cloud⁃Computing-Based
Electric Power SCADA System,”discuss the main issues in applying private cloud
architecture to power system control and propose a professional private cloud solu⁃
tion to integrate the electric power SCADA system. In particular, experimental
study has been conducted.

We would also take this opportunity to thank all the authors, reviewers, and edi⁃
tors in ZTE involved in this special issue.
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Abstract

Aiming at the low accuracy problem of power system short⁃term load forecasting by traditional methods, a back⁃propagation artifi⁃
cial neural network (BP⁃ANN) based method for short⁃term load forecasting is presented in this paper. The forecast points are re⁃
lated to prophase adjacent data as well as the periodical long⁃term historical load data. Then the short⁃term load forecasting model
of Shanxi Power Grid (China) based on BP⁃ANN method and correlation analysis is established. The simulation model matches
well with practical power system load, indicating the BP⁃ANN method is simple and with higher precision and practicality.
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1 Introduction
he short⁃term load forecasting is an important com⁃
ponent of the power system generation projects,
which supports the economic and stable power sys⁃
tem operation [1]. Increasing the forecasting preci⁃

sion of power grid load has been a major concern all over the
world. Recently, many short ⁃ term load forecasting methods
have been studied, such as regression analysis method [2], ex⁃
ponential smoothing model [3], random time series model, grey
forecasting model, support vector machine and its improved
model [4]-[6], neural network and its improved model and com⁃
bination forecasting model [7], [8]. Most of these methods can
be divided into two types according to the utilized data, one
takes the weather factors into account, while the other does not
involve weather data. The two types both have advantages and
apply to different situations. The type without weather impact
mainly uses historical data, which has easy model and calcula⁃
tion, but the precision is relatively low. The other type in⁃
cludes weather and many impact factors, but most of these im⁃
pact factors are predictive data, which introduce bigger errors
in load forecasting model, not to mention that some weather
factors are difficult to obtain. Therefore, it is significant to find
a precise load forecasting method with few impact factors.

In this paper a back ⁃ propagation artificial neural network
(BP⁃ANN) based load forecasting method is presented, to bal⁃
ance the problem of precision and impact factors. Firstly we

pick historical load data and employ multiscale entropy analy⁃
sis. Then we build the BP⁃ANN load forecasting model based
on the screened historical data. The load forecasting model is
applied to practical load prediction and compares with two lit⁃
erature forecasting methods, in order to verify its superiority
and high precision.

2 BP⁃ANN Basic Principles
BP network is one of the most commonly used neural net⁃

work modes, which owns several advantages: 1) has simple
structures and operability; 2) can realize any complicated non⁃
linear mapping since basically it is nonlinear mapping from in⁃
put to output; 3) has self⁃study ability for further improvement
and development. Based on these advantages of BP network,
we employ the 3⁃layer BP network to dynamically evaluate the
Muskingum model parameters. Fig. 1 gives out the topological
structure of the 3⁃layer BP network. We divide the 3⁃layer BP
network into input layer, hidden layer and output layer, the
point numbers of each layer are n, p, m, respectively. Wi

j (i = 1,
2, ... , n; j = 1, 2, ... , p) represents the weight between the in⁃
put layer and hidden layer, while Vi

j (i = 1, 2, ... , p; j = 1,
2, ... , m) represents the weight between the hidden layer and
output layer. The threshold values of the hidden and output lay⁃
ers are θi (i = 1, 2, ... , p) and μi (i = 1, 2, ... , m), respectively.
The self ⁃ study processes of the BP network have been thor⁃
oughly discussed in literatures [1].

T
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According to the basic principles of BP ⁃ANN method, the
precondition of BP network forecasting is determining the in⁃
put and hidden layers. As for the power load forecasting, i.e.,
use historical data to forecast the load of a future moment, the
input layer plays the key role, since yet there is few effective
method to determine the hidden layer parameters.

3 Multiscale Entropy of Load Data

3.1 Basic Principles of Multiscale Entropy
The entropy has been widely used to characterize the com⁃

plexity of information, and is the measurement of the system
randomness. The Kolmogorov⁃Sinai (KS) entropy can character⁃
ize the complexity of the signals by calculating the average gen⁃
eration rate of new information. The approximate entropy (Ap⁃
En) originates from KS entropy, and applies well in the com⁃
plexity analysis of short⁃ term time series. The sample entropy
(sampEn) is the further modification of the ApEn.
3.1.1 Sample Entropy

The similar data comparison of the ApEn calculation con⁃
tains the comparison with its own data part, which causes re⁃
sult errors. The sampEn is the precise value of the average nat⁃
ural logarithm of conditional probability, and avoids the com⁃
parison with its own data. Thus the sampEn calculation does
not depend on the data length, showing better consistence than
ApEn.

Set the initial time series as x(1), x(2), ... , x(N), the sampEn
of the series is calculated as follows:
1) Construct a m⁃dimension vector X(i) = [x(i), x(i+1), ... , x(i+
m-1)], i = 1, 2, ... , N-m+1;

2) Define the distance between X(i) and X(j) as d[X(i), X(j)] =
max[｜x(i+k)-x(j+k)｜], k = 0, 1, ... , m-1;

3) Give the number of threshold values r and obtain the ratio
Ci

m(r) = [the number of all d[X(i), X(j)]<r]/(N-m), i = 1, 2, ... ,
N-m+1;

4) Calculate the average value of Ci
m(r) for all i, Cm(r) = Ci

m(r)/
(N-m+1), i = 1, 2, ... , N-m+1;

5) Add the dimension to m+1, then repeat processes 1-4 to get
Cm+1(r);

6) SampEn of this series sampEn(m, r, N) = -ln Ci
m(r)/Ci

m(r).
Apparently the values of m, r are very important to the sam⁃

pEn results. Generally we choose m = 2, r = 0.1⁃0.2 SD, where
SD is the standard deviation of the initial data x(i), i = 1, 2,…,
N, and the series length N is required to be larger than 1000.
3.1.2 Multiscale Entropy

The parameters of ApEn, sampEn are determined by the sys⁃
tem step finite difference (Hn+1-Hn), which is based on the sin⁃
gle scale analysis and does not contain the system characters
of high scale >1. The multiscale entropy analysis is calculated
as following processes, in which τ is the scale index, when τ =
1 the time series yj(τ) is the initial time series.

Set the initial data as {x(1), x(2), ... , x(N)}, now we construct
the coarse⁃graining series {y(τ)}:
1) yj(τ ) = x(i)/τ, i = (j-1) (τ+1), ... , jτ, j = 1, 2, ... , N/τ. The

length of each time series equals the ratio of the initial time
series length to scale index τ.

2) Calculate the sampEn of the coarse⁃grained series for differ⁃
ent τ.

3.2 Load Analysis by Multiscale Entropy
Researchers generally use the adjacent data points before

the predictive data point as the input data in the BP⁃ANN mod⁃
el for load forecasting [9], [10], because it is usually believed
that the predictive points only relate to the changing trend of
recent and adjacent data. In this paper we calculate the corre⁃
lation coefficients of predictive points and adjacent points,
which are illustrated in Fig. 2 All data come from the daily
load of Shanxi Grid in 2004.

Fig. 2. shows the changing trend of the predictive points and
4 adjacent points. The p(t) represents the predictive load point
value, and p(t-1) represents the previous load point value be⁃
fore the predictive load point, and so on. Clearly, it is found
that the correlation coefficients between predictive points and
adjacent points gradually descend.

Then we utilize the multiscale entropy to evaluate the calcu⁃

▲Figure 1. The structure of BP⁃ANN.

▲Figure 2. Correlation coefficient of calculating point and adjacent point.
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lation error introduced by adjacent data points in BP ⁃ ANN
model. We pick the daily load data of Shanxi Grid (from
2003.1.1 to 2009.12.31) as the database, and calculate the en⁃
tropy of load data through the above method in chapter 2.1,
with parameters m = 3, r = 0.1 SD. The calculating results are
demonstrated in Fig. 3. The entropy of load data decreases
with the increment of scale index. Note that the entropy chang⁃
es rapidly between scale 1 and scale 2, indicating that adja⁃
cent points introduce strong chaos. Combining with Fig. 2, it is
clear that adjacent data points definitely affect the forecasting
precision in BP⁃ANN load forecasting model. As a result, the
forecasting model should be established based on nonadjacent
data points to increase precision.

4 Building BP⁃ANN Model for Short⁃Term
Load Forecasting
Start from the correlation coefficients discussed above, we

set up the BP⁃ANN model for short⁃term load forecasting. First⁃
ly we pick the most relevant load data series with the predic⁃
tive data series, as the input of the BP⁃ANN model. The corre⁃
lation coefficients between the predictive point p(t) and histori⁃
cal data is illustrated in Fig. 4. We find that the predictive
load point p(t) not only shows strong correlation with the adja⁃
cent two load points p(t-1) and p(t-2), also periodically corre⁃
lates to long⁃term historical data. Thus these periodically corre⁃
lated historical data can also be used to build the forecasting
model as well. We choose 8 historical data points with the

strongest correlation with p(t) in Fig. 4 as the input of neural
network. The parameter of hidden layer is 4, and the output is
the predictive load data p(t) of next hour. As a result, we build
the 8⁃4⁃1 BP⁃ANN load forecasting model, which is schemati⁃
cally shown in Fig. 5.

5 Application Examples of Shanxi Grid
Shanxi Grid mainly serves Shanxi Province and includes

both hydropower and thermal power. The short⁃term load fore⁃
casting is of great significance for Shanxi Grid, which directly
determines the operation mode of hydropower and thermal pow⁃
er. In this paper we use 24 short⁃term load data points from the
year of 2003 to 2008 as the database, and employ the present⁃
ed BP⁃ANN model for prediction. The results are verified with
the load data of 2009. Also, we use the methods of literatures
[10], (named as Method 1 and Method 2, respectively) to ob⁃
tain predictive results, and compare the results of three meth⁃
ods through mean absolute error, error quadratic sum, and av⁃
erage relative error. The results are shown in Table 1. The re⁃
sult of the presented BP ⁃ANN method in this paper has the
lowest errors for all three evaluation index, which indicates its
superiority and high precision.

The presented BP ⁃ANN method applies well to the short ⁃
term load forecasting of Shanxi Grid for its operability and sta⁃
bility. We predict one day load of Shanxi Grid in 2009 through
the BP⁃ANN method, and give out the result in Fig. 6. We find
that the predictive load data is in good accordance with the ob⁃
served load data. The highly matched results imply that the
simple presented BP⁃ANN method is with high precision and
practical for short ⁃ term load forecasting in Shanxi Grid. This
method opens another simple and accurate way to forecast short
⁃ term grid load, which owns great prospects for its feasibility

▲Figure 4. Correlation coefficient of prediction set and history set.

▲Figure 3. Entropy of load data under different scale.

▼Table 1. Comparison of 3 prediction methods

Evaluation index
Method 1
Method 2

Presented BP-ANN
method

Mean absolute error
（10 MW）

0.12
0.08
0.03

Error quadratic sum
（10 MW2）

4280
3750
2270

Average relative
error（%）

0.21
0.17
0.11

▲Figure 5. BP⁃ANN model for load prediction.
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and precision.

6 Conclusion
This paper presents a simple and accurate BP⁃ANN method

for the short⁃ term load forecasting. We use the multiscale en⁃
tropy to analyze the load data. The BP⁃ANN model using adja⁃
cent data points greatly affect forecasting precision. And the
predictive load data not only shows strong correlation with the
adjacent load data, also with periodic long ⁃ term data points.
Therefore, we employ adjacent data correlation method to
screen the input layer parameters of BP⁃ANN model, and es⁃
tablish the short ⁃ term load forecasting BP⁃ANN method. We
apply the model and method to the short⁃term load forecasting
of Shanxi Grid, and compare it with other two forecasting meth⁃
ods in previous literatures. The predictive results of the pre⁃
sented BP⁃ANN method owns the lowest average relative error
0.11% among three methods, and matches very well with the
observed load data, which indicates the extremely high preci⁃
sion. Thus this method serves as a simple and feasible ap⁃
proach to realize precise short⁃term grid load forecasting.

Theory Study and Application of the BP⁃ANN Method for Power Grid Short⁃Term Load Forecasting
Xia Hua, Gang Zhang, Jiawei Yang and Zhengyuan Li

▲Figure 6. Load prediction result of 2009.
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The development and wider adoption of smart home technology also created an increased requirement for safe and secure smart
home environments with guaranteed privacy constraints. In this paper, a short survey of privacy and security in the more broad
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1 Introduction
s welfare increases and technological gadgets be⁃
come ubiquitous, we lighten our daily lives by auto⁃
mating trivial and common tasks. A clear trend of
automation technology usage within both personal

homes and commercial buildings has been shown over the past
few years. The increasing adoption of Smart Home Systems
(SHS) leads to the need for not only more functionality but also
for a safe, secure and function environment. The ongoing battle
for smart grid security [1] includes smart homes [2]. When one
technology becomes particularly wide spread it automatically
creates a high ⁃ reward target type. Several companies offer
products on the market to automate lighting, shades, heating,
cooling etc. Among the many systems which feature different
wired or wireless topologies is digitalSTROM (dS) with its pow⁃
erline based bus and embedded central server. This research
is dedicated to finding security and privacy weaknesses in SHS
on the example of a dS system. Wherever possible we try to ap⁃
proach the problem in a generic way that can also be applied
to other systems [3].

This works is organized as follows: We begin with this intro⁃
duction and proceed with a review of how smart homes fit into
the broader smart world context and present related work. In
the fourth section the dS environment is covered before listing
possible attack vectors on SHS in the fifth section along with
two example attacks on the dS infrastructure. In section six, so⁃

lutions to prevent or diminish those attack vectors are pro⁃
posed and discussed. In section seven, we analyze the pro⁃
posed solutions which are followed by the conclusions.

2 Smart World
With our world growing“smarter”than ever, there are differ⁃

ent ways of integrating smart homes into the broader context of
smart services, smart grids or even smart cities. Researchers of
different fields have amply been studying this ongoing trend
and come up with interesting and useful applications. We brief⁃
ly present some of those to emphasize the security and privacy
needs of a modern SHS, especially in the light of a majority of
consumers being agnostic of technology and not necessarily
trained in computer and network security. They may thus not
be fully aware of what privacy invasions must be expected
when certain sensory data is leaked or revealed from their
smart environment.

In [4], the authors define smart communities as interconnect⁃
ed sets of co⁃located homes that share certain common process⁃
ing infrastructure. The authors give an example of a distributed
intrusion detection/aversion scheme based on surveilance data
from multiple homes that is processed centrally in the commu⁃
nity and an example of smart health care where neighbors are
alerted when a critical health situation is detected. A call cen⁃
ter responsible for multiple smart communities for emergencies
or further assistance is introduced in this paper. While the au⁃
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thors propose a centralized processing of data for privacy rea⁃
sons, it is likely that not every smart community will want to
maintain a data center on its premises. In [6], the authors pre⁃
dict a trend towards more artificial intelligence and thus pro⁃
cessing power in future smart homes. The paper foresees that
with the increasing number of sensors and readings, a single
smart home might not be able to process all data and thus pro⁃
cesses them in a cloud environment. Privacy is listed as a po⁃
tential issue. In a similar light, a framework [5] is proposed to
integrate smart homes into Platform as a Service clouds. Data
privacy is supposedly managed by the user but the decision on
which data to use and process seems to take place post trans⁃
mission in the cloud. The cloud interface provides additional
services or virtual smart home devices provided by third par⁃
ties. Further improvements in the broad context of lifestyle are
presented in [7] where Ambient Intelligence is mentioned. In
this paper, we predicts how smart devices will carry an individ⁃
ual’s preferences who will then experience personalized re⁃
sults in places like museums and other public places.

Overall, the trend is clearly geared towards a highly inter⁃
connected smart world where data is processed in a distributed
fashion and the line between private data sharing, such as high⁃
ly sensitive and individual medical records, and beneficial ser⁃
vices is at risk of becoming increasingly blurred. In fact, both
might not even remain separable due to design, marketing or
infrastructural decisions. The problem is further amplified
when individuals may not have a choice anymore in what part
of the collected bulk sensor data is shared or even transmitted
over a potentially insecure network. It is thus crucial to set the
bar high for both security and privacy. Even when individuals
do explicitly consent to data sharing the actual transmission
protocol must always be open and reviewable for potential
leaks (Ideally, the protocols are independently audited and
published with unredacted raw data to the general public). Ac⁃
countability is the key to gain the user’s trust and, once ob⁃
tained, can only be beneficial to the product’s success. Since
smart home installations have a comparatively long life time of
several years or decades and process sensitive sensory informa⁃
tion, interested parties will likely take their time to evaluate
and research their options. Open source approaches are, in
general, very favorable towards trustworthiness and, possibly,
also towards the longevity of a product when the modifications
and extensions can be installed by the owner/user without re⁃
quiring specific tools or requiring digital signatures. Unfortu⁃
nately the shift towards more open protocols is slow and cus⁃
tomers might not always see the benefits of open solutions. A
change is only expected to happen when demanded by a major⁃
ity of customers or with comparably successful open solutions.

3 Related Work
This section lists related security research in the smart

home context and explains the differences to this work. We

conclude that there has been no previous security assessment
of this kind on smart home environments with a wired power
line bus type and, particularly, not for the dS architecture. The
journal article [8] surveys available SHS technology but only
briefly lists potential attack vectors on the SHS control infra⁃
structure (DDoS). It also details personal security, i.e. not soft⁃
ware system related security, automation logic proposals such
as notifying emergency services when a fire is detected, unusu⁃
al user behavior detection using neural networks and a privacy
guard to protect against sensitive information leakage. The pa⁃
per [9] covers the detect and prevent approach to several secu⁃
rity issues in Wireless Sensor Networks in the SHS context.
Several attack vectors that compromise confidentiality, integri⁃
ty and availability are shared in this paper. In contrast, we ana⁃
lyze security issues on the example of dS products which uses
a wired bus system with non⁃factory⁃default and optional wire⁃
less connectivity.

A meter reporting system [10] based on public key encryp⁃
tion that doesn’t reveal specific power usage to the utility com⁃
pany is proposed. The system is based on signed readings by a
trusted reader. The processing then directly applies the match⁃
ing price tariff to those readings resulting in a fully verifiable
bill without specific usage information. In this paper, we create
a good solution to verifiably aggregate metering data but re⁃
quires a trusted meter by the utility company, which the dS en⁃
vironment does not target or provide. A framework [11] for eval⁃
uating security risks associated with technologies used at home
is proposed. The paper also associates high level attacker goals
such as extortion or blackmail to low⁃level attacks compromis⁃
ing the infrastructure. We focus solely on low⁃level security is⁃
sues and leave out inferring the potential consequences. In [3],
the authors present a deep literature review of smart homes
and provide a prediction of future development going towards
integrated health care systems. Due to the amount of time that
people spend in their homes, there is a large economic poten⁃
tial for integrated services. Additionally, the paper includes a
section of papers dedicated to security. dS does not appear in
any of the papers, however, some wired systems such as KNX
are listed.

4 The digitalSTROM Environment
The digitalSTROM environment is a SHS designed primarily

for personal home use. It can also be simultaneously used in
multiple apartments of a building, whereas each apartment has
its own installation. The installation consists of one (optional)
digitalSTROM Server (dSS), usually one digitalSTROM Meter
(dSM) and one digitalSTROM Filter (dSF) per circuit and nu⁃
merous terminal blocks (small clamps) with a digitalSTROM
chip (dSC) for each device. The dSF is responsible for filtering
out dS messages on the power bus from and prevent them from
reaching the outside world. It is technically required when mul⁃
tiple dS installations are present nearby to prevent crosstalk.
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Each dSM can handle up to 128 clamps and communicates
with the other dSM and the dSS by use of the ds485 (is an anal⁃
ogy to the serial RS485 bus protocol.) two ⁃wire protocol. The
ds485 bus can span up to 100 m but is usually confined within
the cabinet (dashed line in Fig. 1). DSC are conventionally in⁃
tegrated in a terminal block (“clamp”) that, in turn, is connect⁃
ed directly to a power switch or an appliance. The DSC can al⁃
so be integrated directly into an appliance, into a power socket
or a socket list by a licensed manufacturer. The appliances
communicate over the power wire by use of a proprietary
closed protocol (dash ⁃ dotted line in Fig. 1). The bandwidth
available to dS devices is very limited with100 bauds (dSM→
dSC) / 400 bauds (dSC→dSM) [12]. The reaction time for
events is between 250 and 750 ms. Fig. 1 shows a simplified
SHS consisting of three separate power circuits (one per floor),
two dS appliances (TV, light on the dash⁃dotted line) and a non
⁃dS charging electric vehicle on an outdoor plug. The dSM are
interconnected (dashed lines) with the dSS by the 2 wire bus.
The dSS is connected to the home network, symbolized by the
wireless router, by a Cat.5 cable or, optionally, by a supported
wireless USB dongle. A control device (typically a smart phone
or tablet) is connected to the home network with the wireless
network. The dSS provides a web interface for configuration
and an AJAX/JSON Application Programmable Interface (API)
for control.

5 Attack Vectors on SHS
We grouped the possible SHS attack vectors into five vulner⁃

ability categories which are detailed in this section: Wired
SHS commonly use (1) a server for state management and to
provide a control interface or API, (2) a bus for communication
with the appliances and (3) a small clamp or control⁃device for
switching individual appliances. This system is ultimately con⁃
trolled by the user with (4) a control ⁃ device such as a smart
phone. Additionally, (5) remote third party services may be
contracted to extend the system’s core functionality. The cate⁃
gories and their communicative interaction are visualized in

Fig. 2.
We divided the attacks into the nine relative and perceived

risk categories: low, medium and high in each of the two di⁃
mensions severity and probability shown in Fig. 3. The risk is
based on how likely and severe a given attack is. We note that
more probable attacks are assigned higher risk ratings than
more severe ones.
5.1 Central digitalSTROM Server

This first subsection elaborates on the possibilities to gain
access to the central dS server as a mean to compromise the en⁃
tire SHS. The central server has total access privileges to the
SHS: It can switch appliances, read out metering values, man⁃
ages API connections on the home network and runs virtually
permanently. The server is thus the most crucial component to
secure within the SHS. Due to the many interfaces it is also the
most exposed part. This server role is assumed by the dSS com⁃
ponent and is located in the cabinet. In dS systems, the loca⁃
tion is dictated by the proximity to the dSM circuit meters. The
dSS is an embedded Linux platform with 400 Mhz ARM9 CPU,
64 Mb ram, 1 Gb flash memory, two USB ports and an RJ45
100 Mbit Ethernet port. It features an on⁃board RS⁃232 serial
port for recovery purposes [13]. The first possibility to attack
the dSS is to gain physical access and compromising the root

dSM: digitalSTROM Meter dSS: digitalSTROM Server
▲Figure 1. A sample digitalSTROM SHS. ▲Figure 3. The nine risk categories.

▲Figure 2. The risk categories.
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system password. This can be done using the debug ports to
gain access to the serial console and thus the (uBoot) boot⁃load⁃
er. Earlier versions of the dSS featured only 256 Mb flash stor⁃
age but used an SD card as main storage drive which adds the
possibility of maliciously switching SD cards to one with added
or modified credentials. Due to the high impact but local con⁃
straint (physical access required), this attack is rated at risk
level four. The second possibility is to gain access to the local
wired or, if available, wireless network and (1) exploit a system
vulnerability (e.g. TCP/IP vulnerability in the

Linux IP stack or network driver both LAN or WLAN if a
WLAN dongle is plugged to the dSS), or (2) exploit a service
vulnerability of a service running with system privileges, e.g.
ssh server (Dropbear), if enabled. We note at this point that the
dss process handling dS events does not run with elevated priv⁃
ileges. Alternatively an attacker can (3) exploit an API vulnera⁃
bility within the dSS process. This attack is generally locally
bound to the home network and wireless range but weak router/
firewall rules may directly expose the dSS to the Internet and
thus pose a major potential flaw. Since home automation sys⁃
tems are long⁃term systems with expected run times of 10-15
years, the software is highly likely to become outdated and un⁃
maintained during its life cycle thus greatly increasing the
risk. Due to the high potential severity we assign these two vec⁃
tors the risk rating seven. Third, an attacker may target the
server via the dS485 bus interconnecting the dSM by (1) direct⁃
ly gaining wire access, (2) indirectly by a rogue dSC that in⁃
jects events that trigger a given message by the dSM on this
bus. This attack is judged as having a medium⁃impact due to
the ability to control the whole static SHS, i.e. the functionality
of the SHS available when no dSS is installed, with low proba⁃
bility. Besides the impact on the powerline bus, it is question⁃
able whether such an attack would be able to compromise the
dSS integrity and would have to be determined by a code analy⁃
sis of the dS485 bus handler process. We thus assign this at⁃
tack vector the risk level two. The fourth attack possibility is to
redirect or abuse the app store to (1) inject rogue updates with
open backdoors, this is possible because updates are not digi⁃
tally verified, or (2) rogue apps may be installed either by mis⁃
take or by misguiding the user into installing them. As dS apps
do not have system privileges because they are run from within
the dss process and are restricted to a JavaScript sandbox, the
main threat is to privacy, as all events can be triggered and reg⁃
istered. Both rogue updates and apps can be installed when the
attacker has control over the local network and can intercept
and modify the home network traffic from and to the dSS as the
updates are served through an unencrypted HTTP connection.
Without local access, it is very hard to manipulate network traf⁃
fic, however, due to the high impact of a compromised update,
this attack vector is assigned the risk level four. When consid⁃
ering rogue apps, we increase the risk to level five due to the
higher probability of such an attack but lower severity: tricking
a user into installing a rogue app is possible but depends high⁃

ly on the victim.
5.2 Smart Control Devices

This subsection describes how a compromised Smart Control
Device (SCD) such as a smart phone or control station leads to
a compromised SHS.

Besides the wall switches in rooms, control of the SHS is
generally delegated to trusted and/or authenticated control de⁃
vices such as smart phones or control terminals. In the dS
case, the JSON⁃API is only accessible by a secure HTTPS con⁃
nection and requires a token that is obtained after successful
authentication. However, if a control device such as an An⁃
droid or iPhone smart phone is compromised, the control of the
whole system, as far as API support reaches, is consequently
compromised until the token is revoked or expires, in case the
device doesn’t store the actual credentials. DS does not cur⁃
rently feature specific (usually wall ⁃ mounted) control termi⁃
nals, thus this scenario is omitted. DS published both an iOS
and Android app. Since smart phones are mostly connected to
the Internet they are exposed to many third party apps and,
possibly, viruses or worms. Additionally the device usually has
full access to the home network. These facts lead to a high⁃risk
attack vector with risk category nine.
5.3 Smart Home Communication Bus

In this subsection we analyze the risks of a compromised
communication bus. The implications of which directly lead to
a largely compromised SHS. DS uses an proprietary but unen⁃
crypted protocol for its communication on the power wiring
(powerline) [12]. As the protocol uses neither encryption nor
authentication, any received messages are assumed to be valid.
This opens the possibility for (1) injecting control signals to di⁃
rectly control appliances or disrupt the system, or (2) inject in⁃
valid power readings to falsify the report system power con⁃
sumption. When falsifying consumption readings, this only fal⁃
sifies the reading of individual single devices as the dSM is
aware of the total sub ⁃ circuit consumption independently of
any attached dSC. Having access to the communication bus al⁃
lows easy jamming of the SHS thus creating a Denial of Service
(DoS) type attack. The low bus bandwidth makes this attack
particularly effective. The attacker has the choice of jamming
only the sub⁃circuit with the attached rogue sender device or
the whole system by continuously sending systemwide events,
such as alarms, that are then broadcast by the dSM into the ad⁃
jacent sub ⁃ circuits. As all dS appliances have access to the
powerline bus and thus have full control of the bus within its
sub ⁃ circuit, an attacker may attach a rogue appliance any⁃
where in the system. If the attacker does not have physical ac⁃
cess, he may still trick someone who does into plugging in an
appliance for him, for instance by gifting or lending such a pre⁃
pared appliance. DS appliances can be anything from a lamp
to a TV or computer. As dSC clamps are relatively small and
only draw minimal power, they are easily hidden inside an ap⁃
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pliance case. An alternative and limited attack consists of con⁃
necting unmodified original dS clamps to the system which au⁃
tomatically registers and adds the device, an automatic Plug⁃n⁃
Play (PnP) procedure which takes less than 10 minutes. Once
registered, the device is ready for use: e.g. a clamp with a yel⁃
low color code4 switches all room lights in the room it’s
plugged in. A generic panic button will trigger the panic proce⁃
dure which defaults to turning on all lights and opening all
shades and blinds in the entire installation. With the locally
limited exposure of the powerline bus, generally secure premis⁃
es (except for outdoor plugs) but with high control level, this at⁃
tack vector is rated a risk category four (private home without
outdoor plugs) or seven (with easily reachable outdoor plug or
when the SHS is a semi⁃public environment such as an office
space.) An alternative point of entry is the ds485 bus intercon⁃
necting the dSM and dSS. The implications are the same as
compromising the powerline bus with an additional small but
unverified possibility of exploiting the dSS’s process by buffer
overflow. This attack does not seem very likely or attractive as
dSM are usually located next to the more rewarding dSS. We
thus assign the risk category four.
5.4 Remote Third Party Services

This subsection analyzes the trust implications of connect⁃
ing third party services with the SHS. A third party service pro⁃
vides additional functionality to the SHS. Those services can
be classified into two categories: (1) monitoring services and
(2) control delegation services. A service can also be classified
in both categories simultaneously. The monitoring services ac⁃
cept consumption statistics, system events or other collected
data and provide a suggestive or analytical service based on
the data interpretation. As such this type of service imposes
purely a privacy risk as identifying events such as home pres⁃
ence and activities may be leaked [18]. We rank this attack
vector at risk level three but the actual danger could highly
vary depending on the nature of the leaked information and the
danger that such a leak could go unnoticed for a very long
time. The second category of services requires control permis⁃
sions and thus API access by token which may be revoked indi⁃
vidually [18]. Such services may for instance provide an alter⁃
native Internet ⁃based user interface. By consequence, a com⁃
promised third ⁃ party service directly implicates a compro⁃
mised SHS and carries an elevated risk rated at seven or nine,
depending on how secure and trustworthy the third party ser⁃
vice is. DS offers such a service called“mein.digitalSTROM”
[19] using a dS app which allows remotely controlling the in⁃
stallation. It also allows temporary control delegation with a
time expiring link and backs up local configuration and meter⁃
ing data. It is inevitable that all third⁃party services be trusted
with private data and system control respectively.
5.5 Two Attack Scenarios

In this sub ⁃ section, we elaborate on two theoretical attack

scenarios based on our previous analysis. The first attack uses
the dS Android smart ⁃ phone app [14] as entry vector and
switches lights on at night when the home owners are sleeping.
The second attack uploads power readings to a remote server,
allowing the attacker to know when the home is empty or will
likely be. The first attack is created by installing a rogue app
on the home owner’s Android smart phone. This app poses as
totally unrelated app to the SHS. Once the app is installed on
the SHS owner’s smart⁃phone, it launches a background ser⁃
vice that sends an Android intent [16], a cross app message us⁃
ing the dS app’s public interface, to the dS app sometime dur⁃
ing the night. The unmodified and unknowing dS app then per⁃
forms the action using the stored credentials. The malicious ap⁃
ps does not need to know any connection details or the API to⁃
ken. While the attack may sound banal, more frightening sce⁃
narios can be envisaged. In the second attack, the dS app is us⁃
er⁃installed on the dSS using the official dS app⁃store. Once in⁃
stalled, the app collects consumption data from all connected
dSM and periodically uploads them to a remote location. The
attacker uses this collected data to establish when the resi⁃
dence is likely to be empty. We do note that third party apps
will likely have to pass a code review before being entered into
the dS app⁃store. There are enough legitimate uses for sending
private data and the app should thus pass a code inspection
based on different expectations by the reviewer and the app’s
user, especially if the documentation is ambiguous, suggestive
or simply missing.

6 SHS Hardening
This section is modeled after the previous chapter: It is orga⁃

nized into central dS Server, Smart Control devices, Smart
Home Communication Bus and Third Party Services. In an ef⁃
fort to harden SHS against the attacks described in the previ⁃
ous section, we recommend adopting proven strategies from
other domains. In addition to providing security⁃enhancing sug⁃
gestions, we reflect on the usability impact of the proposed so⁃
lutions.
6.1 Central digitalSTROM Server

This subsection reiterates the crucial role of the central dS
Server in the overall system security. Because of its central
role and exposure to different interfaces in the SHS, a physical
server breach is rated at both the highest severity and highest
probability. To protect against physical server breaches, the
easiest and, at the same time, most effective method is, argu⁃
ably, to lock the cabinet if it is located in a (semi ⁃) public
space. This should be recommended to every customer through
the installation documentation. This solution

has a low usability impact and leaves the choice and risk as⁃
sessment to the customer. Within private spaces the risk of a
physically compromised dSS is rated low. If additional security
is desired, one could make use of a tamper⁃evident case which
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may avert certain attackers. This change requires a customer
to be aware of how to check the integrity seal, which could pos⁃
sibly be done remotely, but does still require a lock secured
cabinet. A tamper⁃evident case incurs a high usability impact
due to needed additional training. To protect against network⁃
based attacks on the dSS it is important to make the user
change the default access password, preferably during the ini⁃
tial setup. A default access password together with an open net⁃
work results in a very high probability and high severity risk.
Usability is only minimally impacted by requesting the user to
set a password on setup. The initial setup could be streamlined
by a setup wizard which would cover this step. To prevent Man⁃
in⁃the⁃Middle (MitM) attacks such as modifying system or app
updates, dS update servers should default to an encrypted
HTTPS connection with a valid SSL certificate. Such a secure
connection is transparent to the user and does thus not incur
any usability changes. To reduce the risk of a totally compro⁃
mised SHS the introduction of a permission based access con⁃
trol system for the API is suggested. Possible permissions in⁃
clude reading out meter values, controllable dSMs/rooms such
that an application may be restricted to controlling appliances
in one sub ⁃ circuit or even individual appliances, the events
that can be triggered and the events that one can register with.
This list is not exhaustive and further permissions may be ap⁃
plicable. There is a certain trade⁃off between usability and per⁃
mission ⁃ configurability as analyzed by [15], however, the im⁃
pact could be lessened by allowing full permissions by default
and leaving the specific constraining to knowledgeable users
within the“advanced settings”menu option.
6.2 Smart Control Devices

SCD have full control over the SHS. Thus it is crucial to edu⁃
cate all users that a compromised SCD implies a compromised
SHS. The dS app for Android provides other apps on the smart
phone with the possibility to send intents (Android control mes⁃
sages) that the app will then react upon. Thus any app on such
a smart⁃phone can control the SHS. We propose adding a white
⁃list of registered apps, managed by the user, to the Android dS
app to verify that a certain app is allowed to control the SHS.
The list would be updated on the fly upon first request as to in⁃
cur usability only minimally. Users may also feel more secure
when they know which apps can, or are trying to, control their
SHS.
6.3 Smart Home Communication Bus

DS uses a proprietary protocol for communication between
dSC and dSM. The technology does not permit inter⁃dSC com⁃
munication without going through a dSM first due to separate
up and downstream channels. If one were to reverse engineer
the communication protocol and implement a device speaking
the protocol or a reverse engineering a dSC’s interface/firm⁃
ware, an attacker could easily inject messages or jam the cir⁃
cuit and installation and create a DoS attack. We thus strongly

recommend investigating adding an encryption layer such as
[17] targeting low power and very low overhead settings. An en⁃
cryption layer may incur a moderate overhead in usability if
keys have to be set up by the user. We further suggest adding
an option to disable the PnP functionality for automatically reg⁃
istering new devices. Especially in semiprivate environments
such as offices where power plugs are readily available to ev⁃
eryone having physical access. For ease of use we do not sug⁃
gest disabling PnP by default, but when the auto ⁃ registration
function has been disabled, we suggest adding a timer ⁃based
enable function-analogous to how bluetooth pairing works that
allows auto⁃registering appliances that are plugged in during a
short time frame. The usability impact of such a feature is mini⁃
mal resulting in only one more option which could be placed
within the advance configuration mode.
6.4 Remote Third Party Services

Remote services provide additional functionality to the SHS
by either providing remote access to the dSS or by analyzing
and reporting on collected data. To harden the system against
privacy leaks, we suggest implementing configurable time⁃reso⁃
lution limit permissions to the already proposed permission sys⁃
tem. Such a resolution limit would e.g. not allow access to reso⁃
lutions below a 15 minute⁃aggregation in order to maximize pri⁃
vacy. As such a restriction is optional, the usability impact re⁃
mains small while giving the user a much greater sense of pri⁃
vacy. To harden against compromised third party services, a re⁃
stricted set of permissions should be applied to remote con⁃
trolled API accesses, additionally all API accesses and transac⁃
tions should be logged for a future audit. As the user is respon⁃
sible for checking the logs, he does incur a great usability im⁃
pairment unless combined with a method of automatically
checking logs for irregularities. A Third party app should only
be accepted into the dS appstore when sufficient, clear and un⁃
ambiguous documentation is available as to what data is being
processed, sent off remotely and what control events are raised
by the app. The code reviewers are responsible for checking
the code paths against the documentation and ask for correc⁃
tions before accepting it. Before installing an app, a user
should have the possibility to accept or reject the requested
functionality. There is a minimal usability overhead to display
the app documentation which have to be manually accepted or
rejected by the user.

7 Solution Analysis
We now look back on the sample attacks in the light of the

suggested improvements and find that the attacks would not be
possible anymore. We do note that all proposed solutions are

theoretical improvements based on the research and experi⁃
ence in related fields. The physical experimentation of the sug⁃
gested solutions in this exact context is left as future work
item. The first attack scenario uses the dS Android app to
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stealthily inject control events into the SHS. With a whitelist of
apps that are allowed to send control events through the dS An⁃
droid app, any app on the smart phone would have to request
permission before being granted access, thus thwarting a
stealthy attack. A visual clue should make it apparent that

said app, which has nothing to do with SHS, pursues a mali⁃
cious purpose when it seeks access to the SHS via the exposed
Android intent.

The second app that sends consumption events to a remote
server would have to declare the intent to send readings to a re⁃
mote service in the documentation and request those specific
permissions during the installation. If this is against the pur⁃
pose of the app, the user should recognize the threat and
choose not to install the app. After an implementation of our
proposed solutions, both sample attacks would thus not be pos⁃
sible anymore.

8 Conclusion
We conclude this paper by reiterating that homes are very

intimate places where people expect and deserve a high level
of privacy and security at a level that is currently not

satisfyingly offered by the feature⁃driven industry. We have
elaborated different attack vectors on a dS SHS which range
from physical breaches, over networked attacks all the way to
third party remote issues. We demonstrated actual abuse of
two of those attack vectors and suggested various improve⁃
ments to all of the pointed out attack vectors along with possi⁃
ble usability impairments resulting from the solutions. We
hope that this research will lead to an increase of openness and
security awareness from the early development process on in
both generic SHS products and particularly to an improved dig⁃
italSTROM system.

A Solution⁃Based Analysis of Attack Vectors on Smart Home Systems
Andreas Brauchli and Depeng Li
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In this paper, a security protocol for the advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) in smart grid is proposed. Through the AMI, cus⁃
tomers and the service provider achieve two⁃way communication. Real⁃time monitoring and demand response can be applied be⁃
cause of the information exchanged. Since the information contains much privacy of the customer, and the control messages need
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I
1 Introduction

n smart grid, the communication networks have been
updated to more complicated and bidirectional ones.
Data transmitted more frequently over the networks in
much larger quantity. Therefore, compared with the

communication in traditional power grid, network security is⁃
sues are more important [1]-[3]. The advanced metering infra⁃
structure (AMI) is a system that collects and analyzes data
from smart meters, and giving intelligent management of vari⁃
ous power⁃related applications and services based on that data.
An AMI has a hierarchical network structure. It consists of
home area networks (HANs), neighborhood area networks
(NANs), and a wide area network (WAN). In each HAN, there
is a smart meter which monitors the energy consumption of the
appliances and other power line status in that household. Me⁃
tering data (data that is generated by smart meters) is uploaded
to the metering data management system (MDMS) at the ser⁃
vice provider side. Based on the metering data and other moni⁃
toring data from sensors, the service provider is able to have
precise real ⁃ time monitor over the power grid. Moreover, de⁃
mand response [4]-[7] can be applied with timely information

exchange between the customers and the service provider. As
a result of the modern control system, smart grid is more effi⁃
cient and eco ⁃ friendly compared with the traditional power
grid. However, in order to achieve optimal control and demand
response through the AMI, the data in uplink transmissions
from smart meters to the MDMS includes secret information.
For example, power usage of a household is included in meter⁃
ing data. Those data will be collected by the MDMS and be fur⁃
ther applied to determine the power generation and the usage
of renewable energy. Nonetheless, power usage pattern may re⁃
veal lifestyle of the corresponding customers. The controlling
data in downlink transmissions involve the price/tariff informa⁃
tion. Forgery or manipulation of such information may let the
demand response be astray from being efficient.

In this paper, we propose a network security protocol for the
AMI. The WAN in AMI is a high speed backhaul network,
which has robust security mechanisms from fiber optic net⁃
works or ethernet. Therefore, the security issues in AMI. Thus,
our focus is on the wireless portion of the AMI, including smart
meters from HANs and data aggregate points (DAPs) from
NANs. Specifically, the proposed network security protocol in⁃
cludes four parts: initial authentication, secure uplink data ag⁃
gregation, secure downlink data transmission, and domain se⁃
crets update. Initial authentication is for the nodes such as
smart meters and DAPs to join the AMI. Security schemes for
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uplink and downlink transmissions are independently de⁃
signed because of the asymmetric communications. Data in the
uplink is more in quantity and higher in frequency. It features
a many to ⁃ one communication. Moreover, aggregated data is
enough, for instance, the aggregated power consumption for the
service provider. Nonetheless, confidentiality of the controlling
data in downlink may not be an issue. For instance, pricing/tar⁃
iff is supposed to be public for the customers. Data integrity
and sender authentication are more important for such control⁃
ling data. In addition, domain secrets such as session keys,
public/private keys, and other secrets need to get refreshed
once in a while. In the proposed domain secret update process,
the communications remain uninterrupted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, re⁃
lated work is discussed. In Section 3, the studied AMI is illus⁃
trated. In Section 4, the security schemes for the AMI are pro⁃
posed. In Section 5, the conclusion and the future work are giv⁃
en.

2 Related Work
Although HANs and NANs in the AMI have structures of

wireless mesh networks (WMNs) [8], [9], difference can be ad⁃
dressed in three holds. First, each smart meter must be avail⁃
able and be treated equally in the network since fairness must
be applied to each of the customers while traditional WMN
does not emphasize availability for each wireless node let
alone fairness. Second, the deployment of smart meters are
fixed and in specific orders since they are deployed in each
household and the houses are in fixed position in most cases,
while the wireless nodes in traditional WMN are usually de⁃
ployed randomly and redundantly. Third, the uplink transmis⁃
sion and downlink transmission in AMI are asymmetric where
the uplink transmission consists of different data from each
smart meter to the MDMS and the most of the downlink trans⁃
missions are in broadcast mode, while in traditional WMN, the
uplink or downlink can even barely be distinguished. Our pro⁃
posed network security protocol is designed to match the
uniqueness of AMI.

There are several researches for the security issues in AMI
[10]-[13], however, there are very few comprehensive security
protocols for AMI. In [12], the authors proposed a protocol
called integrated authentication and confidentiality (IAC)
which involves the initial authentication of a smart meter, and
the security in both uplink and downlink transmissions. How⁃
ever, IAC has several problems to be addressed. 1) The smart
meters are not treated equally where some of them are chosen
to be the backbone nodes and proceed with security protocol,
while the others must go through the backbone nodes, however
the backbone nodes selection does not have any security con⁃
cern. 2) The initial authentication process cannot prevent re⁃
play attack or even forgery if the initial request is overheard by
the attacker. 3) The security protocol in uplink transmission

cannot handle multiple incoming data at an intermediate node.
4) Compromise of a node will at least endangers another node
since they share the same secret key for message encryption.
5) The security protocol for downlink transmission is too com⁃
plicated since IAC did not consider broadcast scenario as the
main transmission mode for downlink. 6) Once a node malfunc⁃
tions in the network, IAC cannot function any longer. An im⁃
proved security protocol for the AMI was proposed in [13].
However, it applied many digital signatures for uplink trans⁃
missions which may not be practical. As a preliminary work,
the protocol was not comprehensive enough. For instance,
some of the messages may suffer from replay attack, and do⁃
main secret update mechanism was not mentioned. In this pa⁃
per, an enhanced security protocol which addresses those
shortages is proposed.

3 Advanced Metering Infrastructure
The communication networks of the AMI have a hierarchical

structure, including HANs, NANs, and WAN. This structure is
shown in Fig. 1. A HAN consists of several smart appliances
and a smart meter (Some may suggest that a gas meter is also
involved. However, for simplicity, we restrict the discussion to
electricity power grid and rule out gas meters.) . The sensing/
measuring of the power grid status inside households and apart⁃
ments (e.g., energy⁃consumption, damage to power equipment,
voltage⁃ fluctuation, etc.) is gathered by smart meters. A NAN
consists of many DAPs. Each DAP covers a few smart meters.
The gathered data from smart meters is uploaded to the MDMS
through DAPs. The gateway of a NAN is the data concentrator,
which has fast and reliable network connection to the MDMS.
Such fast and reliable network is the WAN. It covers a much
larger area compared with a NAN.

Because the AMI has a complicated structure, there is no
single communication technology that can perfectly fulfill all
the needs in the AMI. For example, the optical fiber used in
backhaul networks is reliable (0:99999 reliability) and fast (in
the order of Gbps). However, it will be too expensive to use it
in HAN where data is usually in the order of KB. Therefore, re⁃
searchers have proposed to use different types of technologies
so that communication requirements can be met while the de⁃
ployment cost and the maintenance cost can be reasonably low.

In the studied AMI as shown in Fig. 2, various communica⁃
tion technologies are applied. A HAN is connected by local ar⁃

HAN: home area network
NAN: neighborhood area network

WAN: wide area network

▲Figure 1. Two⁃way communication networks in smart grid.

HAN NAN WAN ServiceproviderDataconcentrator
Smartmeter
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ea networks, e.g., IEEE 802.11 (Wi⁃Fi) and/or IEEE 802.15.4
(Zigbee). In a NAN, the DAPs form a wireless mesh network
based on IEEE 802.11s (Wi⁃Fi based). Compared with Zigbee
applied in HANs, Wi⁃Fi can achieve much higher transmission
data rate. It is necessary because local NAN transmissions
among DAPs introduce multi ⁃ hop wireless mesh networking
and it requires higher data rate for the transmissions. Some of
the DAPs are chosen as gateway DAPs which have direct com⁃
munication with the concentrator. It is not necessary for the
gateway DAPs to be close to the concentrator. In fact, multiple
gateways need to be deployed sparsely in a NAN for its wide
ranged latency requirement (3 ms to 5 min) [14], [15]. If a cus⁃
tomer has too many hops to reach a gateway, it may not be able
to successfully deliver the data with most critical latency re⁃
quirements. Therefore, gateway DAPs are equipped with IEEE
802.16 (WiMAX) interface for longer distance transmission.
Adopting WiMAX has a bonus compared with similar technolo⁃
gy (e.g., LTE) that it can be deployed using unlicensed band (e.
g., 5:8 GHz) in order to lower the service cost by not paying li⁃
cense band accessing fee. However, using unlicensed band⁃
width must follow certain restrictions by the FCC [16]. Without
loss of generality, the concentrator can be deployed in the cen⁃
ter of the neighborhood. It is the gateway of the NAN to the
wired backhaul network which connects to the MDMS (or the
service provider) in a fast and reliable way.

In the uplink of AMI, information such as energy consump⁃
tion and monitoring data is transmitted from the customer side
to the service provider. In the downlink of AMI, information
such as control message and pricing/tariff is transmitted from
the service provider to the customer.

The data from customers (metering data) contains much pri⁃
vacy. For example, from the pattern of the energy consumption,
it is possible to have a sketch of the lifestyle of that customer.
Therefore, it is a must to provide confidentiality to metering da⁃
ta. In addition, integrity is also important to metering data. Ma⁃
nipulation of energy consumption (e.g., energy theft) may cause
loss to the service provider. More importantly, manipulated en⁃

ergy consumption will deviate the service provider from opti⁃
mal control of the power grid, in turn will lead to unnecessary
fuel waste and pollution. However, non⁃repudiation may not be
as critical as the other two security requirements for two rea⁃
sons. 1) Providing non ⁃ repudiation which usually is achieved
by digital signature may compromise the identity of the custom⁃
er, and thus jeopardize the privacy. 2) Data in the uplink is fre⁃
quently transmitted by simple devices such as smart meters,
DAPs, sensor nodes. They are equipped with limited computa⁃
tional capability. Therefore, applying public key cryptograph
frequently is not practical. The monitoring data of power grid
status is gathered by low profile sensors (e.g., phasor measure⁃
ment unit). Obviously, data integrity needs to be provided so
that the service provider can monitor the grid correctly. Howev⁃
er, with limited computational power and real ⁃ time transmis⁃
sion requirement, it is not necessary to provide confidentiality
and non⁃repudiation to monitoring data.

In the downlink transmission of the AMI, the service provid⁃
er sends control messages to customers or some components in
the power grid. Since control messages usually have real⁃time
transmission requirement and the privacy of control message
may not be very important, confidentiality is not required for
control messages. Nonetheless, data integrity is critical. Non ⁃
repudiation is supposed to be important since the control mes⁃
sages need to be verified from a legitimate sender (i.e., the ser⁃
vice provider). However, due to the low ⁃ latency requirement
and limited computational power at the receiver side, it varies
from case to case. Pricing/tariff is also sent from the service
provider to customers in downlink transmissions. Confidentiali⁃
ty of such information is not needed because it is for the pub⁃
lic. Data integrity and non⁃repudiation is nonetheless critical.

4 Proposed Security Protocol for AMI
The proposed security protocol consists of four schemes, ini⁃

tial authentication scheme, secure uplink transmission
scheme, secure downlink transmission scheme, and domain se⁃
cret update scheme.

For simplicity, the notations of the keys used in the pro⁃
posed security protocol are listed in Table 1.
4.1 Initial Authentication

An uninitialized node that does not function in the AMI

▲Figure 2. Studied advanced metering infrastructure.

▼Table 1. Notations of the keys
Ki

ki

Pui

Pri

ki, j

PuAS

PrAS

Pre⁃shared secret key of ni

Active secret key of ni

Public key of ni

Private key of ni

Session key between ni and nj

Public key of the AS
Private key of the AS

Utility network backbone

MDMS

Gateway DAP
Backnau1 network
IEEE 802.11s
IEEE 802.16

DAP
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properly must be authenticated through the initialization pro⁃
cess. Generally speaking, if a node is closer to the AS, it will
be authenticated before the others that are further away. There⁃
fore, before smart meters join the AMI, gateway DAPs and nor⁃
mal DAPs are initialized. Note that gateway DAPs are initial⁃
ized before normal DAPs since they have direct communica⁃
tion to the concentrator. For simplicity, gateway DAPs are not
specified in the rest of the discussion.

Let the DAPs be divided into two groups, one is active and
the other is uninitialized. An active node has been authenticat⁃
ed by the AS to join the AMI communication and is function⁃
ing in a healthy status. An uninitialized node can be one of the
four types shown in the following:
1) A newly installed node
2) A node which is recovered from malfunctioning status
3) A node which is updated with new pre⁃shared keys
4) A node which is reinstalled to another location.

For example, if DAP n1 wants to join the AMI, the initializa⁃
tion process goes through all of its active neighbors (e.g., n2, n3
and n4). As illustrated in Fig. 3, n1 sends requests to all of its
active neighbors, which will relay the request to the AS
through established secure links. After being authenticated by
the AS, n1 will receive different reply messages from the AS
through its active neighbors. Through this initial authentica⁃
tion process, there are mainly three tasks accomplished,
•n1 is authenticated to be an active node and join the AMI
•n2 establishes secure connection to the AS through one of its

active neighbors which has the shortest distance to the AS
•n1 establishes backup secure connections to the AS through

the rest of its active neighbors.
Without loss of generality, n2 is chosen to illustrate the de⁃

tailed initialization process. The processes through n3 and n4
are similar. n1, a secure link between n2 and the AS, and the
AS are involved. Note that the nodes in the secure link do not
get useful information from the process. Therefore, we focus on

n1, n2, and the AS. The initialization process has three mutual
authentications. One is between n1 and the AS, one is between
n2 and the AS, and the other one is between n1 and n2. The mu⁃
tual authentication between n1 and the AS is obvious since the
legitimate nodes are allowed to join the AMI by AS and the
nodes also only trust the AS. The mutual authentication be⁃
tween n2 and the AS is to ensure n2 is active and is trusted to re⁃
lay the request from n1. The mutual authentication between n1
and n2 is to help further establish secure communications from
n1 to n2. Assuming that each node has a pre⁃shared secret key
(i.e., Ki for node ni) with the AS before initialization. Each ac⁃
tive node has been assigned with an active secret key (i.e., Ki

for ni) mainly for uplink data encryption. This active secret key
is also used to verify if this node is active or not. Similar to K2,
k2 is only known to n2 and the AS. In order to establish a secure
connection from n1 to the AS, an active secret key k1 must be
generated by the AS and assigned to n1 during the initialization
process. Note that n1 does not bare k1 before initialization pro⁃
cess, only K1 is known to n1.

As shown in Fig. 4, the whole initialization process involves
6 messages.
1) M1 = request || || ID1 t1||H(ID1 +K1 + t1) : n1 sends M1 to the AS

through n2 , where H ( )∙ is a hash function,‘ + ’is XOR
function, and t1 is a time stamp. The authentication is
achieved by K1 since with given ID1 and t1 , the AS is the
only entity other than n1 to be able to compute
H(ID1 +K1 + t1) .

2) M2 = ID2| ||Ek1( )M1 || || ID2 t2 |H(ID2 + k2 + t2) : n2 sends M2 to
the AS, where Ek( )∙ is a symmetric encryption function with
key k . Once n2 receives M1 , it generates another time
stamp t2 and appends H(ID2 + k2 + t2) to M1 . The extra in⁃
formation is used for the AS to authenticate n2 as a genuine
node and validates the integrity of time stamp. n2 then en⁃
crypts the entire message and appended its own identifica⁃
tion with k2 . This is used to protect its identity verification
code H ( )ID2 + k2 + t2 and also let the AS authenticate its a⁃

DAP: data aggregate point

▲Figure 3. Initial authentication process for DAP n1.
▲Figure 4. Detailed initial authentication process through one active
neighbor.

Request

Requ
est

DAP n1 Request

Request

AS

Repl
y ReplyRequest
Reply Reply

Active DAP n2

Active DAP n3

Active DAP n4

Reply Repl
y

Uninitialized n1 Active neighbor n 2 AS

M1 = request || || ID1 t1||H(ID1 +K1 + t1)

M4 =M'3 || ||Pu2 t5||H(Pu2 + t5)
M5 =E'Pu2 || ||Pu1 t6||H(Pu1 + t6)

M6 = k1,2

M2 = ID2||Ek2(M1||ID2||t2)||H(ID2 + k2 + t2)

M'3 =Ek1(IV1 || ||k1 t3) || ||PuAS g)||H(ID2 + *)
M"3 =M'3||t4||H(M'3 + t4)
M3 =Ek2(M"3)||H(M"3)
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ctive status.
3) M3 =Ek2(M ''

3 ||H(M3'')) : Once the AS receives M2 , it authen⁃
ticates n2 by decrypting M2 using k2 . Time stamp t2 is vali⁃
dated by computing H(ID2 + k2 + t2) . The AS then authenti⁃
cate n1 by computing H(ID1 +K1) . Once n1 is authenticated,
the AS generates a message
M '

3 =EK1(IV1 || ||k1 t3| ||PUAS |g)H(ID2 + *) for n1 . In M '
3 , IV1

is the initial vector for further uplink transmission. k1 is the
active key for uplink transmission. PuAS is the public key
of the AS for downlink transmission protocols. Moreover, g
is the generating parameter for public key cryptography in
the communication domain. It can be a set of parameters de⁃
pending on chosen public key cryptography schemes. For in⁃
stance, g stands for two primes numbers if RSA is applied
[17], and for more parameters if identity⁃based cryptography
[18]- [20] is applied. Nonetheless, g remains the same in
the communication domain. Although the AS generates g ,
it does not generate public/private keys for each node. It is
safer to keep the nodes as independent as possible to other
nodes and the AS. Those data for n1 is encrypted with the pre⁃ shared secret key K1 . Moreover, in M '

3 ,
H ( )ID2 + * =H ( )ID2 + IVs + k1 + t3 +PUAS + g is the integrity
checksum. Note that ID2 is also part of the input and thus
n1 is able to authenticate n2 through the AS. Then, the AS
generates another time stamp t4 (it is possible that t4 = t3 )and M ''

3 =M '
3| || t4 |H(M '

3 + t4) . Finally, the message sent back
to n2 is M3 =Ek2(M ''

3 ||H(M ''
3 )) .

4) M4 =M '
3 || ||Pu2 t5||H(Pu2 + t5) : After n2 receiving M3 , it veri⁃

fies the message and recovers M '
3 . So far, n2 has authenti⁃

cated n1 from the AS, then n2 relay M '
3 to n1 along with itspublic key Pu2 . A time stamp t5 is generated for message

freshness. Hash function is applied to Pu2 + t5 for data in⁃
tegrity.

5) M5 =E*
Pu2( )Pu1 || || t6 H ( )Pu1 + t6 : Once n1 receives M4, it re⁃

veals IV1, k1, PuAS and g. After verifying the integrity of thereceived information, n1 computes a pair of public/private
keys based on given g. The public key Pu1 is encrypted
with the public key of n2 s.t. E*

Pu2( )Pu1 , where E* is the en⁃
cryption function of the adopted public key cryptograph. Atime stamp t6 is generated and
M5 =E*Pu2(Pu1 t6H(Pu1 + t6): is computed to keep the in⁃
tegrity of the message.

6) M6 = k1,2 : After exchange public keys, n1 and n2 can workout a way to generate a session key k1,2 for communication.
Session key k1,2 is only shared between n1 and n2 . It is
subject to get refreshed frequently.
After exchanging these 6 messages, n1 is fully initialized

and it is able to join uplink communications through n2 . Theinitial authentication processes through other active neighborsare similar. The AS sends back the same IV1, k1, PuAS , and g .In the final hand⁃shake, n1 will send the same Pu1 to its ac⁃
tive neighboring node nx encrypted with Pux . By doing so,
n1 shares the same public key to all of its active neighbors.

Therefore, n1 is able to join the uplink transmission through
any of the active neighbors, in other words, both operating and
backup secure communication channels are established
through the initial authentication process.

When the DAPs are initialized by the AS, the NAN is
formed. Smart meters will then be initialized through active
DAPs. Unlike DAPs, smart meters do not have many neighbor
nodes because of two reasons. First, smart meters have limited
transmission range. They are unlikely to have direct connec⁃
tion with more than one DAPs. Second, it is not a good idea to
let smart meters communicate with each other since the data
contains much privacy and smart meters are easier to get ac⁃
cess to than DAPs. A smart meter sends an initialization re⁃
quest to an active DAP, and the DAP will relay the request to
the AS through a secure communication link. The detailed pro⁃
cess is similar to that shown in Fig. 4 and thus is not repeated.

Security Analysis:
•Confidentiality: Confidentiality of the authentication request

is unnecessary, therefore it is not provided. Much informa⁃
tion is transmitted in plain text.

•Data integrity: All the messages (except for M6 ) are provid⁃
ed a hash value for integrity check. Moreover, the input is
not the original message which can be captured easily by an
eavesdropper. The input is the XORed messages of the use⁃
ful information, which cannot be captured or forged. There⁃
fore, the messages in this protocol is unforgettable. More⁃
over, with time stamps being applied in each message, re⁃
play attack is unlikely to succeed in the process. The de⁃
tailed process of M6 is not given in this protocol, because
the real application may vary based on different public key
schemes. With a given public key scheme, data integrity can
be provided in a similar way for session key ki, j .

•Non⁃repudiation: The idolization process does not use a digi⁃
tal signature for sender authentication except for M5 . How⁃
ever, secret pre⁃shared keys are applied for message encryp⁃
tion. With the sender and the receiver being the only ones
that can encrypt and decrypt the message, nonrepudiation is
achieved for all messages (except for M5 ). Non⁃repudiation
of M5 is indeed provided by a digital signature.

4.2 Security Protocol in Uplink Transmission
In the uplink transmission, data from each node is aggregat⁃

ed in a chain topology and is finally delivered to the service
provider (assuming that the AS and the service provider share
the same entity). As discussed before, data confidentiality and
data integrity are important security requirements for metering
data since the wrong data may cause unnecessary loss of the
power generation. Sender authentication or non ⁃ repudiation
may be considered in certain situation if there is enough com⁃
putational resources. To achieve all those requirements men⁃
tioned above, we propose the security protocol for data aggrega⁃
tion in uplink transmission as shown in Fig. 5. Suppose in one
path there are N nodes with an order of (n1,n2,…,nN) . As the
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first one of the aggregation, n1 mixes its raw data D1 with IV1
and encrypts it with k1 so that confidentiality can be achieved.
H*( )∙ is a hashed message authentication code function which
provides data integrity. Different hash functions can be used
for initialization process and uplink transmission, therefore we
use H*( )∙ for clearer illustration. Finally, n1 encrypts the e⁃
ntire message with k1,2 so that n2 can verify that the data is
from n1 which is an active node. The intermediate nodes first
decrypt the incoming data with the session key of the previous
node. Then, they mix their raw data with the previous data. Af⁃
ter that, they follow the same steps as the first node.

If an intermediate node has multiple incoming nodes, it
treats each of them as a separate chain and aggregates its own
data to one of the incoming data while simply padding the data
from the other incoming nodes to it with flags. The details areshown in Fig. 6. Assume np has two incoming nodes ni and
nj , and np chooses to aggregate incoming data from ni . Then
np follows the usual steps dealing with Dp and Mi,p . For
Mj,p , np authenticates the sender by getting Mj , and simply
flags Mj such that f0 || ||Mj f1 to the original Mp , thus
Mp = f0 || ||Mj f1 || ||Cp H*(Cp) .
Once the AS receives the aggregated data, it starts the recov⁃

ery process of the data. The AS first authenticates the incom⁃
ing node by decrypting the receiving data with the pre⁃shared
public key PuN,AS . Before recovering the raw data, the AS
needs to verify the data integrity by checking the hashed value.
Since the data of each node are not further processed by nodes
after it, if some of the data corrupt, the AS will simply discard
them instead of wasting the whole message from that transmis⁃
sion path. The detailed raw data recovery process (without in⁃
tegrity check) is shown in Fig. 7. Message
Mi =Mi - 1 || ||Ci H*(Ci) , after verifying the data integrity, the AS
decrypts Ci and XOR the result with Mi - 1 to recover DN .
Note that D1 is recovered by XORing IV1 . If the message in⁃
cludes data from multiple chains, the AS extracts the message

between f0 and f1 first and recovers the data following the same
process as shown in Fig. 7 without verifying the sender authen⁃
tication (the decryption process with PuN,AS ).

Security Analysis:
•Confidentiality: The confidentiality is achieved by two steps

in this protocol. For each node ni , its raw data is mixed
with the incoming data from the previous node.

•The first node achieves this step by mixing its data with the
initial vector given by the AS. Moreover, mixed data is en⁃
crypted with the active key ki .

• Data integrity: The message cannot be manipulated since
message integrity is verified using a hash value. The mes⁃
sage of ni is unforgeable unless an active key ki is compro⁃
mised.

•Non ⁃ repudiation: On one hand, since each message is en⁃
crypted by an active key from the corresponding node, send⁃
er authentication is provided. On the other hand, no digital
signature is used in the proposed protocol for non⁃repudia⁃

◀Figure 5.
Data aggregation process
in uplink transmission.

Figure 7.▶
Data recovery process in

uplink transmission.

IV1

▲Figure 6. Multi⁃flow data aggregation process.
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tion. In fact, if a message is susceptible or invalid, the ser⁃
vice provider will simply discard it without wasting resourc⁃
es on it.

4.3 Security Protocol in Downlink Transmission
The downlink transmission involves control messages from

the service provider to the nodes. Most of the control messages
(e.g., price and tariff information) are for all the smart meters
in the neighborhood, where the confidentiality is not as impor⁃
tant as that of the uplink data. Nonetheless, as discussed be⁃
fore, data integrity is important. Message manipulation will
cause further responding in power usage and will finally result
in unnecessary fuel waste due to excess power generation.
Moreover, non⁃repudiation is critical for such control messages
so that the customers can trust the sender.

Let CB be the control message to be broadcast. To provide
message integrity, a hash value (achieved by hash function
H*(∙) ) is appended to the original message, the entire message
is then signed with PuAS as a digital signature to provide non⁃
repudiation and sender authentication. E*

PrAS( )∙ is an encry⁃
ption function using public key cryptography, the encryption
key is PrAS . In all, MB =E*

PrAS( )CB || || t H*( )CB + t , where t is a
time stamp for data freshness. At the receiver side, the original
information (i.e., CB and t ) is revealed by performing
D*

PuAS
(MB) , where D*

PuAS
( )∙ is a decryption function using public

key cryptography with decryption key PuAS . An integrity
check will be performed to verify both the hash value and the
time stamp. If the integrity check is not passed, the receiver
will request a retransmission from the AS through its secure up⁃
link transmission tunnel. This rarely happens unless the mes⁃
sage is not legitimate. Because each node will receive multiple
copies of the control message from all of its active neighbors. If
one of the message is valid, then a retransmission will not be
necessary.

Some of the control messages (e.g., request for update) are
for a specific node (e.g., ni ). Let such control message be Ci .
Apparently, message integrity, nonrepudiation and sender au⁃
thentication shall still be provided, moreover, confidentiality of
the message is also important, therefore the message is encrypt⁃
ed with ki such that Mi =E*

PrAs( )Eki( )Ci || || t H*( )Ci + t . Unlike
MB , broadcasting Mi is a waste of resource and is unnecessary.
However, sending Mi through the corresponding uplink pathmay reduce the availability of the message. Therefore, we pro⁃
pose to send such specific control message to ni through all of
its active neighbors, as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Security Analysis:
•Confidentiality: For downlink broadcasting messages, confi⁃

dentiality is not provided. For downlink messages to a specif⁃
ic node (e.g., ni), confidentiality is provided by encrypting
the message with the active key ki.

•Integrity: First of all, both the broadcasting and unicasting
control messages are unforgeable since they signed by the

AS using its private key. Secondly, any manipulated control
messages will be recovered since their hash values cannot
pass the data integrity check.

•Non ⁃ repudiation: Since each control message is signed by
the AS, the control message is non⁃repudiable.

4.4 Domain Secrets Update
In order to keep the AMI secure in the long run, domain se⁃

crets need to be refreshed once in a while (e.g., daily or even
hourly). For the AS, its public and private key needs to be re⁃
freshed. After the AS generates a new pair of public/private
keys (i.e., Pu'

AS / Pr '
AS ), it transmits the public key to all the a⁃

ctive nodes in a broadcasting way (signed by current private
key of the AS), s.t., MB =E*

PrAS( )Pu'
AS || || t H*( )Pu'

AS + t , where t
is a time stamp which keeps the freshness of the message. The
update of Pu'

AS is for all the active nodes in the same time
slot. In the meantime, separate control messages signed by PrAS
and Pr'

AS will be sent so that the downlink transmission is not
interrupted.

For an active node (e.g., ni ), its active secret key ki needs
to be refreshed. To do so, the AS picks a new active secret key
k'
i for ni , and sends Mi =E*

PrAS( )Eki( )k'
i || || t H*( )k'

i + t to ni ,
where t is a time stamp which keeps the freshness of the mes⁃
sage. However, it is not necessary to refresh the active secret
keys for all the nodes at the same time. The AS can do a batch
at a time when the network is not heavily loaded, for example,
after mid night. Moreover, as mentioned before, the session
key (e.g., ki, j ) between two active nodes (i.e., ni and nj )
needs to be refreshed more frequently. To do so, ni and nj si⁃
mply run the 6⁃th step from the initialization process again.

The pre⁃shared key of a node is not refreshed as frequently
as the other keys since it is used much less frequently. There⁃
fore, the pre ⁃ shared key can last longer before it wears out.
However, it is reasonable to refresh the pre⁃shared key in some

DAP: data aggregate point
▲Figure 8. Example of Control message M1 to n1 .
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cases. For example, if a DAP is compromised and recovered,
or if a DAP is redeployed to another NAN, or if a house has
been sold and thus its smart meter has a new owner. An on⁃site
firmware update will be recommended in this case. A customer
can also request a firmware update and then load it to his/her
smart meter. Automatic update can also be achieved. For exam⁃
ple, if DAP ni needs a pre⁃shared key update, the AS picks a
new K '

i , and sends Mi =E*
PrAS( )Eki( )K '

i || || t H*( )K '
i + t . It is also

reasonable to encrypt this message with Ki if ki has been
compromised. However, if both Ki and ki are compromised,
then a physical update will be inevitable.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose a security protocol for the AMI in

smart grid. In order to meet various security requirements for
the asymmetric communication of the AMI, the proposed secu⁃
rity protocol consists of initial authentication scheme, indepen⁃
dent security schemes for uplink and downlink transmissions,
and a domain secrete update scheme. The security scheme in
uplink scheme provides confidentiality, data integrity to meter⁃
ing data and other monitoring data. The security scheme in
downlink provides data integrity and non ⁃ repudiation to con⁃
trolling data and pricing/tariff information. In the future work,
we will extend the network security protocol so that cloud com⁃
puting and various external information sources can be in⁃
volved in the modern control of smart grid.
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Abstract

As the false trips of remote protection relays are among the main reasons behind cascading blackouts, it is critical to design reli⁃
able relay protection. Even though common protection schemes on traditional power systems have been investigated for a few de⁃
cades, cascading failures in recent years indicate more research needed in this area. Consequently, researchers have proposed
agent⁃based methods on the Smart Grid (SG) to address this issue. However, these existing agent⁃based methods simply use TCP
protocol without considering real⁃time communication requirements (such as bandwidth and delay). To deal with this issue, several
methods for efficient network resource management are proposed. Furthermore, these existing methods do not consider the poten⁃
tial issues in practical communication networks, which may result in delay violation and trigger relay false trips. We have dis⁃
cussed simple backup solutions in the previous work. In this paper, in addition to network efficiency, we focus on improving the
system reliability by exploring known power system information and minimizing the chances of false trips of important remote re⁃
lays, e.g., defining power line priorities based on their importance. Moreover, to further improve the system reliability, we also in⁃
vestigate the peer⁃to⁃peer protection approaches to address the single point of failure of centralized control center.
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T
1 Introduction

o deal with device failures, prevent damages to pow⁃
er sys⁃tem components, and avoid broad⁃spread dis⁃
turbances, modern power transmission systems use
different types of local and remote relays to isolate

such issues and stop disturbances from spreading. In the pro⁃
tection system, directional relays (especially remote zone 3 re⁃
lays) are critical in protecting transmission lines as backup pro⁃
tection, and they are universally deployed in protection sys⁃
tems [1], [2]. However, some over⁃sensitive remote relays may
trip due to various reasons and generated cascading failures in
recent large scale blackouts [3], [4]. While researchers have
developed many methods to prevent such failures on the tradi⁃
tional power systems [5]- [7], these existing methods failed to
solve the problem and could not stop the spread of cascading
failures due to the false trips of remote relays. We will focus on
this critical issue in this paper.

In the emerging Smart Grid (SG), many intelligent devices
are employed to monitor and control power system compo⁃
nents, which allow us to achieve more effective protection for
dealing with the false trips of remote relays. These de ⁃ vices
communicate with power control systems on real ⁃ time net⁃
works, provide instant system status, and conduct precise con⁃
trol. In this research direction, agent⁃based protection systems

[8], [9] have been designed to utilize SG real⁃time communica⁃
tions to prevent the false trips of remote relays. However, the
existing methods simply use TCP/UDP transport protocols to
deliver monitor and control messages without band⁃width and
delay guarantees, and simply assumed ideal dedicated commu⁃
nication network paths; they did not address practical network
issues due to many potential errors such as simple traffic con⁃
gestion, routers/links errors/misconfigurations, or malicious at⁃
tacks that cause bandwidth and delay violation on communica⁃
tion paths. Meanwhile, more and more SG applications and ser⁃
vices are being developed for reliability, efficiency, and system
protection [10]- [13]. Many of these applications require high
bandwidth and short latency (e.g., emerging PMU operations
[12]), and may cause temporary congestion (e.g., in a diagnos⁃
tic mode). Therefore, we cannot simply assume a dedicated net⁃
work for each application and have to carefully manage real ⁃
time communication network resources to support the opera⁃
tions of these applications.

The previously⁃proposed agent⁃based schemes assume ideal
dedicated network paths between protection relays and their
master agent for real⁃time monitoring and control [8], [9], with⁃
out considering the details of network resource management
and potential link errors. To fill this gap, our previous work fo⁃
cused on methods for basic network resource management for
ensuring bandwidth and delay guarantees. We also designed a
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simple backup method presented in [14].
In this paper, in addition to address network management,

we focus on system reliability, because the reliability of power
system become extremely critical and today’s information⁃ fo⁃
cused world is highly dependent on the availability of power
systems. To enhance the system reliability of agent⁃based solu⁃
tions, we will first introduce a master⁃based static reservation
scheme for delay and bandwidth guarantees, and then discuss
different backup methods to address potential communication
errors in practical networks. We further propose a power⁃ware
protection approach by exploiting known information about
power systems in order to define power line priorities based on
their importance. Furthermore, as the master⁃based solution is
highly dependent on the availability of the master agent, to ad⁃
dress this issue, we further present a Peer⁃to⁃Peer (P2P) based
scheme as an alternative to the master ⁃ based scheme to ad⁃
dress the single point of failure of centralized control center.
Although the path failures are low probability events, when
they occur, they do cause serious issues in remote relay protec⁃
tion schemes and damage the entire power system. The pro⁃
posed ideas in this paper are not limited to only relay protec⁃
tions and can be employed for many other real ⁃ time control
and monitoring systems.

We organize the remainder of this paper as follows. In Sec⁃
tion 2, we will discuss related work. In Section 3, we will pres⁃
ent the enhanced primary path construction method, different
backup methods, and the proposed power⁃ware scheme. In Sec⁃
tion 4, we will focus on the proposed P2P ⁃ based scheme. In
Section 5, we will evaluate the proposed solutions and discuss
their pros and cons. In Section 6, we will summarize this work
and elaborate our future research in this direction.

2 Related Work
Distance protection relays are one of the most common re⁃

lays used for power transmission lines [1]. The operation of a
distance relay is determined by the impedance measured by
the relay, which is used to estimate the distance from the relay
to a fault. We usually have three protection zones as shown in
Fig. 1 [9]. Protection zone 1 is the basic protection of a dis⁃

tance relay, which covers about 80% of the length of a trans⁃
mission line. The protection zone 2 covers a little more than
zone 1, usually about 120% of the length of a transmission
line. Protection zone 3 covers the first transmission line and al⁃
so about 80% of the second line. We can adjust the relay set⁃
tings for zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3 protection, and construct
both primary protection and backup protection with different
delays. Normally, we use zone 1 as the primary protection,
which is almost immediately triggered when a fault is detected,
e.g., with a delay of a few milliseconds. We use zone 2 and
zone 3 protection as backup mechanisms, which are triggered
after given tripping delays when a fault is detected. These trip⁃
ping delays are often determined by the protection distance, e.
g., a zone 2 protection may waits for 0.3 second, and a zone 3
protection may wait up to 1 second [8], [9].

Hidden failures have been considered one of the main sourc⁃
es of large scale disturbances [3], [5], [15]. A hidden failure oc⁃
curs when incorrect system states or control actions are trig⁃
gered by another system event. It may induce widespread cas⁃
cading failures such as the Northeastern blackout in 2003,
which is initialized by a false relay trip [16]. Although solu⁃
tions to hidden failures on traditional power systems have been
extensively investigated [4], [7], [9], it is still extremely chal⁃
lenging to completely prevent such failures on large⁃scale com⁃
plicated power systems.

The false trips of zone 3 relays are often associated with hid⁃
den failures [7], as shown in the past events. Such false trips
have been identified among the main causes of blackouts
(about 70% [3], [6]). In the meantime, zone 3 protection is also
considered essential to power systems and we really rely on
such protection in many cases [1], [2]. To deal with such false
trips, new agent⁃based solutions have been proposed by utiliz⁃
ing smart grid communication networks [8], [9].

SG is in rapid development due to its salient features such
as improving efficiency and reliability, better utilizing renew⁃
able energy, etc [10], [11], [17]- [19]. One key difference be⁃
tween the SG and the traditional power systems is that SG en⁃
ables two⁃way power transmission with intelligent devices that
exploit the rapid increase of computing power and the ubiqui⁃
tous network communication systems. Many SG technologies
have developed and many more new SG applications are still
in development, e.g., Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) technol⁃
ogy [12].

Agent⁃based protection methods use a query⁃response mod⁃
el to avoid zone 3 false trips. A software agent is deployed at
each relay. When a zone 3 relay r detects a remote disturbance
from a line l, it will send a query to a master agent (MA) to veri⁃
fy if such a disturbance has been seen by other relays associat⁃
ed with the same transmission line. The MA then queries all re⁃
lated relays to pull their readings. After the MA receives all re⁃
sponses from these relays, it can determine if the disturbance
on line l is a real fault or simply a temporary error. The MA
sends a response to relay r to tell it how to react. Ideally, such▲Figure 1. Distance protection relays: zone 1, zone 2, and zone 3.

R R R
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R

Bus1 Bus2
Zone 2

Zone 3

Bus3
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a solution can eliminate all over⁃sensitive tripping of zone 3 re⁃
lays, assuming that there is only one transmission line error in
the system and the query⁃ response process can be completed
before relay r is tripped based on its setting. However, the net⁃
work delay requirement may be violated in real networks.
Therefore, we have to consider practical network issues to fur⁃
ther improve the reliability of zone 3 protection.

As we focus on the issues on SG communication network,
the proposed solution in the following section will also help
many other real ⁃ time SG applications depending on the same
communication network.

3 Proposed Power⁃Aware Reliable Scheme
In this section, before we discuss the power⁃aware approach,

we will first present an improved two ⁃ step network resource
management scheme to ensure the message can be exchanged
between a relay and its MA in time. We will first introduce the
enhanced primary path construction in section 3.1, and pres⁃
ent different backup methods in section 3.2 to further improve
the communication reliability, in the case that the primary
path fails due to unexpected network errors. Then, we will pres⁃
ent a power ⁃ aware resource management frame ⁃ work to im⁃
prove system reliability and resource management efficiency.
3.1 Enhanced Primary Path Selection with Reliability

To ensure a message is delivered on time between a MA and
a relay, we first need deal with network delays for the agent ⁃
based protection scheme. Assume the MA is placed on a net⁃
work topology based on certain criteria (which are out of scope
of this paper). Our first task is to build a path for each remote
protection relay to communicate with the MA. We name such a
path as a Primary Path, and assume no links on this path fails.
In our previous work, we proposed to use a shortest path based
on the network topology as a primary path [14], which is more
efficient in bandwidth use. In this paper, we further improve
this process using the most reliable path, which emphasizes
the path reliability. The shortest ⁃ path method minimizes the
distance of a relay/bus to the MA so that a packet may have
less resource requirement on each communication link; the
most⁃reliable⁃path method minimizes the failure probability of
a primary path by considering the reliability of its links.

Note that each bus may be associated with multiple relays.
In general, only one relay at the bus will experience distur⁃
bances at a time and need to contact with the MA for guidance.
So we usually only need one path from a bus to the MA.

As a single link failure is one of the most common cases in a
network, the failure probability of a primary path is defined as:

Pf (pathi) =∑
jϵpathi

é
ë

ù
ûPf ( )linkj ⋅ Π

n ∉ j( )1 -Pf ( )linkn (1)
where pathi is a primary path from bus i to the MA, and Pf

(linkn) is the failure probability of link n. The enhanced prima⁃
ry path selection process is shown in Algorithm 1.

After finding a primary path for a remote relay, we need to
determine its path delay requirement. The agent⁃based method
has four main steps introducing delays: 1) A query is sent from
a remote relay r to the MA, when it sees a temporary issue (e.
g., a voltage surge or an impedance drop); 2) After the MA re⁃
ceives the query from r, the MA queries other related relays,
where Rl is the set of relays { r':r' ∈Rl and r' ≠ r }, where Rl

is the set of relays protecting the same power line; 3) A re⁃
sponse is sent from each r' to the MA; 4) the MA makes a deci⁃
sion based on the responses and sends its decision to r. The
maximum allowable delay for a remote relay between sending a
query and receiving a decision from MA can not exceed a giv⁃
en amount [8], [9]; otherwise, the relay will automatically trip a
power line.

We determine the path delay requirement from a relay to the
MA based on the following procedure. Denote the set of power
transmission lines as Lp. For a power line l ∈ Lp , we find two re⁃
lays r1 and r2 in Rl, which have the largest and the second⁃larg⁃
est hop count hr1 and hr2 to the MA, respectively. The delay re⁃
quirement of a remote relay is initialized to a default value D0.
(For ease of illustration, we assume that all remote relays have
the same delay requirement. In real systems, the requirement
of each relay may be different; we can represent them as
D0(ri) for relay ri .) To ensure the delay requirement in the re⁃
mote protection procedure, we proportionally divide the total
delay requirement between these two relays: in case that one is
the remote relay starting the query process and another is
among the relays that respond to the MA. That is, the delay re⁃
quirement between r1 and the MA is set to
d1 = hr1∙D0 /2(hr1 + hr2) ; the delay requirement between r2 and
the MA is set to d2 = hr2∙D0 /2(hr1 + hr2) . For other remote re⁃
lays of l, their round trip delay requirements are set as no larg⁃
er than d2, because their path lengths to the MA are equal or
smaller than the length from r2 to the MA. There is no need to
make the other relays to respond faster than r1 and r2. (As a re⁃
lay may be used to protect multiple different lines, it may have
different settings. In general, we use the minimal setting of a
relay as its preset delay for remote protection.) The delay re⁃
quirement of a relay is then equally divided along links of its

Algorithm 1 Primary path selection algorithm for buses
Input: Bus Set B, MA info, and Link Set Lc.
Output: A primary path for each bus.
Method:
1: for each bus ui ∈B do
2: Find all path set Ppr from ui to the MA
3: For each path in Ppr , assign its weight based on its

path length (or path failure probability)
4: Select the path pathpr(ui) with the minimum weight

as the primary path for ui5: end for
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primary path and we then reserve resources on each link, as
shown in Algorithm 2.

3.2 Enhancing Backup Path for More Reliability
Without network link failures, a primary path is able to han⁃

dle the query process. However, in practical networks, links
may fail. We need to deal with such failures for remote relay
protection. As a single link failure is the most common case,
we can handle it by using a backup path that is completely not
overlapping with the primary path. However, there are several
limitations in this scheme: 1) the network topology may not
have another path that is a completely not overlapping with the
primary path of some buses. 2) the length of a non ⁃ overlap
backup path is often relatively long: for a fixed path delay, a
longer path means a short delay and more bandwidth use at
each link on the path, which is inefficient and may create un⁃
necessary hot spots in the network. 3) a link on a non⁃overlap
backup paths may not have enough capacity to support the
backup requirement.

The first and the second limitation can only be fixed by
changing network topology, which is out of scope of this paper.
Here we focus on the third limitation and we propose to utilize
power system information to select backup paths and manage
resources more effectively. Assume we have historical data
about a power network. Therefore, we know which power line
carries more load and how likely it may fail, and we can assign
a priority to each power line. Using such information, we can
then decide how to allocate the limited network resources to
maximize the system reliability. In this paper, we do not have
such information available. We then use PowerWorld Simula⁃
tor to generate such information as presented in the evaluation
section.

Based on such known information of power systems, we use
Pf (S| linei) to denote the probability that tripping a power line

leads to a system failure in simulation. As such data give us
the importance of power lines, we can prioritize them in protec⁃
tion. Assume there are Nl lines that may result in system fail⁃
ures. We equally divide the total system requirement PS

f to
these Nl lines. In this way, we expect the probability
Pf (S⋂ linei) does not exceed PS

f Nl for each of them. From
(2)

Pf (S⋂ linei) =Pf (S| linei)∙Pf (linei) (2)
we have:
Pf (linei) = Pf (S⋂ linei)

Pf (S| linei) (3)
Consider that the failure of a line is usually due to the false

trip of a relay at one of the two ends of the line. Then we can
equally divide the requirement of Pf (linei) to the relays at two
ends of the line. For a remote protection relay, when it sees a
temporary issue, it sends an query to the MA and waits for the
MA’s response. If the query cannot reach the MA or the deci⁃
sion from the MA cannot be received by the relay within the re⁃
quired time, a false trip may happen. This case occurs if both a
primary path and its backup path of a relay fail at the same
time. Under the single link failure assumption, this only hap⁃
pens if the failed link is used by both path. We can define the
probability as:

P
relay false trip =Pthe overlap links

f =∑
j ∈Nol

[Pf (linkj)∙∏
n≠ j

(1 -Pf (linkn))] (4)
where Nol is the set of overlap links between the primary and
backup path of the relay. Thus our goal is to find a backup
path that has P

the overlap links

f and can meet the minimum requir⁃
ement of P

relay false trip . (Similar to finding a primary path, wefind a backup path for a bus, instead for its relays.) The back⁃
up path selection procedure is presented in Algorithm 3. Af⁃
ter a backup path is selected, resources are also reserved on
the path, as shown in Algorithm 4. In case that a link does not
have enough capacity to support all backup paths on it, the res⁃
ervations are carried out with a specified order. For power

Algorithm 2 Primary path bandwidth reservation algorithm
Input: Remote Relay Set R, their Delay Assignment D0 and
Relay Inquiry Packet Size L0.
Output: Primary Path Reservations on Link Set Lc.
Method:
1: for each relay r ∈R do
2: Equally divide its delay requirement D0(r) to links on

its primary path pathpr(r) , i.e., assign delay on link i as d(i)
3: for each network link l ∈ pathpr(r) do
4: Current reservation on link l is brsv(l)
5: Required capacity by r at l is Cpr(l,r) = L0 /d(l)
6: if brsv(l) +Cpr (l,r)≤C(l) , where C(l) is the

total capacity of l then,
7: brsv(l) = brsv(l) +Cpr(l,r);
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for

Algorithm 3 Backup path selection algorithm for buses
Input: Bus Set B and Communications Link Set Lc.
Output: Backup path for each bus.
Method:
1: for each bus ui ∈B do
2: Find the smallest false trip probability P

relay false trip

minfor relays on ui

3: Calculate the minimum required failure probability for
a backup path of uias:

4: if uidoes not have critical relays then
5: Set Pf,req(ui) = 1
6: else
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lines that may blackout the system, their remote relays are
“critical”and will be first considered. If a line is not expected
to crash the system, we consider the consequence of tripping
this line less important. The goal is to ensure that we can fulfill
“critical”relays’requirement as much as possible.

Usually a bus contains more than one remote protection re⁃
lays. We observe that many of the relays are used to protect dif⁃
ferent power lines. From this observation, we notice that it is
possible to further reduce the required network resources, and
we will discuss this issue in the evaluation section.

4 Peer⁃to⁃Peer (P2P) Protection Scheme for
More Reliability

4.1 Motivation: MA is a Single Point of Failure
In the master⁃based relay protection, the MA receives a que⁃

ry from a substation relay and makes a decision based on sys⁃
tem states whether the relay should trip or not, and then sends
the decision back to the inquiry relay. Under normal network
conditions, this mechanism works properly. However, as the
MA is the only node responsible for making decisions, if it is
shut down due to cyber⁃attacks or physical damages, the entire
power system will lose the centralized protection, and relays
may trip and cause unforeseen instability in the system.

As modern relays are powerful devices, we propose to use a
P2P mechanism to deal with the potential unavailability of
MA. The key observation is that a relay usually only need to
check with a small group of related relays to protect a line. In
this scheme, a relay at a substation communicates with other
related relays about the state of local and remote power lines.
With these responses, the relay can make a justified decision
by itself whether to trip or not. An obvious advantage of this
scheme is that the average response delay is much shorter than
the master ⁃ based scheme, because a relay usually only asks
other relays nearby, much closer than the MA. (This advantage
may be elaborated when a relay need to make a very quick de⁃
cision for special cases, even when the MA is still available.)
4.2 Proposed P2P Protection Procedure

Identify related relays and form a peer group. For each trans⁃
mission line, we need first identify the set of related primary
and remote relays for a power line and form a relay peer group
for the line, shown in Algorithm 5.

7: Pf,req(ui) =Prelay false trip

min
8: end if
9: Find all backup paths set Pbp to MA that are different

from the primary path
10: Sort paths in pbp based on hop count in an ascending

order
11: Start from the first path in Pbp

12: for each backup path p ∈Pbp do
13: Compute the overlap link set Nol between ui 's

primary path and p, then Calculate P
the overlap links

f

14: if P
the overlap links

f ≤Pf,req(ui) then
15: Select path p as the backup path
16: end if
17: end for
18: end for

Algorithm 4 Backup path bandwidth reservation algorithm for
remote protection relays
Input: Zone⁃3 Relay Set R, their Delay Assignment D and
Relay Inquiry Packet Size L0.
Output: Backup path bandwidth reservations on Link Set Lc.

Method:
1: For each relay r ∈R , find the powerline lp it is located on

and assign the probability Pf (system| lp) as the weight
of relay r

2: Sort the set R using the weight assigned in the above step
In a descending order

3: Start from the first relay in R
4: for each relay r ∈R do
5: Devide its delay requirement D on each link of its

backup path Pbp(r) , for link i, its assigned delay is d(i)
6: for each network link l ∈Pbp(r) do
7: Current reservation on l is brsv(l) , total capacityof l is C(l)
8: Required capacity by relay r at link l is Cbp(l,r) =

L0/d(l)
9: if l is also used in the primary path of relay r then
10: Reservation of primary path on l is Cpr(l,r)
11: if Cpr(l,r)≤Cbp(l,r) then
12: Cbp(l,r) =Cbp(l,r) -Cpr(l,r)
13: else
14: Cbp(l,r) = 0
15: end if
16: end if
17: if brsv(l) +Cbp(l,r)≤C(l) then
18: brsv(l) = brsv(l) +Cbp(l,r);
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for

Algorithm 5 Identify relay protection set for power lines
Input: Bus Set B, Power Line Set Lp and Relay Set R.
Output: Protection relays for each power line.
Method:
1: For each relay r ∈R , we know which bus it is located

and which line it serves as primary relay
2: for each power line ln ∈ Lp do
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We give an example in Fig. 2, for Line2, r3 and r4 are the pri⁃
mary relays and (r1, r5, r8, r10) are the remote protection relays.
If any remote relay of this set sees a disturbance, it will check
with one or more other relays within this set.

When the inquiry relay receives replies from other peers, it
uses a voting scheme to decide the action.

For example, if relays with positive confirmations outnum⁃
ber relays that do not see the fault, the inquiry relay will as⁃
sume that there is a“real⁃fault”in the transmission line, and

will trip the line when its primary relay fails to do so; other⁃
wise, it assume no fault.

The primary path selection and resource reservation on each
link of a path is shown in Algorithm 6. We have the following
assumptions here. 1) A relay will communicate with all other
related peers. 2) At one moment, there is only one hidden fail⁃
ure exposed [9], e.g., one relay has abnormal reading. More⁃
over, if there is only one hidden failure in the system, a single
response from a peer is sufficient to make the decision. 3) At
this step, the effect of link failure to the protection is not con⁃
sidered; and we will discuss backup schemes in the following.
With the proposed P2P scheme, even if the master agent is
shutdown unexpectedly, relays in the system are still able to
make correct decisions to prevent the false trips of power lines.

In the P2P scheme, we have two types of delays: 1) the (max⁃
imum) delay to send a query to other related relays, and 2) the
(maximum) delay for other relays to send their responses back
to the inquiry relay. The round trip delay should not exceed a
pre⁃defined time period D0 to avoid false trips. To make sure
the decision can be made within the required time period D0,

3: Assume the two buses at each end of lnare u and v
4: For two relays ru , rv located at u, v and protect ln,

they are the primary relays of ln
5: Identify all buses X that directly connected to u or v,

while u ∉X and v ∉X
6: for each bus x' ∉X do
7: Denote the power line between (x', u) or (x',v) as

l'n
8: Identify the relay rb that is located at x' and

protects l'n as primary relay, then rb is the remote backup
relay for line ln

9: end for
10: end for

(b) Protection Areas

▲Figure 2. The power system can be divided into different protection
areas with the corresponding sets of relays.

(a) IEEE 13⁃bus System

Algorithm 6 Primary path selection and bandwidth reserva⁃
tion algorithm for P2P scheme
Input: Relay Zone 3 Delay Assignment D0, Power Line Set
Lp and Communications Link Set LC.
Output: Bandwidth Reservations on Links LC.
Method:
1: For each communication link l ∈ Lc , initialize reservation
brsv(l) to 0

2: for each power line ln ∈ LP do3: Find all zone⁃3 remote backup protection relays Rb

and primary protection relays Rp

4: for each relay ri ∈Rb do
5: for each relay rj ∈(Rb ⋂Rp) and ri ≠ rj do
6: if path is not set between ri and rj then
7: Find a shortest hop count path p from ri to
rj, which is different from the primary path

8: Assume path p has H hops, then on each
link l of p, the reservation of ri is Crsv(ri, l) = L0

D0 H
⊳

L0 is the packet size
9: for each link l ∈ p do
10: C(l) is capacity of l
11: if brsv(l) +Crsv(ri, l)≤C(l) then
12: brsv(l) = brsv(l) +Crsv(ri, l)13: end if
14: end for
15: end if
16: end for
17: end for
18: end for
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we need to reserve network resources for a path from a relay to
another relay. The relay delay requirement to and from a peer
relay can be set to D0/2. Assume the path consists of H hops
and each inquiry has size L0, the required resource on each
link is L0 /((D0 /2)/H) .

As in the master ⁃ based scheme, the P2P scheme can also
use backup paths to deal with communication link failures. Un⁃
like the master ⁃ based scheme where the reservation is re⁃
quired between each bus and the master agent, in the P2P
scheme, we can reduce the network usage by answering the fol⁃
lowing questions: 1) Does the P2P scheme need to backup for
all of its primary paths between relays? 2) For the backup path
used in the P2P scheme, whether to use overlapped or non ⁃
overlapped paths? For the first question, we consider that a
minimum of two replies may be enough for the inquiry relay to
make a majority decision, given the fact that two relays have
hidden failures simultaneously is very low [9]. In addition, in
[20], it is considered that, if the system is not in a“stressed
state”, which means the system is not close to unstable opera⁃
tional condition, a relay can even make decision without the re⁃
sponses from other relays. For the second question, due to the
specific topology of a system, non⁃overlap paths can be much
longer than the normal paths, especially for the P2P scheme in
which primary paths are mostly just a few hops. As an alterna⁃
tive, overlapping backup paths may be used if we can still
meet the system requirement. The advantage is obvious: over⁃
lapping paths are shorter, thus consume less network resources
at each link. The backup path selection process and the re⁃
source reservation process are shown in Algorithm 7 and Al⁃
gorithm 8. Note that since some relays are protecting multiple
lines, for example, ri and rj protect linek and linel simultaneous⁃
ly, then they can both be used as a backup protection relay
pair for the two lines. In this way, when we protect linek with ri
and rj, we only need to find one additional backup path for pro⁃
tecting linel, which save resources instead of using two differ⁃
ent backup paths.
Algorithm 7 Backup path selection algorithm for P2P scheme
Input: Power Line Set Lp , Communication Link Set Lc and
required backup path number Nu .
Output: Backup path between a relay and its peer relays.
Method:
1: Initially there is no backup path for any relay in the system
2: for each power line ln ∈ Lp do
3: Find all zone⁃3 remote backup protection relays Rb

and primary protection relays Rp

4: For each relay, set the number of required backup peers
as N' =Nu ⊳ For each relay, we hope it has backup
paths to Nu peers

5: for each relay ri ∈Rb do
6: Denote peer relays of ri as R'i =(Rb ⋂Rp) ⊉ ri
7: Denote the current backup peers of ri, whose

backup paths already found, as Rx , its size is Nx8: if Nx ≥Nu then9: Continue to next relay in Rb10: else
11: We still need to find N '

i =Nu -Nx number
of backup peers

12: end if
13: for relay rj in Rx do
14: Exclude rj from R'

i ⊳ We already have
backup path to rj

15: end for
16: Find N '

i number of peers from R'
i , which have

the shortest hop count paths as the backup peers of ri⊳ The paths between each of the found relay and rishould be different from their primary paths, they can
have overlapped links with the primary paths or be
totally non⁃overlapped

17: end for
18: end for

Algorithm 8 Backup path bandwidth reservation algorithm for
P2P scheme
Input: Relay Zone 3 Delay Assignment Do , Power Line Set
Lp , Communication Link Set Lc .
Output: Backup path reservation for each relay and its backup
peers.
Method:
1: For each communication link l ∈ Lc , its reservation is
brsv(l)

2: for each power ln ∈ Lp do
3: Find all zone⁃3 remote backup protection relays Rb

and primary protection relays Rp

4: for each relay ri ∈Rb do
5: for each relay rj ∈(Rb ⋂Rp) and ri ≠ rj do
6: if rj is not a backup peer of ri OR path

between rj and ri is already reserved then
7: Continue to next relay
8: end if
9: Denote the path from ri to ri as path
10: Assume path has H hops, then on each link l

of path, the reservation of ri is Cbp,rsv(ri, l) = Lo

Do H ⊳
Lo is the packet size

11: for each link l ∈ path do
12: C(l) is capacity of l
13: if l is also used in the primary path of ri

and rj then
14: The primary path reservation on l is

Cpr,rsv(ri, l)
15: Cbp,rsv(ri, l) = max(Cbp,rsv(ri,l)) -
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We can compute the failure probability of a power system,
Pf (S) , as shown in (5) to (7). We assume that the false trips of
one critical line will result in a system failure, and there are
different critical lines under different system load states. The
total failure probability of the system is the sum of probability
{system fails and linei fails}. Then, based on the known histori⁃
cal information of a power system, we use Pf (S| linei) to denote
the conditional probability that tripping a power line leads to asystem failure in simulation. With the above data given, the
Pf (S⋂ linei) will be determined by the probability that a power
line is falsely tripped, denoted as Pf (linei) . As we have men⁃
tioned before, the malfunction of zone 3 remote relay is a com⁃
mon reason for false trips. With the deployment of agent⁃based
protection, under normal conditions, we can deal with such po⁃
tential malfunctions. However, the failure still exists if either
of the primary relays on a power line cannot obtain correct re⁃
sponses from the MA or other peers. Thus, the probability di⁃
rectly relates to the false trip probability of a relay, Prelay false trip,
as in (7), where relayi,1 and relayi,2 are the two relays at each
end of linei (assume each time only one relay is exposed to a
hidden failure). We will see that different primary and backup
paths selection will affect the false trip probability of a relay as
shown in the evaluation section.

Pf (S) = ∑
linei ∈ S

Pf (S⋂ linei) (5)
Pf (S⋂ linei) =Pf (S| linei)∙Pf (linei) (6)
Pf (linei) =Prelayi,1 false trip +Prelayi,2 false trip (7)

5 Performance Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation System Setting
We evaluate the proposed schemes on the IEEE 39⁃bus sys⁃

tem [9]. We simply assign the MA at bus 16 because the maxi⁃
mum hop count from bus 16 to other buses is the minimum
among all buses, and it also has the highest connection degree
in the system. (More sophisticated MA assignment schemes
need detailed power system and communication network infor⁃
mation, which is out of the scope of this paper.) For testing pur⁃
poses, to make every bus have a non⁃overlap path for compari⁃
son, we modify the topology slightly by adding a communica⁃

tion link between bus 19 and bus 21. Assume bus 21 is the
closest bus for bus 19. Assume all query and response packets
have the same size of 80 bytes, e.g., a simple PMU packet. We
set the system failure requirement to 10-5 , which is a higher
requirement than current power grid [24], and set the communi⁃
cation link capacity to 1.5 Mbps (one T1 line) [25] with a fail⁃
ure probability no more than Pf (link) = 10-5 [26]. In this case,
the probability of two or more links fail simultaneously is about
10-8 , which is much smaller than the system requirement.
Thus, in this paper, we only consider a single link failure.

To build power system knowledge, we use the PowerWorld
simulator [21] to obtain the conditional probability Pf (S| linei) .As we know, more reactive loads cause more system losses,
and result in various instability issues which may lead to sys⁃
tem failures. We follow the methods used in [22], [23], and
gradually increase the reactive loads of all PQ buses that have
nonzero reactive loads, by setting loadnew = loadbase∙(1 + x) .The
increase step of x is 10% of the base load each time. At each
system load setting, we examine system contingency by trip⁃
ping power transmission lines one by one to check if the sys⁃
tem fails (shown as a blackout in PowerWorld). We vary x in a
range of (0; 3.3), because a blackout usually happens when
x≥3.4 , even if we do not trip any line. As a result, we have
Pf (S| linei) =∑

k = 0

3.3
P(x = k) . Ifailure(linei) , where Ifailure(linei) equals

to 1 if a system failure happens; otherwise, it is 0. For linei
whose tripping may cause system failures, we obtain its
Pf (S| linei) based on the above procedure, associated with 15
lines ranging from 0.8% to 4.2%. We use these data for opti⁃
mizing backup path selection later.
5.2 Performance of Primary Selections and Backup Paths

without/with Power Knowledge
To evaluate the two primary path schemes and correspond⁃

ing backup path schemes, we assign the failure probability of a
communication link according to the amount of transmitted
power on the corresponding power line. (Assume each commu⁃
nication link connects the same buses as its power line.) For
lines with more than 200 MW power (in 39⁃bus system, under
normal condition, we have 17 lines with real power more than
200 MW, which is about 50% of all power lines), we set their
corresponding links with Pf (link) = 10-6 ; otherwise,
Pf (link) = 10-5 . As shown in Table 1, when using primary
paths only, neither primary selection scheme alone can
achieve the system requirement ( 10-6 ), as shown in the first
row. The reliability⁃based primary⁃path selection does a little
better than the shortest path selection. After adding backup
paths, both schemes can fulfill the system requirement and
achieve similar system reliability, as shown in the second row.

Using power knowledge can improve system reliability. As
discussed in Section 3, we can handle a single link failure on a
primary path by using a completely non⁃overlap backup path

Cbp,rsv(ri, l),0)
16: end if
17: if brsv(l) +Cbp,rsv(ri, l)≤C(l) then
18: brsv(l) = brsv(l) +Cbp,rsv(ri, l)
19: end if
20: end for
21: end for
22: end for
23: end for
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for each relay as a topology⁃based backup selection. However,
this method consumes more resources. We utilize power sys⁃
tem knowledge to address this issue. As mentioned before, we
observe 15 lines that may lead to system failures under differ⁃
ent load settings. Therefore, we prioritize these lines and their
protection relays to better use network resources. Here we set
Pf (link) = 10-5 for all links. Compared with using complete non
⁃overlap backup paths, such a power⁃aware backup path selec⁃
tion significantly reduces the bandwidth reservation on almost
every link, and the average bandwidth saving across all links is
about 18%. The upper two curves in Fig. 3 show the compari⁃
son of reservations on links. We sort them from high to low for
easy illustration. In the above, we compare the maximum re⁃
quired link reservation on the 39 ⁃ bus system for using non ⁃
overlap backup paths and partially overlapped backup paths
with the system failure requirement RS = 10-6 . To further
show how the proposed power aware scheme can reduce link
reservations, we also test it with system failure requirement
RS = 10-5 .

Assume the single link fails with Pf (link) = 10-5 . As shown
in Table 2, compared with the non⁃overlap path scheme, the
power⁃aware scheme can significantly reduce bandwidth reser⁃
vation (29% less) while still meeting the system reliability re⁃
quirement. In the second row, we set the value of non⁃overlap
path scheme as the“base”of 100%.

When some links do not have enough capacity, we assign
higher priorities to the protection relays of important lines
based on the power knowledge to further improve the system re⁃

liability. We compare three simple resource reservation orders
in the following. The first order is to start to allocate bandwidth
from the most important relay to least important one; the sec⁃
ond order use the opposite order for comparison; the third or⁃
der is to allocate bandwidth using random bus orders (here we
compute the average of 20 random orders). To show the case
that some relays may not obtain the required bandwidth on a
link, we make link 19 as the bottleneck and reduce its capaci⁃
ty from 1.5 Mbps to 550 Kbps. We set the system requirement
as 10-6 , and the failure probability of links as 10-5 . We ob⁃
served that the relays without enough reservation vary in the
different orders. For the latter two orders, some relays do not
obtain enough bandwidth for their paths, for example, relays
protecting Line {3, 5, 6, 15, 19, 21, 31}. However, these lines
have higher probabilities in causing system failures if improp⁃
erly tripped. The system failure probabilities for different or⁃
ders are 1 × 10-7 , 1.5 × 10-6 , and 6.7 × 10-7 respectively.

Smart Reservation. A bus may have multiple remote relays
for protecting different power lines. In common cases, they will
not simultaneously communicate with the MA. This provides
us another opportunity to further reduce the required band⁃
width on communication links. Assume only one relay experi⁃
ences a hidden failure or only one power line has disturbances.
For example, in the IEEE 39⁃bus system, only bus 26, 28, and
29 have two remote relays protecting the same line; remote re⁃
lays on other buses all protect different power lines. In this
case, we only need to reserve bandwidth for relay ri with the
most strict delay requirement on a bus. Because other relays
on that bus do not have delay requirement as high as ri, the re⁃
served capacity is sufficient for them to communicate with theMA. Again, we set the system requirement as 10-6 and
Pf (link) = 10-5 . The maximum required capacity on a link d⁃
ecreases from 725 Kbps to 366 Kbps, a nearly 50% saving. As
shown in Fig. 3, comparing the lower two curves, on average,
we save about 39% capacity on each communication link. The
overall system failure probability is 1 × 10-7 , still meeting the
system reliability requirement.
5.3 Comparing MasterAgentBased and P2P Schemes

We follow the method in [9], assume at a single moment,
there is only one hidden failure exposed in the system: a distur⁃
bance is applied to a power line that the relay with a hidden
failure will sense the disturbance, and the communication net⁃
work has a single link failure at most. We compare the re⁃
source requirement for the protection and the false trip proba⁃

▼Table 1. Comparison of system reliability

Failure probability
Primary path only
With backup path

Shortest hop count based
1.58 × 10-6

1.18 × 10-7

Reliability
1.32 × 10-6

1.22 × 10-7

▲Figure 3. Backup path selection with/without power knowledge
and improved reservation scheme.

▼Table 2. Comparison of maximum link reservation for different
backup path schemes and requirements

Max reservation
Percentage(%)

Failure probability

Topology⁃only
RS = 10-6

878
100
0

Power⁃aware
RS = 10-6

725
82

1.0 × 10-7

Power⁃aware
RS = 10-5

625
71

5.7 × 10-7
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bility of each relay, under four schemes: the MA scheme with⁃
out backup paths, the P2P scheme without backup paths, the
MA scheme with backup paths, and the P2P with backup
paths. For the primary path selection, both the MA scheme and
the P2P scheme use the shortest path to the master node or
peers. For the backup path selection, both schemes use non ⁃
overlap backup paths.

The result for resource requirement is shown in Fig. 4. With⁃
out backup paths, the P2P scheme consumes the minimum re⁃
sources since the distance to peers are shorter than in the MA
scheme. However, adding backup paths to both schemes signif⁃
icantly increases the resource usage. Fig. 5 shows the false
trip probability of each relay in the system. Under the single
link failure condition, in the MA scheme without backup
paths, if the primary path of a relay fails, it cannot communi⁃
cate with the MA and will result in a false trip. As we can see,
more relays in the MA scheme are affected than in the P2P
scheme, For the P2P scheme, since each peer can send its re⁃
sponse to the inquiry relay, the false trip occurs if all paths to
the relay’s peers fail, which means the failed link is shared by
all paths to the peers. Intuitively, this probability is much low⁃
er than the failure of a primary path in the MA scheme. With
non⁃overlap backup paths, both the MA scheme and the P2P
scheme can handle a single link failure, in which all relays
have zero failure probability. Combining the relay false trip
probability with the power data (Pf (S| linei)) , the system failure
probability can be computed.

Without backup paths, the system reliability Pf (S ) in the
P2P scheme is 0.55 × 10-6 , which is about 4⁃time better than
that of the MA scheme ( 2.62 × 10-6 ). Note that the P2P
scheme can meet the 10⁃6 requirement but the MA scheme can⁃
not. This matches the results from Fig. 5 that the failure of a
primary path of a relay has more influence in the MA scheme,
because all relays must first contact the MA and then receive a

decision from the MA. While we can protect relays from false
trips using non ⁃ overlap backup paths, judging from the re⁃
source requirement from Fig. 4, the cost of non⁃overlap backup
path in the two schemes do not have much difference. The po⁃
tential difference between the two is the response delay.

The response delay counts from the time when the query is
sent until a decision reaches the inquiry relay. This delay is
closely related to the path distance (hop count), especially
when the traffic load is light most of the time. We compute the
maximum, minimum and average hop counts for both the MA
scheme and the P2P scheme. For the MA scheme, the primary/
backup path distance is between a bus and the MA bus. The re⁃
sult for the MA scheme with non ⁃ overlap backup paths is
shown in Table. 3. As a comparison, the result of the P2P
scheme with non ⁃ overlap backup paths is also given. In the
P2P scheme, paths exist between each pair of“corresponding
relays”. Note that in both the MA and P2P schemes, the mini⁃
mum hop count is 0. The reason is that, in the MA scheme,
there are a few relays locating at the same bus with the MA; for
the P2P scheme, in the 39⁃bus system, relays (64,67) and re⁃
lays (66,68) are located at bus 28 and 29, respectively, and
they are protecting the same lines. Thus the communication be⁃
tween these relays are within a substation. (We assume the in⁃
dexes of relays for a power transmission line with index i are
2∙i and 2∙i - 1.). In addition, although the average path
length between (the MA and a non⁃MA bus) or (P2P peers) are
similar, in the MA scheme the query process takes two round⁃
trip delays. While in the P2P scheme, there is only one round⁃
trip delay (as shown in the“Actual”column of Table 3). As
link loads are not heavy most of the time, a shorter path bene⁃
fits the protection with faster response delays.

Compare the effect of full backup vs. partial backup paths
and the effect of overlap backup vs. non⁃overlap backup paths.
The above case is the worst case resource requirement for the

▲Figure 5. False trip probability of each relay, assume a single
link failure.

MA: master agent P2P: Peer⁃to⁃Peer

▲Figure 4. Resource requirement for different protection schemes
with/without backup path.
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P2P scheme since a non ⁃ overlap path between each pair of
“corresponding relays”are reserved. As a comparison, the
shortest ⁃ hop ⁃ count overlap backup path is tested in the P2P
scheme. Similar to the non⁃overlap scheme, resources for each
“corresponding relay pair”is reserved as well. We exam the
“stressed case”and assume two replies returning from peers
will enable the inquiry relay to make correct decision.
Fig. 6 shows network resource requirements for each protec⁃

tion scheme.
Fig. 7 shows the false trip probability of relays. We see that

only four out of about 68 relays are affected when using over⁃
lapping paths. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 also show that the resource re⁃
quirement further decreases because now each relay only re⁃
serves for two backup paths.

When using non⁃overlap backup paths, all relays can handle
the single link failure; while using overlapping backup path us⁃
es less resources at the cost of a few more potential false trips.
Table 4 shows how the total resource requirement and the
changes of system reliability for different backup schemes.

Compare the effect of the number of overlapping backup
paths in the P2P scheme. We try to identify how many overlap⁃
ping backup paths should be used in the P2P scheme by vary⁃
ing the number of backup paths for each relay from two to five.
We choose the shortest hop count path as a backup path, and
allow this path to have overlapping links with its primary P2P
path. The results are summarized in Table. 5, including the to⁃

tal resource requirement, the overall failure probability of the
system, number of potential relay failure, and average relay
failure probability. As we can see, the more backup path we
use, the less number of relays that will have false trips. The re⁃
source requirement is as expected: the more backup paths we
use, the more resources we consume. Comparing the first two
lines of Table 5, a significant point is that, when we increase
the number of overlap backup paths from two to five, the re⁃
source cost doubles, but the reliability is improved by ten ⁃
folds. While the trends of improvement are different in in the
second and forth lines, the reason is that power lines are not of
the same importance: for some lines, the false trip may lead to
severe system failure, while others are not.

6 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have developed more reliable remote relay

protection schemes by exploring both network link reliability
and power systems knowledge on SG. Furthermore, to address
the single point of failure of common centralized control cen⁃
ter, we have also investigated P2P protection approaches. The
simulation results show that the proposed method can signifi⁃
cantly improve power system reliability while utilizing network
resource more effectively.

In this paper, as most existing research, we assume that a

▼Table 3. Path hop count in the MA scheme

MA primary path
MA backup path
P2P primary path
P2P backup path

Max
6
10
3
12

Min
0
0
0
0

Average
3.2
6.2
2.0
5.7

Actual
6.4
12.4
2.0
5.7

▲Figure 6. Resource requirement for P2P schemes with/without
backup path for each relay.

P2P: Peer⁃to⁃Peer

▲Figure 7. Relay false trip probability for P2P schemes with/without
backup path for each relay, assume a single link failure.

P2P: Peer⁃to⁃Peer

▼Table 4. Total resource requirement and system failure probability
with/without backup path for each relay
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Pf (S)(×10-7)
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12140

0
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8140
0.2
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cascading failure starts at a single line, which leads to the se⁃
quential trips of neighbor lines. However, recent research [27]
demonstrated that this sequence is not easily characterized
and may be geographically separated, i.e., the cascading does
not necessarily develop in a contiguous manner. Our future in⁃
vestigation will focus on this new direction. Although the agent⁃
based scheme is helpful in preventing the cascading failure,
we notice that it also has the potential to mitigate the damage
of already on⁃going cascading, e.g., by tripping certain lines in
advance. The foundation of such schemes is reliable real⁃time
network communications, from collecting system states to accu⁃
rate transmission of decisions to each critical location.

▼Table 5. Total resource requirement, System failure probability, and
Number of potential failure relay and their average failure probability
under different P2P schemes

Resource(Kbps)
Pf (S)(×10-7)
Number

- -- -- -- -- -- ----- -- -- --
Pf (relay)(×10-6)
Normalized
Pf (realy)

2 Overlapbackup
3372
2.76
21
2.8
4.67

3 Overlapbackup
5122
2.5
16
2.2
3.67

4 Overlapbackup
6646
1.0
9
1.2
2

5 Overlapbackup
7638
0.29
6
0.6
1
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Abstract

With the development of smart grid, the electric power supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system is limited by the
traditional IT infrastructure, leading to low resource utilization and poor scalability. Information islands are formed due to poor sys⁃
tem interoperability. The development of innovative applications is limited, and the launching period of new businesses is long.
Management costs and risks increase, and equipment utilization declines. To address these issues, a professional private cloud so⁃
lution is introduced to integrate the electric power SCADA system, and conduct experimental study of its applicability, reliability,
security, and real time. The experimental results show that the professional private cloud solution is technical and commercial fea⁃
sible, meeting the requirements of the electric power SCADA system.
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A
1 Introduction

n electric power system typically involves genera⁃
tion, transmission, transformation, distribution,
consumption, and dispatching processes. Electric
power is generated and consumed simultaneously,

and is not available for mass storage or transportation. Thus, as
the key to the electric power system, monitoring and dispatch⁃
ing guarantee the reliability and security of electric power gen⁃
eration, transmission, distribution, and consumption, and play
a key role in providing high⁃quality and economic electric pow⁃
er. An electric power dispatching and monitoring system is of⁃
ten called a supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)
system, energy management system (EMS), or distribution man⁃
agement system (DMS) globally. In this article, we call it the
electric power SCADA system.

Monitoring and dispatching of the electric power system re⁃
lied on simple automatic devices, phones, and operation per⁃
sonnel from the very beginning, then on computers in the
1960s. With the popularity of high⁃performance micro⁃comput⁃
ers in the 1970s, more power monitoring and dispatching func⁃
tions became available, and gradually developed into the elec⁃
tric power SCADA system. In the early stage, the electric pow⁃
er SCADA system mainly used a multi⁃computer architecture,
consisting of single⁃server and two⁃server cluster systems. Cur⁃
rently, the system uses computer systems with a distributed

open architecture [1]- [3]. The electric power SCADA system
provides SCADA, automatic generation control (AGC), auto⁃
matic voltage control (AVC), EMS, DMS, dispatcher training
system (DTS), geographic information system (GIS), and other
useful functions [3]. The software application system is con⁃
structed and developed by using the standard CIM model, and
software architecture has evolved from the Client/Server archi⁃
tecture to the current Browser/Server architecture. The new ⁃
generation Smart Grid dispatching and control system uses
multi⁃core computer cluster technology to improve system reli⁃
ability and processing capacity, and uses a service⁃oriented ar⁃
chitecture (SOA) to enhance system interoperability and
achieve "horizontal integration and vertical interconnection"
[4] of power grid dispatching services.

Hardware infrastructure of these application systems in⁃
volves high⁃performance servers, complex high⁃speed comput⁃
er networks, high⁃performance and highly reliable data storage
systems, and workstations. The SCADA software is developed
based on the platform which consists of Windows, UNIX, and
Linux operating systems, and is based on relational databases.
The whole system is connected through computer networks for
data exchange and sharing, and application programs share in⁃
formation through an enterprise service bus (ESB). With the de⁃
velopment of the traditional IT application systems, IT ⁃based
applications have been expanding deeply to another industry
field, and encountered various problems and bottlenecks. The
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same is true for the electric power SCADA system, which is a
professional IT application system. Especially with the ad⁃
vancement of Smart Grid, the future electric power dispatching
center should have high computing capacity, and powerful in⁃
formation acquisition, integration, and analysis functions. Ex⁃
isting centralized computing platforms of electric power sys⁃
tems can hardly meet the above requirements, which has be⁃
come one of the major bottlenecks in the Smart Grid [5].

The major disadvantages are as follows:
1) Low basic resource utilization and poor scalability. A large

amount of basic computing resources to meet the demands
in peak hours are idle during off⁃peak hours. To ensure reli⁃
ability, lots of resources are redundant, and cannot be fully
utilized. Contradictions are growing between energy de⁃
mands and conservation policies. Due to the upgrade of
business, the existing IT infrastructure cannot be reused.
Currently, analysis and computing in the electric power sys⁃
tem rely on the centralized computing platform in the dis⁃
patching center. Due to limited computing capacity, poor
scalability, and high upgrade costs, large ⁃scale power sys⁃
tems suffer from insufficient data storage and analysis capa⁃
bilities [5].

2) Poor system interoperability leading to information islands.
Parallel application systems have their own architectural
features, and therefore resources cannot be exchanged or re⁃
used, further hampering in⁃depth information and business
integration. Due to parallel information island applications,
computing resources cannot be shared, limiting the applica⁃
tion of distributed computing, cloud storage, and big data.

3) Limited development of innovative applications, and long
launch period of new business. Traditional business appli⁃
cations should go through a long period of design, project
initiation, bidding, and procurement before they are
launched, failing to meet the requirements of rapid busi⁃
ness expansion. Compatibility with existing systems
is achieved at the expense of functions, quality, and
time. With the emergence of Smart Grid, Internet of
Things (IoT), mobile Internet, and big data technolo⁃
gies, the existing architecture and technology can
hardly meet the demands for new business develop⁃
ment and application. With the development of Smart
Grid construction, big data has been regarded as an
important support for Smart Grid. Most of the current
power data analysis systems are based on relational
databases, with low analysis speed and poor scalabili⁃
ty. Therefore, they can hardly meet the demands for
big data storage and analysis in the era of Smart
Grid, which has become a bottleneck for Smart Grid
construction [6].

4) Increasing management costs and risks, and decreas⁃
ing equipment utilization. For example, the installed
capacity of data centers grows, rapidly increasing
management and maintenance complexity. Manage⁃

ment costs and energy consumption are increased. System
reliability is lowered, while operational risks are increased.
Upgrade costs are also increased.
Fig. 1 shows the relations between IT resources based on

the statistical data of the Dongfang Electronics DF8000 dis⁃
patching master system in projects at different scales. Fig. 1 in⁃
volves the number of services, storage space, energy consump⁃
tion, availability, and operational costs.

2 Cloud Computing Technology and Its
Application in Electric Power Industry

2.1 Overview of Cloud Computing Technology
Since people proposed the Cloud Computing concept, cloud

computing has been fully discussed and studied, and applied
and developed in various scenarios in the past ten years. The
major features of cloud computing are described in [7], includ⁃
ing: 1) Use on demand; 2) Ubiquitous access; 3) Multiple users
and resource pools; 4) Flexibility; 5) Measurement; 6) Redun⁃
dancy.

Thanks to these features, cloud computing can be used to
solve various problems occurred during application deploy⁃
ment, use, and innovation process of the electric power SCA⁃
DA system.

The current cloud computing applications include public
cloud, private cloud, and hybrid cloud, which are suitable for
different application scenarios. A private cloud has advantages
in application autonomy and security. However, the electric
power SCADA system and other real ⁃ time industrial control
systems have strong requirements for adaptability, reliability,
security, and real time. A private cloud is applicable to com⁃
mon business scenarios, including office automation, enter⁃
prise resource planning (ERP), finance, and HR management,

▲Figure 1. Relational graph of number of servers, storage space, energy
consumption, availability, and operational costs.
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but is not suitable for specialized applications of industrial pro⁃
duction. Therefore, a private cloud needs to be further im⁃
proved. In this paper, we propose to use the professional pri⁃
vate cloud solution to solve these problems. Professional pri⁃
vate clouds are deployed in professional production control ar⁃
eas, which are logically or even physically isolated from non⁃
control areas, to meet the strong requirements for adaptability,
reliability, security, and real time.
2.2 Application of Cloud Computing in Electric Power

Industry
In accordance with the Power Monitoring System Security

Regulations (National Development and Reform Commission of
the People′s Republic of China <No. 14>), the field of electric
power production and operations management is divided into
production control areas and management information areas;
and production control areas are further divided into control
zones (Safety Zone I) and non⁃control zones (Safety Zone Ⅱ).
The cloud computing technology has numerous practical appli⁃
cations in management information areas. The application sce⁃
narios include customer service, electric power marketing, vid⁃
eo surveillance, collaborative office, and ERP; and the applica⁃
tion areas include offices, maintenance companies, power
plants, training schools, and business offices. The research of
Zhejiang Provincial Electric Power Company (ZPEPC) on the
application of enterprise management IT infrastructure in re⁃
source pool virtualization as well as related application results
are described in [8]. The author describes the research and ex⁃
perimentation of Henan Electric Power Company on cloud com⁃
puting- based data center platforms of power grid enterprises
in [9]. The pilot construction and application results of cloud
desktop technologies in State Grid Corporation of China are de⁃
scribed in [10]. These applications of cloud computing technol⁃
ogy in management information areas have greatly enhanced
IT resource utilization and operation and maintenance efficien⁃
cy of electric power enterprises, and achieved good economic
and social benefits through exploration and practice of cloud
computing application in the electric power industry.

Discussion and research of cloud computing technology are
also conducted in production control areas. Because of the ex⁃
treme importance of the electric power system to social and
economic production and life, research and practice of cloud
computing carried out in production control areas of the power
system are conservative, with few research results and applica⁃
tion cases.

The bottlenecks and limitations of traditional electric power
dispatching systems are discussed in [5]. The author also de⁃
scribes the major features of cloud computing, and elaborates
on the implementation of cloud computing platforms in electric
power systems by focusing on physical components, system ar⁃
chitecture, and software technology.

The advantages of cloud computing models, assesses poten⁃
tial risks are discussed in [11], the availability of popular

cloud computing technologies in the electric power SCADA
system are analyzed, and whether cloud computing models can
be used in the electric power SCADA system are thoroughly ex⁃
plored. This article finally outlines an application architecture
of cloud computing models in the electric power SCADA sys⁃
tem based on four layers (including the infrastructure layer, re⁃
source management layer, cloud service layer, and application
layer) and six applications (including models, data, searching,
planning, calculation, and mutual backup).

The application of cloud computing in the Smart Grid dis⁃
patching system is studied in [12], and a task scheduling algo⁃
rithm based on improved genetic algorithms are proposed in
[12], aiming to improve distributed data processing capabili⁃
ties and resource optimization capabilities of the Smart Grid
dispatching system. Article [13] provides the cloud platform
logic components and programming models of the Smart Grid
operation and dispatching system.The Distributed Fusion Ge⁃
netic Algorithm (DFGA) to cloud computing is also introduced
in [13].

In [14], the author elaborates on innovative research and de⁃
velopment and practical application of cloud computing in the
electric power SCADA system, and describes the deployment
solutions, function implementation, key technologies, innova⁃
tions, applications, and economic and social effects of cloud
computing-based electric power dispatching and online analy⁃
sis systems. Pioneering research and development and practi⁃
cal application of cloud computing in the electric power SCA⁃
DA system are described.

In accordance with the research results of these articles,
common private cloud computing platforms cannot meet the re⁃
quirements for security, reliability, real time, and adaptability
of control areas (Safety Zone I). As of now, traditional electric
power SCADA application systems are seldom deployed on
cloud computing platforms, and production control SCADA sys⁃
tems are seldom used in the entire real⁃time industrial produc⁃
tion field. Therefore, we use private cloud solutions in this ex⁃
perimental study to verify the technical and commercial feasi⁃
bility of cloud computing platforms in the electric power SCA⁃
DA system.

3 Goals and Solutions of Experimental
Study on Cloud Computing-Based
Electric Power SCADA System

3.1 General Idea and Goals of the Experimental Study
Based on the above analysis, the use of cloud computing

technologies for new⁃generation electric power SCADA appli⁃
cation systems will be a new development direction for Smart
Grid. However, existing traditional electric power SCADA sys⁃
tems still have a large market share in the electric power dis⁃
patching market. The aforementioned problems will persist,
and the new⁃generation Smart Grid dispatching application sys⁃
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tem based on cloud computing is still at an early stage of explo⁃
ration, research, and development, with a large room for large⁃
scale commercial deployment. It is very meaningful and valu⁃
able to use cloud computing technologies to solve the existing
problems in the electric power SCADA system, and facilitate
smooth transition and evolution of the existing electric power
SCADA system before sophisticated application of the cloud
computing dispatching and monitoring system. Therefore, ZTE
together with Dongfang Electronics made attempts in this re⁃
gard, built a research platform in the laboratory environment
for experimental verification, and achieved the expected re⁃
sults.

The general idea of the experimental study is to complete op⁃
eration tests of traditional electric power SCADA systems on
cloud computing platforms, and integrate the main application
modules of the electric power SCADA systems on the cloud
computing platforms to verify their adaptability, reliability, se⁃
curity, and real time.

Major goals of this study include design and development of
the solutions to integrating traditional electric power SCADA
systems and cloud computing platforms, and test and valida⁃
tion of traditional electric power SCADA services on cloud
computing platforms. This study assesses the adaptability, reli⁃
ability, security, and real time of integrating cloud computing
platforms and traditional electric power SCADA systems, thor⁃
oughly understands the differentiated requirements of electric
power SCADA systems for cloud computing platforms, and pro⁃
poses the development direction for electric power SCADA sys⁃
tems based on the cloud computing architecture.
3.2 Overall Solution to the Experimental Study

This experimental study uses the ZXTECS cloud computing
platform developed by ZTE. The ZXTECS cloud computing
platform based on computing, storage, and network virtualiza⁃
tion provides resource management and scheduling functions.
The ZXTECS platform based on the OpenStack cloud manage⁃
ment platform integrates the network function virtualization
(NFV) architecture, enhances the support for performance and
high availability, and is an integrated ICT cloud management
platform meeting both IT and CT cloud computing require⁃
ments.
Fig. 2 shows the system architecture of the ZXTECS plat⁃

form. Major features of this platform include 1) Openness:
open and unified resource pool management; 2) High perfor⁃
mance: performance optimization of virtual computing to meet
the requirements of NFV for high ⁃ performance virtualization;
3) High reliability: live migration of virtual machines, watch⁃
dog, exception recovery, remote resetting, and control node
cluster functions; 4) High usability: automatic upgrade deploy⁃
ment, real⁃time alarms, and performance statistics.

The electric power SCADA system uses the DF8000 series
integrated software of Dongfang Electronics for power dispatch⁃
ing. This is a new⁃generation power SCADA system developed

by using the latest computer communications technology, data⁃
base technology, object ⁃ oriented technology, component tech⁃
nology, Internet technology, and dynamic server technology,
and following the CORBA middleware specifications,
IEC61970 CIM/CIS, IEC61968, IEC61850, and international
SOA standards. By using the SOA and loosely⁃coupled UI de⁃
sign, the DF8000 system achieves unified operations, monitor⁃
ing, management, and maintenance of the entire system, follow⁃
ing the trend for growing integration of dispatching information
in the electric power system. The DF8000 system has been
highly recognized in the international and domestic markets,
and achieved an influential position in the industry.

The computing, storage, and network resources required for
system tests are provided by the resource pools on the cloud
computing platform, based on which the DF8000 system is in⁃
tegrated.
Fig. 3 shows the logical networking structure of the DF8000

system. Virtualization deployment of the history server, SCA⁃
DA servers (multiple sets can be deployed as required, and
one set is deployed in this experiment), front ⁃ end acquisition
servers, and PAS server is implemented on the cloud comput⁃
ing platform. The system uses a dual⁃Ethernet architecture. To
meet the reliability requirements of the system, two servers
should be deployed for each of the aforementioned server type
except the PAS server and simulation server. Two virtual serv⁃
ers are deployed on different physical machines, implementing
the reliability function of traditional hot⁃standby clusters.

A simulation server is deployed in the system as the simula⁃
tion data generation server for the experimental test. According
to the dispatching master system of a provincial capital (in

API: application program interface
EPC: evolved packet core
IMS: IP Multimedia Subsystem

NaaS: network as a service

NFV: network function virtualization
SDN: software⁃defined network

VNFO: network functions virtualization
orchestrator

▲Figure 2. System architecture of the ZXTECS cloud computing
platform.
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which capacity of the power grid is more than 15 GW for 4.3
million users until 2015), the data size is 500,000 points. The
simulation data generation server is connected to the front⁃end
data acquisition server through the network provided by the
cloud computing platform.

Restricted by the experimental resources, in order to ensure
resource allocation to the servers, workstation scheduling re⁃
sources are not provided on the cloud computing platform, and
workstations are scheduled through ordinary PCs.
3.2.1 Physical Networking Solution
Fig. 4 shows that the system is divided into the computing

plane and control plane. Two mutual⁃backup management serv⁃
ers are deployed on the control plane, and manage computing
nodes through dual high ⁃ speed Ethernets. The control plane
and computing plane (or the business plane) are isolated to en⁃
sure security. The control plane implements management and
monitoring functions of the cloud computing platform. The
computing plane consists of the computing server, storage serv⁃
er, high ⁃ speed Ethernet, and dispatching workstations, which
are the basic physical resources of the cloud computing plat⁃
form. This solution involves three computing servers, dual ⁃
plane high⁃speed Ethernet, a set of high⁃performance storage
devices, and two dispatching workstations.
3.2.2 Integrated Logic Structure
Fig. 5 shows the logical integration architecture of the cloud

computing platform and SCADA system. The cloud computing
platform provides basic IaaS services, including cloud securi⁃
ty, resource pool, operations management, and virtual machine
scheduling management functions. The functions in the dotted
red box are not involved in this experiment. In accordance with

the logical networking struc⁃
ture shown in Fig. 3, the cloud
computing platform provides
the SCADA system with com⁃
puting, storage, and network re⁃
sources, as well as operating
systems, databases, and other
platform software through virtu⁃
al machine scheduling manage⁃
ment, and finally implements
basic IaaS services of the cloud
computing platform. The elec⁃
tric power SCADA software sys⁃
tem deploys related application
systems on the virtual machine
in a conventional manner to
achieve various functions of
the electric power SCADA sys⁃
tem.
Tables 1 and 2 show the test

platform environment and con⁃
figurations.

This experimental test platform is built and deployed in a
test lab of the Central R&D Institute in the ZTE Nanjing R&D
Center. The professional electric power SCADA testers of
Dongfang Electronics log in to the Dispatcher’s Workstation
through Remote Desktop, and perform tests in accordance with
the test outline.

4 Content and Conclusion of the
Experimental Test

4.1 Content and Analysis of the Experimental Test
The experimental test involves function, performance, and

saturation tests, which are performed in accordance with the
standard test outline of the DF8000 application software.

▲Figure 3. Logical networking solution of the DF8000 SCADA application system.
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▲Figure 4. Physical networking solution of the cloud computing
platform in the experimental environment.
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The function tests mainly verify the design functions to be
implemented by the DF8000 on the cloud computing platform,
and the integrity of its functions. As required by the test out⁃

line, the function tests involve
four electric power dispatching
functions (including SCADA,
EMS, AVC, and AGC), with a
total of 1343 function points
and 59,389 I/O test points.

The performance tests are
divided into two levels, with
66 level ⁃1 test items and 206,
104 I/O points, and 64 level⁃2
test items and 501,251 I/O
points. The saturation tests are
also divided into two levels,
with 40 level ⁃ 1 test items and
206,103 I/O points, and 64 lev⁃
el ⁃2 test items and 501,251 I/
O points.

Function tests of the above
1330 items in the 1343 func⁃
tion items were conducted,
with a pass rate of 100%. The
other 13 function items related
to printing, GPS time calibra⁃
tion, and pulse meters were
not tested because related de⁃
vices were not deployed on the
experimental test platform.
These items are not directly re⁃
lated to the computing plat⁃
form, and do not affect the test
goals.

The performance and saturation tests were conducted at two
different load levels: level ⁃ 1 system load with 206,103 I/O
points, and level ⁃2 system load with 501,251 I/O points. One
item failed in the level ⁃ 1 load performance tests, with a pass
rate of 98.5% . Two items failed in the level ⁃ 2 load perfor⁃
mance test, with a pass rate of 96.9%. These items failed be⁃
cause the simulation PC memory load on the dispatcher node
exceeded 30%.

The saturation tests were also conducted at two I/O load lev⁃
els, with full⁃load operations for 72 hours. A total of 40 level⁃1
items and 64 level⁃2 items are involved, with the pass rates of

AGC: automatic generation control
API: application program interface
AVC: automatic voltage control
CRM: customer relationship management

system

DMS: distribution management system
DMTF: distributed management task force
EMS: energy management system
ERP: enterprise resource planning
MIS: management information system

PDM: product data management
PTS: dispatcher training system

SCADA: supervisory control and data
acquisition

WAMS: wide area measurement system

▲Figure 5. Integrated software architecture of the cloud computing platform and electric power SCADA
system in the experimental environment.

▼Table 1. Software platform configurations of the experimental test platform

Server OS
Client OS
Database
Network

Category
Red Hat Linux (64⁃bit)

Windows 7
Oracle

1000 Mbps

Version
6.2

Flagship Edition
11g (11.2.0.1.0)

▼Table 2. Logical server configurations and performance parameters of the experimental test platform

CPU: central processing unit RTU: remote terminal unit SCADA: supervisory control and data acquisition

Server name
History server
SCADA server
Front⁃end acquisition server
PAS server
Simulation server

Function
Saves historical data and electric power model data
Processes data and gives alarms in real time
Collects data and manages RTU communications
Performs application computing and provides application services
RTU simulation

Number of virtual machines
2 × 1
2 × 1
2 × 3
1
1

Major performance indicator
CPU: 2.80 GHz, quad⁃core，Memory: 32 GB, Disk: 375 GB
CPU: 2.8 GHz, dual⁃core，Memory: 8 GB, Disk: 75 GB
CPU: 2.80 GHz, dual⁃core，Memory: 8 GB, Disk: 75 GB
CPU: 2.80 GHz, dual⁃core，Memory: 8 GB, Disk: 300 GB
CPU: 2.70 GHz, dual⁃core，Memory: 8 GB, Disk: 75 GB
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97.5% and 96.9%, respectively. For the failed items, the mem⁃
ory usage on the dispatcher node exceeded 30%, and memory
and CPU usage on the simulation server is high. Similar to per⁃
formance tests, the dispatcher node is restricted by the experi⁃
mental test platform. The simulation server is deployed only
for the test, and is not needed in actual application deploy⁃
ment. Due to the limitations of test resources, the performance
of the simulation server cannot be improved.
Table 3 is the detailed statistical results of experimental

tests. Table 4 is an analysis of the results of the experiment.

•Suitability Evaluation
Through the whole tests, the SCADA system based on the

ZXTECS Cloud computing platform are running very well, the
test results have proved the professional private cloud platform
are suitable to the power SCADA system deployment.

•Reliablity Evaluation

The reliablity test items such as Live Migration, Save/Re⁃
store, Fault Recover, Watch Dog, Fault Reset etc. are all
passed successfully. All these tests are used to evalute the
SCADA system reliable operation status, recover capabilties
under the fault situations. The results have proved the SCADA
system based on ZXTECS platform meet the power SCADA
system reliability requirements.

•Security Evaluation
The cloud computing platform deployed for the electric pow⁃

er SCADA system is a professional private cloud platform, with
the overall architecture deployed in the control zone (Safety
Zone I), in line with the requirements of the Power Monitoring
System Security Regulations. The system logic structure and
security features of tested SCADA system are not changed. It
provides the basic security. The professional private cloud pro⁃
vides comprehensive cloud securityprotection stucture.

•Real⁃time Evaluation
There are 12 items are related with the system real⁃time ca⁃

pabilities shown is Table 5. The test results indicate that realt⁃
time performance is meet the requirement of the SCADA sys⁃
tem. The CPU load rate, memory storage rate tests result indi⁃
cate the cloud computing platform has eough computing perfor⁃

▼Table 3. Experimental test results

Test category

Function test
Performance

test

Pressure
test

Number
of test I/O
points
59,389
206,103
501,251
206,103
501,251

Total
number of
test items
1343
66
64
40
64

Number
of tested
items
1330
66
64
40
64

Number of
untested
items
13
0
0
0
0

Number
of failed
items
0
1
2
1
2

Pass
rate

100%
98.5%
96.9%
97.5%
96.9%

▼Table 4. Test result analysis

CPU: central processing unit RTU: remote terminal unit

Test
category

Function
Test

Performance
Test

Pressure
Test

Number
of I/O
points

59,389

206,103

501,251

206,103

501,251

Number of
untested
items

13

0

0

0

0

Number of
failed
items

0

1 (Memory
usage on the
dispatcher

node exceeds
30%)

2 (Memory
usage on the
dispatcher

node exceeds
30%)

1 (Memory
usage on the
dispatcher

node exceeds
30%)

3 (Memory and
CPU usage on
the RTU server

is high)

Reason

Untested functions
related to printing,

GPS time calibration,
pulse meters, and

reports have nothing to
do with the cloud

computing platform.
The test item is the

physical client, which
is not related to the
cloud computing

platform.
The dispatcher node

test item is the
physical client, which
is not related to the
cloud computing

platform.
The test item is the

physical client, which
is not related to the
cloud computing

platform.
RTU server test items
are tested through

distributed solutions.

Impact
analysis

Does not
affect

test goals

Does not
affect

test goals

Does not
affect

test goals

Does not
affect

test goals

Does not
affect

test goals

▼Table 5. The real⁃time performance test results

No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Test items
RTU host and backup

channel switch
automatically

RTU host and backup
channel switch

manually
Digital value change

transmission
Operator interface

telemetry update time
Remote command
execution time
SOE alarm

transmission time
Push Switch shift
alarm frame to the

Screen time
Remote control

command processing
time (with preset time)

Remote control
command processing
time (without preset

time)
Historical data query
time⁃data view query
a remote measurement

data of a day
MMI curves of the

query time
The picture call

response time (from
the button to display
the whole picture time)

Evaluation
standard

≤ 30 s

≤ 4 s

≤ 3 s

≤ 10 s

≤ 2 s

≤ 6 s

≤ 4 s

≤ 3 s

≤ 3 s

≤ 5 s

≤ 5 s
85% picture call
response time ≤
3 s,the rest 15%
response time≤4 s

Test
1st

25.15

2.71

1.66

3.06

1.92

2.62

3.1

2.22

1.74

1.71

1.52

2.97

Test
2nd

27.19

2.45

1.89

2.76

1.79

2.14

3.42

2.31

1.79

1.49

1.12

2.93

Test
3rd

23.52

3.11

1.79

3.45

1.98

2.01

3.63

2.35

1.88

1.8

1.14

2.58

Average

25.29

2.76

1.78

3.09

1.90

2.26

3.38

2.29

1.80

1.67

1.26

2.83

Pass/
Not pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass

Pass
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mance margin. Professional private platform provide elastic
computing resources allocation in time for the power SCADA
system to gurantee the real⁃time performance adequately.
4.2 Results

Compared with the test results of the traditional IT architec⁃
ture, the function, performance, and Saturation test results indi⁃
cate that the indicators of the SCADA/EMS system based on
the cloud computing platform meet the actual needs of power
grid operations, and some indicators, such as the network load
rate, are better than those of the traditional IT architecture. It
can be seen from the function, performance, and pressure test
results that the deployment of electric power SCADA system
software on the cloud computing platform is feasible, with the
applicability and real time of the system meeting commercial
requirements. In addition, reliability function tests such as live
migration of virtual machines, fault recovery, watchdog, and
fault resetting were also conducted successfully, with the sys⁃
tem reliability meeting the requirements of the electric power
SCADA system. According to this experiment, the electric pow⁃
er SCADA system based on the cloud computing platform has
the following advantages:
•Through the cloud computing virtualization technology, sys⁃

tem platform resources can be flexibly allocated according
to the data traffic of the power grid.

•Parallel data acquisition systems are used to significantly re⁃
duce hardware thresholds, improve data acquisition capaci⁃
ty, simplify future system expansion, and effectively improve
system resource utilization.

•Parallel real ⁃ time data processing systems and distributed
data storage are used to greatly improve data processing ca⁃
pabilities.

•Application software, storage, and data resources are provid⁃
ed as services, and resource utilization costs are decreased
substantially by taking full advantage of cloud computing.

•The cloud computing virtualization technology reduces the
coupling between resource users and resource implementa⁃
tion, so that users are no longer dependent on specific re⁃
source implementation, and the system administrator can re⁃
duce the impact of IT resource maintenance and upgrade on
users.

•Throughout the experimental test, only a system administra⁃
tor is needed for maintenance, significantly reducing the
time required for maintenance.

5 Prospects of Cloud Computing
Technology Application in the Electric
Power SCADA System

5.1 Benefits Brought by the Cloud Computing Platform
Deployed in the Electric Power SCADA System

The overall performance of the electric power SCADA sys⁃

tem based on the cloud computing platform is much higher
than that of the traditional IT platform. It can be seen from ap⁃
plication analysis calculation of telecom operators that the av⁃
erage resource utilization of IT systems on traditional platforms
is lower than 30%, and that on cloud computing platforms ex⁃
ceeds 60%. It takes 2-4 hours for terminal operation and main⁃
tenance through traditional PCs, and only a few minutes for
VM maintenance based on cloud computing platforms. The av⁃
erage service launch period has also been shortened from 1-3
months on traditional platforms to 1-3 weeks on cloud comput⁃
ing platforms. The energy consumption of VM private cloud ter⁃
minals is reduced by over 70% than traditional PCs. The cloud
computing platform has higher data security than traditional IT
platforms because of centralized data management and control.
The customer experience on cloud computing platforms has
been optimized significantly. Users only need to focus on busi⁃
ness implementation, and corresponding hardware, software in⁃
stallation, operation and maintenance, and operating systems
are maintained on the platform in a unified way, avoiding re⁃
peated work of professional users. In a word, the electric power
SCADA system based on the cloud computing platform will
help electric power industry customers reduce overall costs
and improve efficiency.
5.2 Feasibility of Cloud Computing Platform Deployment

in the Electric Power SCADA System
Technical feasibility: This experiment shows that the cloud

computing platform meets the adaptability, real time, and reli⁃
ability requirements of the electric power SCADA system, is in
line with technological development trends and market de⁃
mands, and therefore is technically feasible.

Economic feasibility: The features of the cloud computing
platform, such as efficient resource usage, reduced energy con⁃
sumption, and efficient maintenance, are in line with the re⁃
quirements of power grids for upgrade, business continuity,
rapid deployment of new services, and overall cost reduction.

Security feasibility: The security of electric power SCADA
system based on professional private cloud platform is guaran⁃
teed and has been strengthened with cloud security functions.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we describe the goals, contents, and results of

the experimental study on the cloud computing-based electric
power SCADA systems, and indicates that the professional pri⁃
vate cloud computing platform meets the technical, economic,
and security requirements of the electric power SCADA sys⁃
tem, and has commercial feasibility. The electric power SCA⁃
DA system is a typical application in the real ⁃ time industrial
production control field. The results of this experimental study
shows that industrial SCADA software systems can be de⁃
ployed on similar professional private cloud platforms. The pro⁃
fessional private cloud solution facilitates the application of
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cloud computing technologies in the professional real⁃time pro⁃
duction control field, and brings economic and social benefits
for industrial production.
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1 Introduction
he Internet of Things (IoT) is a paradigm that is rap⁃
idly gaining ground in the scenario of modern wire⁃
less telecommunications. The basic idea of this con⁃
cept is the pervasive presence around us of a vari⁃

ety of smart things or devices such as radio⁃frequency identifi⁃
cation (RFID) tags, sensors, actuators and smart mobile phones
through unique addressing schemes for interacting with each
other and cooperating with their neighbors to reach common
goals in an intelligent way [1]. Advancement in wireless net⁃
working has let these thousands of smart devices connect to
the internet anywhere and anytime. With the development of
IoT, the amount of data produced per day increases exponen⁃
tially [1], [2].

In today’s cloud computing and big data era, most of com⁃
puting and communication resources are shared and provided
to users. This era has the characteristics of diversity, dynam⁃
ics, and big data explosion, and brings a big challenge for the
design of IoT architecture.

Current networks should be more intelligent, more powerful,
more efficient, more secure, more reliable, and more scalable
to meet the requirements of diversity and dynamics. The soft⁃
ware defined networking (SDN) [3] and network functions virtu⁃
alization (NFV) [4], [5] are two promising technologies for ad⁃
dressing the challenges and leveraging IoT architecture in the
cloud era.

In this paper, we present a general SDN⁃based IoT frame⁃
work with NFV implementation.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
the conventional IoT architecture. Section 3 introduces the con⁃
cepts of SDN and NFV and the design problems. Section 4
presents a general SDN⁃based IoT framework with NFV imple⁃

mentation. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 IoT Architecture Models
Several IoT architecture models have been proposed [1], [6],

[7]. These exiting IoT architecture models focus on different ap⁃
plication aspects related to IoT. In this paper, we want to study
the impacts of SDN and NFV on the IoT architecture. We di⁃
vide the IoT architecture into the sensing layer, network layer,
and service layer based on [6], [7] (Fig. 1).

T

API: application programming interface
IoT: Internet of Things

MQTT: Message Queue Telemetry Transport
RFID: radio⁃frequency identification

▲Figure 1. IoT architecture.

IoT gateway
MQTT/HTTP

RFID

Network layer

Service layer: web/portal, dashboard,
API: event processing and analytics, etc.
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The sensing layer includes sensing devices such as sensors,
actuators, and RFID. These devices are usually not expensive
but smart enough for sensing. They sense and collect data from
different physical, human, and natural worlds in an intelligent
and collaborative way, and store the collected data in the devic⁃
es with small amount of memory.

The collected data are then transmitted to the gateways for
wireless transmission. The gateways usually use Message
Queue Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol or Hypertext
Transfer protocol (HTTP). Since the amount of sensed and col⁃
lected data may be large, the data compression and aggrega⁃
tion methods are necessary for efficient data transmission. The
network layer includes the gateways and the routes for data
transmission from gateways to different application users.

The service layer provides information services according to
requirements. This layer includes powerful data centers and
different data servers for data mining, analysis, processing,
storage, and applications.

3 SDN and NVF Overview
SDN [8]- [10] is a novel networking paradigm. It separates

the system and makes decisions where traffic is sent (the con⁃
trol plane) from the underlying system that forwards traffic to
the selected destination (the data plane). In traditional routers
and switches, the control and data planes are in one device.
However, the separation of the control and data planes enables
network more flexible, manageable, and adaptable, which
meets the requirements of current applications for high⁃band⁃
width, dynamic performance [3]. The Open Networking Foun⁃
dation (ONF) [3] takes the leading role in SDN standardization,
and has defined an SDN architecture model as depicted in
Fig. 2. This model consists of the application layer, control lay⁃
er, and infrastructure layer. End⁃user business applications are

on the application layer and use SDN communications servic⁃
es. The control layer uses SDN controllers to provide the logi⁃
cally centralized control functionality that supervises the net⁃
work forwarding behavior through an open interface. The infra⁃
structure layer consists of the network elements (NE) and de⁃
vices such as switches and routers which belong to the data
plane. Packet switching and forwarding are implemented at
this layer.

NFV [4], [5] is a network architecture concept that uses IT
virtualization related technologies to virtualize entire network
functions into building blocks. These blocks may be connect⁃
ed, or chained, to create communication services. An NFV sys⁃
tem uses one or more virtual machines to run different software
and processes on network servers, switches, storage, and even
cloud computing infrastructure. In this way, the hardware does
not need to be customized for each network function. Introduc⁃
tion of NFV and SDN to the IoT framework can leverage the
network efficiency and implement the programmability and
flexibility of networks [5], [11], [12]. For example, the Open⁃
Flow⁃based SDN (SDN⁃OF) technologies, with NFV implemen⁃
tation, can achieve the IoT networking functions such as rout⁃
ing, access control in firewalls, secure tunneling between IoT
gateway and utility server in IPSec protocol, and prioritizing
critical and control traffic for QoS in a centralized programma⁃
ble controller [12]. Fig. 3 shows the network architecture with
conventional IoT gateways. Fig. 4 shows network architecture
using SDN⁃OF and NFV technologies. The efficiency and net⁃
work agility of IoT can be leveraged significantly by the net⁃
work function virtualization of an SDN⁃based IoT framework.

4 A General SDNBased IoT Framework
with NFV Implementation
In SDN architecture, the controller is very important. It

SDN: software defined networking

▲Figure 2. SDN architecture.

Business applications

Applications layer

Network services
SDNcontrolsoftware

Control layer
API

Control data plane interface
Infrastructure layer

IoT: Internet of Things
QoS: Quality of Service

RFID: radio⁃frequency identification

▲Figure 3. Network architecture with conventional IoT gateway.
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deals with networking services such as routing, firewall, load
balancing, QoS, and charging for the whole network. A central⁃
ized controller for a network overall controls the whole net⁃
work. This is a desirable characteristic for system implementa⁃
tion and development. It is clear that a centralized controller
cannot provide all the networking services when the size of a
network becomes large [13], [14]. Hu et al. [13] provides a sur⁃
vey of controllers and proposed methods for enhancing control⁃
lers’performance. Xavier and Seol [14] mention that place⁃
ment of controllers in a SDN network can be centralized, physi⁃
cally distributed, hierarchically distributed, and logically dis⁃
tributed briefly. Kang et al. [9] presents a rule⁃placement algo⁃
rithm that distribute data forwarding policies while managing
rule⁃space constraints across general SDN networks in a logi⁃
cally centralized way. Voellmy et al. [15] presents an efficient
programming model to design algorithms for SDN control. An
interesting idea about the SDN⁃based framework combing 4G
cellular networks for machine ⁃ to ⁃machine communications is
presented in [8]. The proposed framework depends on a specif⁃
ic 4G cellular network architecture. An extended Multinetwork
Information Architecture (MINA) with layered SDN controller
is proposed for IoT [16]. However, the research works has not
studied the general IoT architecture using SDN and NFV.

Based on the study of IoT architecture, SDN architecture,
NFV technologies, we propose a general SDN⁃based IoT frame⁃
work with NFV implementation (Fig. 5). In the framework, the
application layer consists of IoT servers for different applica⁃
tions and services through APIs. The control layer consists of
SDN controllers run by distributed operating system (OS). The
distributed OS provides a logically centralized control and
view of IoT in a physically distributed network environment for
network data forwarding. The infrastructure layer consists of
IoT gateways combined with SDN switches for access to differ⁃

ent IoT devices such as RFIDs and sensors through the control
data plane interface. It can be treated as an extension of the
SDN architecture for IoT.

An efficient distributed OS for the SDN⁃based IoT plays an
important role in the proposed general SDN⁃based IoT frame⁃
work. The distributed OS in the control plane is the brain of
SDN⁃based IoT with NFV implementation and provides a cen⁃
tralized control and visibility of different IoT services. Because
of the diversity and dynamics of different users and infrastruc⁃
tures in IoT, designing and implementing an efficient distribut⁃
ed OS for this framework is a big challenge. Recently, many
SDN associations such as OpenFlow and ONF are trying to
make the standardization of the APIs in order to address the is⁃
sue. NOSIX [17] has been proposed to achieve the portability
and performance across different SDN switches. It provides a
lightweight portability layer for the SDN OS. The Open Net⁃
work Operating System (ONOS) project [18] aims at releasing a
basic SDN⁃based distributed OS. The important issues of per⁃
formance, scalability, and availability of the SDN control plane
have been addressed in [19] and [20]. The design and imple⁃
mentation of an efficient distributed OS for the SDN⁃based IoT
are ongoing.

5 Conclusion
The emerging technologies of IoT, SDN, and NFV have great

potential for the information service innovation in the cloud

▲Figure 4. Network architecture using SDN⁃OF and NFV technologies.

IoT: Internet of Things
RFID: radio⁃frequency identification

SDN⁃OF: OpenFlow⁃based SDN

IoT: Internet of Things
RFID: radio⁃frequency identification

SDN: software defined networking

▲Figure 5. A general SDN⁃based IoT framework with NFV
implementation.
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and big data era. Decoupling the control plane from the data
plane in SDN architecture achieves centralized system and con⁃
trol of IoT. However, the design of an efficient SDN⁃based IoT
architecture with NFV is a big technical challenge. In this pa⁃
per, we provide a brief up⁃to⁃date overview of IoT architecture
model, SDN, and NFV. We study the characteristics of these
emerging technologies. A general SDN ⁃ based IoT framework
with NFV implantation is presented. As a future work, we will
study the organization and components of each part in the SDN⁃
based IoT framework.
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Determining the application and version of nodes in the Inter⁃
net of Things (IoT) is very important for warning about and
managing vulnerabilities in the IoT. This article defines the
attributes for determining the application and version of nodes
in the IoT. By improving the structure of the Internet web
crawler, which obtains raw data from nodes, we can obtain da⁃
ta from nodes in the IoT. We improve on the existing strate⁃
gy, in which only determinations are stored, by also storing
downloaded raw data locally in MongoDB. This stored raw da⁃
ta can be conveniently used to determine application type and
node version when a new determination method emerges or
when there is a new application type or node version. In such
instances, the crawler does not have to scan the Internet
again. We show through experimentation that our crawler can
crawl the IoT and obtain data necessary for determining the
application type and node version.
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1 Introduction
ith the fast development and increasing popu⁃
larity of the Internet of Things (IoT), more and
more devices are being used in everyday life
and are being incorporated into the Internet.

Such devices are also called nodes. Because these nodes are
exposed to the Internet, they are not as safe many of the owners
and users of these nodes think. The ability to connect to, com⁃
municate with, and remotely manage an incalculable number
of networked, automated devices via the Internet has become
pervasive. As we become increasingly reliant on intelligent, in⁃

terconnected devices in everyday life, protecting billions of
these devices from intrusion and interference has become a se⁃
rious issue. Unauthorized intrusions can compromise personal
privacy or even public safety [1]. Vulnerability is related to the
application and many of the affected devices as possible in or⁃
der to give warnings and manage the problem. In this paper,
we describe a crawler for nodes in the IoT. This crawler is
based on local storage. By collecting and storing information
about the nodes’features, we can determine the application
and version of individual nodes locally and conveniently.

ZoomEye [2] and Shandon [3] are two mature search engines
that enable web users to search for application type and ver⁃
sion. Using a distributed web crawler, ZoomEye collects infor⁃
mation from Internet nodes all over the world. The ZoomEye in⁃
terface enables the user to search for application, version, loca⁃
tion, open port, and so on. The nodes from which this informa⁃
tion is collected include websites and devices. Shodan, by con⁃
trast, is only focused on IoT device. It is used to expose vulner⁃
abilities in routers, switches, and industrial control systems [2]
and is often seen as a valuable tool for hackers. Shodan can be
used to detect just about anything on the Internet, such as
printers that can be controlled remotely; open, accessible web
cameras; and other unsecured devices.

A popular strategy for determining the node application and
version is first to crawl the Internet and then directly use the
downloaded information. Then, the determinations are stored,
and the raw information is abandoned. If there is a new strate⁃
gy for determining the application and node version or if there
is a new node application or version, the only thing that can be
done it to scan the Internet a second time in order to retrieve
the raw information again. This significantly increases scan⁃
ning costs. We improved the existing web crawler by putting
the NoSQL database to use. Our proposed distributed web
crawler can retrieve fingerprint information in the IoT. The raw
information returned by crawler is stored in the NoSQL data⁃
base and used to determine the node application and version.
The NoSQL database has high storage capacity, which the
crawler demands, but does not occupy much of the system. Be⁃
cause it can search big data efficiently, the NoSQL database
might be helpful for searching through the innumerable results
returned by the web crawler [3], [4].

In section 2, we introduce MongoDB and traditional web
crawler. In section 3, we describe the overall system structure,
crawler design, data structure, local storage, and design of the
database. In section 4, we experiment on our proposed crawler
and show that it is efficient enough to satisfy the system re⁃
quirements.

2 Related Works

2.1 MongoDB
The company 10gen develops the MongoDB, which is a doc⁃
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ument⁃oriented NoSQL database, not a traditional relational da⁃
tabase. Although it is non⁃relational, MongoDB is faster, more
expansible, and has more useful than a relational database [5].
MongoDB has many more functions than a relational database,
including sorting, secondary indexing, and range searching [6].
Mongo DB has the following features:
•binary JavaScript object notation (BSON) for data storage.

This increases the speed of index page traversal.
•non⁃relational storage and support for sharding. With shard⁃

ing, big data is automatically divided into small data blocks
that are then stored in an appropriate server. Although sepa⁃
rate, user searching and combining of results can be done in
a highly efficient way, and servers can linearly increase ex⁃
pandability and performance.

•flag_id as the only flag of the document. The value of this
flag can be automatically assigned by the database or as⁃
signed by users themselves.

•a combination of key and value as the means of storing data.
This is a loose⁃storage solution that makes inserting data in⁃
to MongoDB easier than inserting data into a relational data⁃
base. In this way, a user does not need to define the detailed
table structure in advance, which is necessary in a relational
database.

•no support for transactions. MongoDB sacrifices transaction⁃
al support for easy use, high speed, and expandability.

2.2 Principle of the Traditional Web Crawler
A web crawler is a computer program used to downloading

the source page of a website. Web crawlers are widely used in
Internet search engines or for managing web page caches [7].
Crawling usually starts from one URL or a collection of URLs.
Crawlers store these URLs permanently in a queue. Guided by
a priority principle, a web crawler selects one URL from the
URL queue and downloads the corresponding web page. If
there are any other URLs in the web page, crawler extracts
these URLs from the page after it has been downloaded. These
extracted URLs are also stored in the queue. The downloading
and extracting process loops until the web crawler is turned
off, and downloaded pages are stored in the server database.

3 System Design

3.1 Background Requirements
The system must have a web crawler and database storage.

As much as possible, the web crawler must crawl nodes on the
IoT and grab information that is as complete as possible. Infor⁃
mation stored locally in the database must be easy to under⁃
stand, convenient to search, and useful for determining the ap⁃
plication type and node version. At the same time, the crawling
depth and width of the web crawler must be guaranteed.

A distributed web crawler is necessary to ensure high crawl⁃
ing speed and in ⁃depth crawling. Web crawlers are now very

cooperative with each other, and a scheduling relationship can
be established between multiple web crawlers.

Traditional web crawling technology must also be improved
so that traditional web crawlers can be used to grab specific in⁃
formation from nodes in the IoT. The information from these
nodes can be used to determine the application type and node
version in the future work.

MongoDB is necessary to store the collected information lo⁃
cally. Because the web crawler is distributed and MongoDB
does not support transactions, independent MongoDB interfac⁃
es must to be designed for database reading and writing. In
this way, MongoDB remains consistent.

Local storage is necessary for storing the information down⁃
loaded by the web crawler. Local storage enables the applica⁃
tion type and node version to be determined locally, and scan
time can be saved.
3.2 Overall Design

The system structure that best satisfies the previously men⁃
tioned requirements is shown in Fig. 1.

Within this system, the web crawler scheduler selects a
URL from the URL cache queue, which has been sorted, and
assigns the URL to a free web crawler. The web crawler crawls
the web and downloads information from web pages or pages re⁃
turned by devices. At the same time, the downloader also de⁃
letes duplicate useless webpages. Finally, the web crawler de⁃
livers the downloaded information to the MongoDB interface,
which converts the information to BSON format and stores it.
The web crawler scheduler, URL cache queue, and the web
crawler can inherit the ones in mature crawler, so they are not
covered in this paper.
3.3 Downloader Design

The IoT can be divided into public IoT and special IoT. In
the former, all devices are connected. Public IoT covers one
whole area of administration and connects to the public Inter⁃
net. Public IoT is regarded as a true social information infra⁃
structure [8]. Each sensor and entity connected to the IoT cor⁃
responds to one web source defined by a web page URL and
can be accessed by HTTP protocol. All these web sources can

▲Figure 1. Overall system structure.
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be expressed as HTML pages and are usually regarded as sen⁃
sor pages or entity pages. These pages contains the type of the
nodes, reading of the nodes, and some unstructured informa⁃
tion [9]. Devices that can only be accessed with administrator
privileges will return the administration web pages or error pag⁃
es. These pages can also be used as the fingerprint of the de⁃
vice. By downloading the information included in these web
pages, we can determine the application type and node version.

Our proposed downloader is different from a traditional
downloader in three ways:
•Our proposed downloader scans more ports. The downloader

of the traditional web crawler mainly scans ports 80 and
8080 whereas the downloader of our web crawler aimed at
the IoT also scans ports such as 21, 22, and 23.

•The content downloaded by our proposed downloader is dif⁃
ferent. The downloader of a traditional web crawler down⁃
loads texts, pictures, files, and so on whereas the content
downloaded by the web crawler of our proposed system only
includes information useful for determining the application
type and node version.

•Before our downloader downloads information, it has to de⁃
termine whether the node belongs to the IoT or not.
The content downloaded by our web crawler aimed at the

IoT must be useful for determining the application type and
node version. After analyzing existing fingerprint⁃judging soft⁃
ware, we realized that there was much more information that
could be used to determine the application type and node ver⁃
sion than we initially thought. We need to find out as much as
possible about the node’s fingerprint as accurately as we can
and consider the load of the web crawler and capacity of Mon⁃
goDB. We also need to download the URL address, header of
the HTML page, body of the HTML page, banner information,
and the geographic location. The downloader should also re⁃
move duplicates of the pages and complete cleaning of the con⁃
tent. The system needs to be capable of incremental crawling
from time to time to obtain complete and accurate node data.
3.4 Local Storage of Node Data

Raw data from nodes is commonly used to determine the ap⁃
plication type and node version but is not stored. The down⁃
loaded data is used as soon as it is downloaded, and after a de⁃
termination has been made, only the application type and node
version are stored in the database. However, a problem emerg⁃
es when a new method is introduced for determining applica⁃
tion type and node version or if there is a new application type
or node version. To maintain the integrity of the database, de⁃
vices should be scanned a second or even third time to obtain
data, then the new approach is used to judge these devices.
This“directly using without storing”method wastes scanned
data and creates more scanning workload.

In terms of storing data, the system must avoid repetitive
work. Our system stores the raw information downloaded by
the downloader but stores it separately from the determina⁃

tions. While the crawler is crawling devices, the data returned
is directly passed to MongoDB and stored locally. The applica⁃
tion type and node version are determined locally and indepen⁃
dently. In the future, when derminations are being made about
devices, regardless of whether or not the determination is made
successfully, the raw information will be kept in MongoDB. If a
new method for determining application type or node version
emerges or if there is a new application type or node version,
the only solution is to iterate through the database and obtain
the fingerprint data of scanned devices.
3.5 Data Structure and Design of MongoDB

3.5.1 Data Structure
The data downloaded by the downloader must be stored in

MongoDB in a certain format. After removing duplicates, the
data is converted into BSON format by MongoDB interface and
then stored in the database. The data to be downloaded in⁃
cludes URL address, header of the HTML page and so on.
3.5.2 Design of MongoDB

The collection obtained by MongoDB is similar to the table
of a relational database. However, the definition of the collec⁃
tion is not as strict as that of a table. The MongoDB collection
only comprises similar elements. Each data item in the collec⁃
tion is called a document. In our system, we create one docu⁃
ment for every IP address. The fixed data structure of every
document is shown in Table 1. Because MongoDB does not
strictly define the collection, we can improve the downloader
according to the background requirements. The structure of
MongoDB does not need to change obviously. The design of
MongoDB is shown in Fig. 2.

4 Realization of the Key Technology

4.1 Dividing Web
For N web pages, by using some certain dividing rule, the

▼Table 1. Data structure

Field
ipAddr
Port
Domain
UrlAddr
Title
htmlBody
htmlHead
HTTPheader
UpdateTime
Location

Data type
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
string
datetime.utc
string

Description
IP address
Port
Domain name
URL address
Title
Body of HTML page
Header of HTML page
HTTP header
Time of crawling converted into utc timestamp
Geographic location of nodes
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collection G of web pages to be downloaded is divided into M
(where M > N) subsets: { }G1,G2, ... ,GM . If
G1 ⋃G2 ⋃ ... ⋃GM =G , G1 ⋂G2 ⋂ ... GM =φ , and ||G i ≈ ||G j ,
then G is called a division of N. Reasonable division of web
pages prevents agents belonging to the system from crawling
the same pages and increases the overall efficiency of web
page crawling. The system uses dynamic distribution. At the
start of a crawling job, the system distributes 1 to N subsets of
web pages to N agents for crawling. Once an agent has finished
crawling, the system distributes the next subset of web pages to
the crawler. This distribution lasts until the end of the crawling
job. To increase the efficiency of web crawling, the crawler
should crawl web pages as close to it in network as possible.
Therefore, a threshold timeout value is set for every agent. Dur⁃
ing crawling, if the time to connect to the web server exceeds
the timeout threshold, the crawler will give up trying to con⁃
nect. The agent will keep these URL addresses in its own list,
and after a specified period, will pass the list to the system
scheduler. This scheduler will re ⁃schedule the nodes that the
crawler could not connect to.

The advantage of dynamic distribution is that the load can
be dynamically balanced and the agent is not turned down mis⁃
takenly [10].
4.2 Agent Synergy

Division of web pages requires the synergy of every agent in
the system. To adapt to the strategy of web page division, our
system synergizes with a scheduler. Each agent passes URL ad⁃
dresses that have been newly crawled to the scheduler, which
distributes them in a uniform way. At the same time, the sched⁃
uler re⁃schedules nodes that the crawler could not connect to.
Agent synergy is useful for controlling the division of web pag⁃
es but overloads individual nodes and causes single⁃node fail⁃
ure [10].

An exchange approach is used to deal with links that cross

the subset of the division. If an agent finds a URL that does
not belong to its division subset, it passes the URL address to
the crawler responsible for it.
4.3 Incremental Crawling

To ensure the integrity of the fingerprint database, incremen⁃
tal crawling is required. The easiest method of incremental
crawling is to crawl pages again every specified period. Howev⁃
er, doing this requires huge effort. Web pages are updated at
different times, and some pages may not be updated for a long
time. Therefore, the update period for web pages must be con⁃
sidered in the incremental crawling strategy. Among nodes in
the IoT, there are important nodes whose accuracy must be
guaranteed. As in [11], we categorize the nodes in the IoT as
very important, important, general, or not important. The attri⁃
bute of incremental crawling is the weighted average of the
quantized importance and the update frequency. The incremen⁃
tal crawling attribute of all the nodes in the IoT is calculated to
obtain the average. If a node has a higher⁃than⁃average incre⁃
mental crawling attribute, the system crawls that node three
times faster than average. If a node has a lower⁃ than⁃average
incremental crawling attribute, the system crawls that node at
a speed 0.8 times the average.

5 Experiments and Conclusion
The performance of our web crawler under experimentation

was affected to an extent by network bandwidth and hardware.
We used Windows 7; internal storage was 2 GB; hard drive ca⁃
pacity was 250 GB; and network bandwidth was 100 Mbps. If
the thread count of the distributed web crawler for the IoT is
set to 10, 1085 URL address can be accessed in ten minutes.
The downloaded information from 114 of these URL addresses
belonged to nodes in the IoT. We used mature software to de⁃
termine the application type and node version from this down⁃
loaded information. Fifty⁃six nodes were determined correctly,
49 of which included the application type.

After the web crawler had crawled the Internet and down⁃
loaded information from nodes over a period of time, we tested
the local storage. MongoDB containing the raw crawling data
was put into use in this experiment. We selected vulnerability
CVE⁃2015⁃2049 published on 2 March 2015 in the China Na⁃
tional Vulnerability Database [12]. This vulnerability in a D ⁃
Link DCS ⁃ 931L remote wireless cloud camera with firmware
1.04 or earlier is an intermediate risk. Unrestricted file upload
vulnerability in the camera allows a remote unauthenticated us⁃
er to execute an arbitrary code by uploading a file with an exe⁃
cutable extension [13]. In the previous identification for finger⁃
print, the application type and node version related to this vul⁃
nerability were not determined. To monitor the posture of the
vulnerability, the application type and version need to be deter⁃
mined. First, we need to find fingerprint used for the determi⁃
nation. After information has been collected from the Internet,

▲Figure 2. Design of MongoDB.
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the fingerprint is defined by the keyword SCS ⁃ 931L in the
WWW⁃Authenticate field of the HTTP header. After construct⁃
ing a query statement for MongoDB and searching for the re⁃
sults in the raw information database, several results were re⁃
turned (Fig. 3). The time cost for this search was less than 2 s,

which is much faster than crawling the Internet and collecting
information a second time.
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W
1 Introduction

ireless sensor networks (WSN) consist of a
large number of cheap micro sensor nodes that
are deployed in the examination area, aiming
at forming a multi ⁃ hop self ⁃ organization net⁃

work system by wireless communication [1]. Applied to WSN,
the ad hoc on⁃demand distance vector routing (AODV) [2] pro⁃
tocol is a typical on⁃demand routing protocol. It is a combina⁃
tion of dynamic source routing (DSR) [3] and destination se⁃

quenced distance vector (DSDV) [4]. AODV borrows the basic
programs of route discovery and route maintenance from DSR,
and Hop⁃by⁃Hop route, destination node serial number and pe⁃
riodic update mechanism in routing maintenance phases from
DSDV.

One major disadvantage of WSN is the energy limitation of
its nodes. However, AODV does not consider a node’s current
residual energy when it establishes routing. Much research has
been done to improve the AODV protocol by solving the prob⁃
lem of energy consumption in WSN. The existing research
work has just paid attention to controlling the number of pack⁃
ets in the process of establishing routing, or focused on the en⁃
ergy consumption of nodes and the path load. In fact, the im⁃
provement is not ideal. In this paper, we propose an improved
ad hoc on⁃demand distance vector routing (IAODV) algorithm
based on the existing location⁃aided routing (LAR) routing pro⁃
tocol to reduce the number of route request (RREQ) packets.
The IAODV algorithm uses the improved routing control pack⁃
ets and streamlined routing tables and route request tables. It
simplifies the route discovery process and reduces the number
of routing control packets and the power consumption of the
network. This algorithm also uses the path selection function
that takes the hop and energy consumption into account. This
function helps optimize the power consumption of sensor net⁃
work nodes and prolong the lifetime of the network.

2 Related Work
Location⁃based routing protocols, such as geographical adap⁃

tive fidelity (GAF) and geographical and energy aware routing
(GEAR) [5], [6], need to wake up the sensor nodes nearest to
the tracking target in an application that wants to obtain infor⁃
mation related to the target position. The Greedy Perimeter
Stateless Routing (GPSR) [7] protocol is a typical location ⁃
based routing protocol. Its main strategy is to choose the node
that is closest to the sink nodes as the next hop in every jump.
Network nodes then use the classical flooding routing protocol
[8] to forward packets in the form of broadcast. This protocol is
based on flooding, so the signaling overhead is huge.

Combining the location⁃based routing protocol and flooding
routing protocol, the LAR routing protocol is proposed in [9].
LAR uses the location information to restrict the flooding range
of query packets. Based on the concept of expectation domain,
location information is used to restrict the flooding range of
RREQ, reduce the number of broadcast packets, reduce the
power consumption of the network, and improve the network
performance [9], [10]. These proposed routing protocols use a
series of mechanism to reduce the number of packets transfer⁃
ring in the network in order to make routing overhead relative⁃
ly small. However, they do not take the network nodes’limited
energy into account, so network nodes cannot efficiently send
packets in the limited lifetime of the network.

An enhancement to the AODV routing protocol is proposed
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in [11]. It uses cluster⁃based mechanism to support congestion
control in a mobile ad hoc network (MANET). The main fea⁃
ture of this approach is clustering and the selection of the clus⁃
ter head is on the basis of the congestion status of the nodes.
This protocol is highly efficient in dealing congestion by
achieving QoS constraints (good packet delivery ratio, low de⁃
lay and reduction of packet drops), as well as energy efficient.
However, it reselects the cluster head frequently due to the rap⁃
id energy consumption of the cluster head.

Energy values of the nodes and forwarding packets along the
path of least energy consumption are evaluated in [12], making
the network adaptive in nature. However, the influence of the
hop count on energy consumption of the whole network is not
fully considered in [12]. The distributed Dynamic Route
Change Algorithm (DRCA) [13] dynamically finds a shorter
route to the destination by using the hello message of neighbor
in the AODV routing protocol. DRCA first changes the hello
message format of AODV to make it contain the list of recently
forwarded destination, hop count and sequence number. The
nodes that receive this hello message decide whether they
change the next hop to the destination or not by comparing the
hop count and sequence number in their routing table to those
in the received hello message. However, the impacts of power
consumption of broadcast packets are ignored in [13]. A new
maximum ⁃ energy Local Route Repair (LRR) approach with
multicast AODV routing protocol is proposed in [14]. This re⁃
pair mechanism provides each node in the network with route
establishment capability. However, the impacts of power con⁃
sumption of broadcast packets and transmission hops are also
ignored in [14].

Based on the AODV protocol’s routing selection criteria,
the load path and the quality of the link are considered in [15]
in order to save energy and prolong the network lifetime. Three
factors of noise ratio, the number of active neighbor nodes and
each node’s queue state of filling are considered to improve
the AODV protocol, and improve the performance of the net⁃
work [15]. However, this method [15] may waste sources if it
uses certain a path frequently and makes energy consume
quickly while there is much left energy in other routes of the
network. Piggyback and Weighted neighbor stability Ad hoc On
⁃demand Distance Vector routing (PWAODV) [16] reduces the
route cost and network delay effectively by using piggyback
mechanism and weighted neighbor stability algorithm, Howev⁃
er, the count of packets does not get good control in this meth⁃
od, which makes power consumption unsatisfactory. AODV++
protocol [17] establishes routes from the source node to the des⁃
tination node according to the node’s residual energy and traf⁃
fic load, but it does not fully consider the influence of the hop
count on the whole network’s energy consumption.

In order to solving the problems of AODV and improved
AODV protocols, we propose an improved routing algorithm—
IAODV in this paper. The algorithm limits forwarding packets
in a certain area, and uses the path selection function that con⁃

siders the hop and energy consumption. It realizes the de⁃
crease of the packets number while reducing power consump⁃
tion and prolonging the lifetime of wireless sensor network.

3 IAODV Algorithm

3.1 Format of Packets

3.1.1 Route Request (RREQ) Packets
On the basis of the original format of RREQ packets, the pro⁃

posed RREQ packets (Fig. 1) remove five flags, transform the
original reserved field to the distance field to record the dis⁃
tance from the current node to the destination node, and set up
the energy field to record total nodes’residual energy in each
routing path. At the same time, RREQ takes out the destina⁃
tion sequence number and originator sequence number field.
3.1.2 Route Reply (RREP) Packets

The format of RREP packets (Fig. 2) is basically consistent
with RREQ packets. In RREP packets, the type field is set to
10, and RREP packets change the distance field of RREQ to

type (2 bit):01⁃⁃⁃⁃route request (RREQ).
D (1 bit):0⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃D Address is a EUI-64 bit address.

1⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃D Address is a 16 bit short address.
O (1 bit):0⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃O Address is a EUI-64 bit address.

1⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃O Address is a 16 bit short address.
Reserved (11 bit): It is set to zero and ignored when the node accepts.
Hop Count (4 bit): hop count from the originating node to destination node.
Energy (5 bit): the sum of the total surplus energy from the originating node to

destination node.
RREQ ID (8 bit): When the originating node creates a RREQ, RREQ ID plus 1;

after destination node receives the RREQ, the rout reply (RREP)
takes corresponding RREQ ID.

D Address: the address of destination node.
O Address: the address of originating node.

▲Figure 2. Route reply format of IAODV.

type D O Reserved Hop count Energy RREQ ID D address O address

type (2 bit):01⁃⁃⁃⁃route request (RREQ).
D (1 bit):0⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃D Address is a EUI-64 bit address.

1⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃D Address is a 16 bit short address.
O (1 bit):0⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃O Address is a EUI-64 bit address.

1⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃O Address is a 16 bit short address.
Distance (11 bit): the distance from the current node to destination node.
Hop Count (4 bit): hop count from the originating node to destination node.
Energy (5 bit): the sum of the total surplus energy from the originating node to

destination node.
RREQ ID (8 bit): When the originating node creates a RREQ, RREQ ID plus 1;

after destination node receives the RREQ, the route reply (RREP)
takes corresponding RREQ ID.

D Address: the address of destination node.
O Address: the address of originating node.

▲Figure 1. Route request packet format of IAODV.

type D O Distance Hop count Energy RREQ ID D address O address
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the reserved field and set it to 0. The RREP ignores the re⁃
served field when the node accepts RREP packets.
3.1.3 Route Error (RERR ) Packets

RREQ removes the destination sequence number and origi⁃
nator sequence number field and switches to the path selection
function for path selection. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 3, the
proposed RERR packets, based on the original RERR packet
format, take out the destination count and unreachable destina⁃
tion sequence number field. At the same time, RERR sets up
the failing packet ID field to record the first packet sequence
number that fails to send messages.
3.1.4 Routing Table and Routing Request Table

The IAODV routing table (Fig. 4) removes the source node
serial number field, destination node serial number mark field,
another state or routing marks field, the hop count from the
source node to destination node field, and the forward pointer
table field from AODV routing table. The IAODV algorithm us⁃
es the streamlined routing table and route request table, and
simplifies the route discovery process.

Each node that receives RREQ puts the source node ad⁃
dress and RREQ ID information into the routing request table
(Fig. 4). The node automatically deletes entries in the routing
request table if going beyond the time limit.
3.2 Routing Algorithm

The algorithm uses the distance strategy of the LAR control
routing lookup strategy to determine the size of the search ar⁃
ea. Looking for routing area is then limited to a small search
domain, which reduces routing requests. The routing algorithm
assumes that each node knows its own energy consumption in
the network and that each node is fixed. In the initialization
phase of the network, nodes in the network use GPS to deter⁃

mine their locations, and then send their own coordinates to
the nodes within the scope of one hop. The form of flooding is
kept until each node owns the entire topological graph of net⁃
work.

If the source node wants to send data to the destination node
when there are no necessary items in the routing table, it needs
to broadcast the RREQ packets to find the destination node.
For each node that receives the RREQ, it first judges whether
the RREQ is repetitive. Next decision is made only when the
RREQ is not repetitive. If the node is in the request zone, it
will forward the RREQ. If not, it does not do that. The number
of RREQ packets sent by the node is reduced by this way. Af⁃
ter the destination node receives the RREQ from the originat⁃
ing node, it sends a RREP packet to the source node converse⁃
ly. Only the destination node can build the RREP. The inter⁃
mediate node only broadcasts the RREQ, even though it knows
the rout of the destination node. Therefore, the sent RREP
packets are effectively reduced, and the problem of invalid
RREP packets is avoided. A routing to the destination is built
for the RREP packets that the destination node sends. These
packets go through every intermediate node, and finally reach
the source node. The RREP packets are then inspected if they
match the RREQ. If not, the RREP is discarded. Conversely,
the path selection function is used for sending data. If there is
no appropriate routing within the fixed time, the originating
node will expand the search range and broadcast the RREQ
again. Figs. 5 and 6 show the flow charts of RREQ and RREP
routing.

When a link is disconnected, the node uses unicast to the
source node for noticing the link failure. The RERR packets
point out the unreachable destination nodes.

In Figs. 7 and 8, A is the source node and D is the destina⁃

RREP: route reply RREQ: route request

▲Figure 3. Route Error packet format of IAODV.

type D Reserved Unreachable destination IP address Failing packet ID
type (2 bit):11
D (1 bit):0⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃unreachable destination address is an EUI-64 bit address

1⁃⁃⁃⁃⁃unreachable destination address is a 16 bit short address
Reserved (5 bit): reservations
Unreachable destination IP address: unreachable destination node address
Failing packet ID: first packets sequence number of failing to send message

▲Figure 5. Routing of RREQ packets.

Receive RREQ

Whether
repeat

Whether node
in the domain

N

Whether it is the
destination node

Y

Create and unicast
RREP

Y

Discarding RREQY

Do not forward RREQN

Broadcast RREQN

▲Figure 4. IAODV routing table and routing request table.

Destination address Next hop address
Routing table：

Originator address
Routing request table：

RREQ ID ineffective time
RREQ: route request
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tion node. Only the black nodes forward RREQ during the rout⁃
ing process. When Fig. 7 is compared with Fig. 8, it is seen
that the inhibition flooding method can effectively reduce the
number of RREQ packets. This is duo to in the process of inhi⁃
bition flooding, routing area is limited to a small search do⁃
main, which reduces routing requests.
3.2.1 Path Selection

The power consumption of wireless sensors mainly includes
consumption in perception, processing, communication, and
positioning. Among them, the consumption of communication
is the biggest of all. Each source node sends data to destina⁃
tion node consuming energy that is connected with the hop
count. A path selection function is defined by the node’s resid⁃
ual energy and hop count in the process of routing selection. A
routing in which the nodes’average residual energy is biggest
is selected as the best routing. In this way, the node’s energy
consumption is optimized and the network’s lifetime is pro⁃
longed.

The IAODV related definitions are as follows.

Definition 1: a route is expressed as ri = a1,a2, ...,aj , where
a1 is the source node, aj is the destination node, and N is the
number of hops from the source node to destination node.

Definition 2: Ei is the residual energy of ai , the average re⁃
sidual energy of each node on the route ri :

f (ri) =
∑
i = 1

j

Ei

N + 1
(1)

Definition 3 (path selection function):
f (rmax) =MAX{ f (ri)|ri ∈R} (2)

where R is the set of all paths from the source node to the des⁃
tination node.

Equations (1) and (2) show that the path that has more resid⁃
ual energy and less hops is more likely to be selected. When
paths have the same residual energy, the path with the least
hops is selected. When paths have the same hop count, the
path with the most residual energy is selected.

4 Simulation Experiment

4.1 Simulation Environment
In order to verify the IAODV algorithm performance, we im⁃

plemented a simulation experiment on the NS⁃2.35 simulation
platform. The simulation parameters were set as shown in Ta⁃
ble 1.

The simulation experiment evaluates the following indica⁃
tors:
(1) The number of survival nodes, which reflects the lifetime of

the network in different periods
(2) The rate of residual network energy, which is the proportion

of the sum of all nodes’residual energy and the initial total
energy and reflects the power consumption of the routing al⁃
gorithm

4.2 Simulation Results and Analysis
In the experiment, IAODV is compared with AODV, PWA⁃

ODV [16] and AODV++ [17] in the same simulation environ⁃
ment.

According to the simulation results shown in Fig. 9, the
polylines of the four algorithms coincide at 0-30 s. As the sim⁃
ulation time goes on, the number of survival nodes in the net⁃

▲Figure 6. Routing of RREP packets.

RREP: route reply

▲Figure 7. Flooding. ▲Figure 8. Inhibition flooding.

▼Table 1. IAODV simulation parameter values

MAC: media access control

Parameters
MAC layer

The number of nodes
The size of the simulation platform (m×m)

Simulation time (s)
Transmission rate (k/bs)
Initial energy of nodes (J)
Transmission distance (m)

Values
IEEE802.15.4

50
50×50
100
250
30
10

Receive RREP

Whether
match

Y

Discarding RREPN

Establish a reverse
routing

Whether it is the
source node Unicast forwarding RREPN

Choose a path
according to the

function

Y

Start sending data

A

E F

G

B
C D D

G

C

A

E F

B
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work tends to reduce no matter which protocol is adopted.
With IAODV, the first node death time is at 50 s and there are
five dead nodes at the end of the simulation. With AODV++,
the first node death time is at 46 s and there are eight dead
nodes at the end of the simulation. With PWAODV, the first
node death time is at 44 s and there are 10 dead nodes at the
end of the simulation. With AODV, the first node death time is
at 40 s and there are 13 dead nodes at the end of the simula⁃
tion.

The death time of nodes in the AODV⁃based network is the
earliest and the number of dead nodes at the end of the simula⁃
tion is also the most in this network, because the AODV proto⁃
col does not consider the energy consumption of nodes in the
process of routing discovery. PWAODV uses piggyback mecha⁃
nism and weighted neighbor stability algorithm to reduce the
route cost and network delay effectively. The AODV++ proto⁃
col establishes routes from the source node to destination node
according to the residual energy and traffic load of nodes. Com⁃
pared with AODV, PWAODV and AODV++ have certain im⁃
provement in the energy consumption of the network. However,
they fail to consider the influence of the hop count to the ener⁃
gy consumption of the whole network.

IAODV considers the hop count and energy consumption by
using the path selection function. Compared to the other three
protocols, it achieves the latest death time of nodes and the
fewest dead nodes. In this way, the IAODV algorithm reduces
the number of dead nodes in limited time and prolongs the life⁃
time of the network.
Fig. 10 shows that the ratio of residual network energy tends

to reduce no matter which protocol is adopted. In an IAODV
based network, the nodes first confirm their own locations by
GPS and send the coordinate to all the nodes in one hop.
Therefore, the ratio of residual energy is low at the initial stage
of the simulation. According to Fig. 10, the residual energy ra⁃
tio of the IAODV based network is higher than those of the net⁃

working using the other three protocols, and the gap becomes
bigger as the simulation time goes on.

According to Fig. 11, the routing costs of the four protocols
are small, when the number of nodes is small. However, with
the increase of nodes, the routing cost of AODV dramatically
increases. The increase of the routing costs of AODV++ and
PWAODV is smaller than AODV. IAODV has the least in⁃
crease of the routing cost because it optimizes the network rout⁃
ing process.

5 Conclusions
We propose IAODV, an improved routing algorithm, for real⁃

izing low power consumption and longer lifetime of WSN. The
proposed algorithm combines the AODV and LAR routing pro⁃
tocols and gives full consideration to the network’s energy con⁃
sumption problem. According to the simulation results, this al⁃

▲Figure 9. Living nodes. ▲Figure 10. The ratio of residual energy.

▲Figure 11. Routing cost.
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Regularized Boolean operations have been widely used in 3D
modeling systems. However, evaluating Boolean operations
may be quite numerically unstable and time consuming, espe⁃
cially for iterated set operations. A novel and unified tech⁃
nique is proposed in this paper for computing single and iter⁃
ated set operations efficiently, robustly and exactly. An adap⁃
tive octree is combined with a nested constructive solid geom⁃
etry (CSG) tree by this technique. The intersection handling
is restricted to the cells in the octree where intersection actu⁃
ally occurs. Within those cells, a CSG tree template is in⁃
stanced by the surfaces and the tree is converted to plane ⁃
based binary space partitioning (BSP) for set evaluation; More⁃
over, the surface classification is restricted to the cells in the
octree where the surfaces only come from a model and are
within the bounding ⁃ boxes of other polyhedrons. These two
ways bring about the efficiency and scalability of the opera⁃
tions, in terms of runtime and memory. As all surfaces in
such a cell have the same classification relation, they are clas⁃
sified as a whole. Robustness and exactness are achieved by
integrating plane⁃based geometry representation with adaptive
geometry predicate technique in intersection handling, and by
applying divide⁃and⁃conquer arithmetic on surface classifica⁃
tion. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed ap⁃
proach can guarantee the robustness of Boolean computations
and runs faster than other existing approaches.

Boolean operations; polyhedrons; constructive solid geometry;
binary space partitioning tree
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1 Introduction
egularized Boolean operations [1] are defined as a
closure of corresponding set ⁃ theoretic operations
on the interior of two solids. The combination of
set operations on polyhedrons, such as regularized

union (U*), regularized intersection (∩*) and regularized differ⁃
ence ( ⁃ *) can construct an arbitrary complex 3D model from
simpler inputs. Thus, these operations have been widely used
in interactive modeling systems, CAD/CAM applications, simu⁃
lation systems and many other areas of computer graphics.

In order to evaluate the iterated set operations, an arbitrary
set of polyhedrons is often organized into a constructive solid
geometry (CSG) tree in which the leaf nodes are polyhedrons
and the internal nodes are specific set operators. Then the eval⁃
uation of the CSG tree is generated by decomposing it into a
combination of serial binary set operations with conventional
methods.

The accumulation of numerical errors is introduced in the
evaluation procedure of set operations. It often leads to system
crashes or failure to generate correct result, such as holes and
surface overlap (Fig. 1) when evaluating very complex models
or when iterative set operations are required. Achieving geo⁃
metric robustness by overcoming the problem is easy in the ab⁃
sence of efficiency. Thus, the major challenge of implementing
such set operations is to take into account both robustness and
efficiency for interactive applications. By carefully handling
degeneracies and implementing set operations with arbitrary
precision arithmetic, the algorithms [2]- [5] that can realize
both goals have been proposed. However, they are too costly to
be practical. In order to avoid these drawbacks, some methods
[6]-[11] tried to implement set operations with voxels based on
volumetric representations. However, all of these have to per⁃
form conversion between boundary representation (B⁃rep) and
volumetric representation. Therefore, it is inevitable to lose
geometric details and precision for input models in the conver⁃
sion procedure. Another research stream for solving the robust⁃
ness and exactness problem in set operations is to marry plane⁃
based geometry representation and binary space partition
(BSP) structure together with the adaptive geometry predicates
technique [12], [13]. Nevertheless, the state⁃of⁃art BSP⁃based

R

▲Figure 1. Topology inconsistency arising from accumulation of
numerical error in Boolean operations.
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method [13] still suffers from robustness issues in some special
cases because the method needs to split surfaces along with
the boundary of critical cells, although the efficiency was im⁃
proved by localized intersection handling. Moreover, in these
methods, repetitive conversion between different representa⁃
tions and BSP merge operations may lead to robustness issues
and poor performance when evaluating iterated set operations.

In contrast to B⁃rep⁃based methods [2], [3], [14], BSP⁃based
methods have unique abilities for handling non⁃manifold sur⁃
faces and simplifying the procedure of processing all possible
intersections and degeneracies among polyhedrons. Thus, the
motivation of our study is to develop a fast and unified method
for single and iterated set operations. This method can inherits
the robustness and exactness of BSP ⁃ based approaches, and
limits the cost of conversion between different representations.

In this paper, we exploit a new approach that uses localized
CSG trees to efficiently compute Boolean operations on polyhe⁃
drons. Similar to the previous BSP⁃based work, our method im⁃
plements robustness and exactness by integrating a plane ⁃
based geometry representation with adaptive geometry predi⁃
cates technique. In order to significantly improve performance,
we also apply an operation localization scheme to change the
surface topology only at an intersection region. The surfaces at
non⁃intersection region remain unchanged by employing a new
adaptive octree construction algorithm which will be detailed
discussed later. Unlike the method in [13], numeric errors are
not introduced in the procedure of octree construction by avoid⁃
ing split surfaces in ours. The main ingredient, which is the
key to implementing the unified method for single or iterated
set operations, is embedding a CSG tree into each octree cell
where polyhedrons intersect with the help of an adaptive oc⁃
tree. Regularized set operations are evaluated on each CSG
tree by converting it into a BSP tree and then extracting the
boundary from the BSP tree.

A side effect caused by the operation localization scheme is
that surface classification has to be performed for the polygon
surface at non⁃intersecting regions. However, the procedure is
quite time consuming when the number of those surfaces is
very big. In order to improve classification efficiency, a partial
surface classification scheme is employed based on the fact
that classification of actual surfaces can be made only at the re⁃
gions that are completely inside the bounding box of other poly⁃
hedrons, and the regions are covered by a set of octree cells.
By classifying each cell as a whole, surface classification is fur⁃
ther accelerated with the help of the octree. Through this divide
⁃and⁃conquer strategy, the accuracy and robustness of classifi⁃
cation is guaranteed because classification always performs be⁃
tween surfaces with original polyhedrons.

2 Related Work
Regularized Boolean operations have been investigated for

many years. Corresponding methods can be classified into

three categories: volumetric methods, approximate methods,
and exact methods.

By converting B⁃rep into a volumetric representation, regu⁃
larized set operations can be easily and robustly evaluated with
voxels [6], [7]. However, the precision for models is inversely
proportional to the size of voxel. Small voxels are quite expen⁃
sive in terms of sampling time and memory consumption. More⁃
over, the sharp edges and corners of input models are lost in
the converting process. In order to alleviate the problems, the
methods in [8], [15] reconstruct the geometric details on surfac⁃
es of the resultant model by encoding the normal information
of surfaces into the sampling process. Some [9]-[11], [16] also
made efforts to preserve topology or manifold information in
the results by applying dual⁃contour algorithms. Nevertheless,
it is unavoidable for those methods to damage the geometric de⁃
tails and precision of the resulting models due to the conver⁃
sion between different representations.

The performance penalty of exact Boolean operation is inevi⁃
table, so some researchers try to compute approximate Boolean
operations instead. Biermann et al. [17] implemented approxi⁃
mated set operations on two free⁃form solids bounded by para⁃
metric surfaces based on a multi⁃resolution subdivision repre⁃
sentation [18]. Robustness is achieved by applying the numer⁃
ic perturbation [19] in intersection computation between the
coarse meshes in the method. However, in the case when an in⁃
tersection result is uncertain, the technology has to use new
perturbation to compute the intersection again. Thus, the meth⁃
od is time⁃consuming for complex models. Smith and Dodgson
[20] presented a topologically robust method for set operations
on B⁃rep models. By carefully defining a series of interdepen⁃
dent operations, this approach can always guarantee the result
with correct connectivity if the input models have valid connec⁃
tivity. However, due to interdependent operations, this method
cannot benefit from the power of parallel computation, which is
common for modern processors,. Until recently, Wang [21] has
proposed an approach to efficiently evaluate approximated set
operations on two polygon meshes with the help of Layered
Depth Images (LDI) [22]. A trimmed adaptive contouring algo⁃
rithm is used to reconstruct the surfaces in the intersected re⁃
gion from the LDI/mesh hybrid, and then the surfaces are
stitched together with the surfaces in non⁃intersected regions.
In this way, the same robustness with that in the methods
based on volumetric representation is obtained and geometric
details are preserved at meaning time. Nevertheless, the
trimmed adaptive contouring algorithm may damage the topo⁃
logical consistency of the resultant model.

The algorithms for exact Boolean operations have been ac⁃
companied with notorious robustness issues since they were in⁃
troduced in 1980s [2]-[5]. Even though the arbitrary precision
arithmetic and careful handling of degeneracies can be used in
these algorithms to implement robustness, such implementa⁃
tions are too costly to be practical.

Naylor and Thibaut [23]- [25] have found that a BSP tree
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can facilitate Boolean operations of manifold or non⁃manifold
solids. They proposed a much simpler alternative algorithm for
B⁃rep ones by converting Boolean operation into BSP structure
merging. BSP⁃based methods avoid handling all possible inter⁃
sections and degeneracies. However, this approach is fragile
due to error accumulation in the merging stage. Sugihara and
Iri [26] introduced plane representation for polyhedrons for
solving the robustness issue with geometry computation. By
representing polygons with a supporting plane and a set of
bounding planes, the rudimentary modeling operation can ro⁃
bustly performs. In 2009, Bernstein and Fusel [12] combined
these two methods—plane based geometry representation and
BSP structure—together with the adaptive geometry predicates
technique [27], and proposed a robust BSP⁃based Boolean op⁃
eration method in the true sense. However, this approach
spends too much time on pre⁃computation. Both the time and
space complexity of the merging algorithm is almost O(n2) , ma⁃
king it impractical for large scale meshes. A year later,
Camped and Kobbelt [13] improved this approach by introduc⁃
ing operations localization scheme. The improved algorithm
subdivides input polyhedrons by an adaptive tree and marks
the cells in which operant polyhedrons intersect as critical
cells. BSP merge is then performed only in those critical cells.
This optimization dramatically saves time and memory space
for plane⁃based BSP Boolean operation while keeping robust⁃
ness. However, the approach still suffers from the robustness
issue in some special cases because it needs to split surfaces
along with the boundary of critical cells. Moreover, in these
methods, repetitive conversion between different representa⁃
tions and BSP merge operations may lead to robustness issues
and poor performance when evaluating iterated set operations.

3 Overview
Given any two polyhedrons Pi and Pj , the evaluation of

regularized Boolean operations between them implies the selec⁃
tion of boundary surfaces according to following equations
[28].
Pi ∪* Pj ={ }Fi Out Pj ∪{ }Fj Out Pi ∪ { }Fi With Pj (1)

Pi ∩ *Pj ={ }Fi In Pj ∪ { }Fj In Pi ∪ { }Fi With Pj (2)

Pi -* Pj ={ }Fi Out Pj ∪{ }Fj In Pi ∪ { }Fi Anti Pj (3)
The surfaces set Fx is the boundary surfaces of Px. The

classification sets FxOutPy, FxInPy, Fx With Py, and Fx AntiPy

correspond to the subsets of boundary surfaces Fx that are re⁃
spectively outside, inside, on the boundary with same orienta⁃
tion, and on the boundary with an orientation opposite to the
polyhedron Py . Moreover, the boundary surfaces of Px can be
classified into the union of three kinds of disjoint sets, i.e.

Px ={ }Sin, Sout, Sintersected , Sin ∩ Sout = Sin ∩ Sintersected = Sout ∩ Sintersected= ∅ , where Sin , Sout, and Sintersected correspond to the set ofsurfaces that are completely inside, outside, and intersect with
the minimum Axis ⁃ Aligned Bounding Box (AABB) of other
models respectively. Then through the use of the classification,
Fx can be generated from the classification set Sin, Sout,
Sintersected respectively.
Fx = Fx1 ∪ Fx2 ∪ Fx3 , Fx1 ⊂ Sin, Fx2 ⊂ Sout,

Fx3 ⊂ Sintersected

(4)

Thus, the evaluation of regularized Boolean operations be⁃
tween Pi and Pj can be discomposed to three procedures:
•to get Fx2 from Sout of each polyhedron through expression

simplification rules given in Table 1 since all surfaces in
Sout are outside the others.

• to collect Fx1 from Sin of each polyhedron by classifying
surfaces in the set since they are either completely outside
or inside the other polyhedrons.

•to obtain Fx3 form Sintersected of each polyhedron by intersec⁃
tion handling.
The same strategies can be adopted to the evaluation of regu⁃

larized set operations based on a CSG tree. Given a CSG tree T
and a set of polyhedrons Pi =(1.. n) in its leaf nodes, T can also be
decomposed into the union of three disjoint sub ⁃ trees, i.e.
T = Tin ∪ Tout ∪ Tintersected , where Tin , Tout ,Tintersected are CSG trees
composed of Sin , Sout , Sintersected from all polyhedrons respec⁃
tively. A leaf node of any sub⁃tree can contain an empty sur⁃
face set in case of the corresponding S is ∅ . The evaluation
of T can be simplified to the results collection of all sub⁃tree’s
evaluation. Fig. 2 shows an example of CSG decomposition.

By using an octree, T can efficiently be decomposed into a
series of sub⁃trees. Thus, our algorithm can compute set opera⁃
tions on a set of polyhedrons in four steps.
1) CSG tree construction

The first step of our algorithm is to convert input Boolean ex⁃
pression into a CSG tree in which the leaf nodes are polyhe⁃
drons and the internal nodes are specific Boolean operators.
For single set operations, the CSG tree is trivial, which only
has two leaf nodes and one non⁃leaf node.
2) Localized intersection handling

The purpose of this step is to decompose the CSG tree into
disjoint sub ⁃ trees, and restrict intersection handling in the
trees which contain the surfaces in an intersection region with
▼Table 1. Boolean operation simplification rules for the polygons
outside other polyhedrons

* a and b mean the polygon from left polyhedrons and that from right polyhedronsrespectively.

Operation
∪*
∩*
-*

Left operand
a
a
a

Right operand
b
b
b

Result
a ∪ b
∅
a
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the help of an adaptive octree. We first construct an octree to
classify input polyhedrons into three kinds of nodes: internal
nodes, external nodes, and intersected nodes (Section 4.1). In⁃
tersection computation is restricted to those intersected nodes
where surfaces belong to at least two models. Before process⁃
ing each intersected node, a CSG template is created based on
the CSG tree constructed in the first step in order to improve
performance (Section 4.2). Within each intersected node, all
surfaces are converted to plane ⁃ based representation, then
grouped according to the polyhedrons they belong to. If a sur⁃
face spans at least two intersected nodes, the surface will be
clipped along with six bounding planes of current node, and
the remaining parts will associate to original surface. The CSG
template is instanced with the grouped surfaces, then convert⁃
ed to BSP. The result of Boolean operations on the instanced
CSG tree is obtained by extracting the boundary from the BSP.
3) Partial surfaces classification

In order to evaluate the CSG sub⁃tree where all surfaces are
either entirely inside other models, or entirely outside other
models, or on other models, we need to determine every sur⁃
face relation with respect to other polyhedrons by a point ⁃ in⁃
polyhedron test. Several strategies are employed in surface
classification either to speed up the classification or to make
the procedure robust. First, the classification is restricted to
the internal nodes where surfaces only come from a model and
are within the AABBs of other polyhedrons. All surfaces in
each internal node are clustered as a whole for classification.
The point⁃in⁃polyhedron test arithmetic based on spatial struc⁃
ture is then employed to further improve efficiency.

Distinct from conventional classification based on CSG, The
divide⁃and⁃conquer method is used to achieve the robust and
exact classification (Section 4.3).
4) Boolean operation result generation

The result of a Boolean operation is obtained by collecting
the evaluation results from different CSG sub ⁃ trees. In this
step, all surfaces in the intersected nodes and internal nodes
are evaluated. Therefore, we only need to evaluate the set oper⁃
ations on the surfaces within external nodes where all surface
only come from a model and are outside the AABBs of other
polyhedrons. Knowing the relations of surfaces in each exter⁃
nal node with respect to other polyhedrons, we can quickly
evaluate those surfaces according to the simplification rules in

Table 1.
4 Localized Evaluation and Classi-
fication

4.1 Adaptive Octree Construction
In recent years, an adaptive octree has been

employed to find intersected areas of input poly⁃
hedrons by several Boolean algorithms [13], [20],
[27]. Different from those methods, the adaptive
octree constructed in this paper allows a single

surface to add into multiple nodes, which avoids the numerical
error caused by clipping the surface during the tree construc⁃
tion. Meanwhile, the nodes of the octree are classified into
three categories: external nodes, internal nodes, and intersect⁃
ed nodes, and different schemes for different nodes can be ap⁃
plied to accelerate the algorithm execution.

The adaptive octree algorithm takes all the surfaces of all
polyhedrons as input, recursively subdivides the minimum
AABB encompassing whole input polyhedrons along X axis, Y
axis and Z axis of its Cartesian coordinates, and then classifies
the surfaces according to the sub⁃bounding⁃boxes to generate
the tree. Different from the conventional construction strategy,
the procedure subdivides the current node if and only if the
node contains surfaces from different models and the surfaces
in the nodes exceed an adjustable parameter m. In this way,
the octree can automatically adapt to the complexity of the
model. During the generation period of the octree, each node is
classified to one type of the following three categories:
•Intersected node: surfaces in the node belong to at least two

models;
•Internal node: surfaces in the node only come from a model

and are within the AABBs of other polyhedrons;
•External node: surfaces in the node only come from a model

and are outside the AABBs of other polyhedrons.
All surfaces of the octree spread over the leaf nodes classi⁃

fied by spatial relation, and the surfaces in each leaf node are
either entirely within the cell or intersected with it. Therefore,
a surface can span multiple leaf nodes. To manage this case,
our algorithm defines the priorities of different node types: the
priority of an intersected node is higher than that of an internal
node, while internal node is higher than external node. It
means when a surface is shared by several nodes with different
types, the surface is considered to belong to the node with high⁃
est priority and will be handled in this node. For example, if a
surface is shared by an internal node and an external node, it
will be handled in the internal node. To determine the owner⁃
ship of each shared surface, those surfaces are set one of the
following flags:
•Multi⁃intersected: the surface spans at least two intersected

nodes.
• Single ⁃ Intersected: the surface only spans a intersected

node;

▲Figure 2. An example of CSG tree decomposition.
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•Internal: the surface can at least be shared by an internal
node while cannot be shared by intersected nodes;

•External: the surface can only be shared by external nodes.
The four flags correspond to the node categories respective⁃

ly. These flags define how to traverse the surfaces of the octree.
When visiting external nodes, all the surfaces with single⁃inter⁃
sected or internal flags are skipped because they are traversed
by the corresponding intersected or internal nodes; the surfac⁃
es with multi⁃ intersected flag are checked if and only if there
are the remaining sub⁃surfaces after clipping. When visiting in⁃
ternal nodes, all single ⁃ intersected surfaces are skipped be⁃
cause they are traversed by the corresponding intersected
nodes, and the surfaces with multi ⁃ intersected flag are pro⁃
cessed as before. Fig. 3 illustrates spatial subdivision on two
2D polygons by using adaptive octree.

The octree generated by this algorithm has three properties:
1) The internal and external nodes can only be leaf nodes, and

only the intersected nodes may have children.
During the octree construction, the node is not be recursive⁃

ly subdivided unless it is an intersected node with the surfaces
that exceed the threshold. This explains why the parent of an
internal or external node can only be an intersected node, and
the node cannot be subdivided any more.
2) All the surfaces within an internal node have the same rela⁃

tionship. They are either totally outside other models, or to⁃
tally inside other models, or totally on the same surface with
other models.
According to the definition and property 1, an internal node

is a leaf node with all surfaces belonging to a single model. As⁃
suming there exists a surface outside other models while the re⁃
maining surfaces are inside the model, those surfaces will
cross the boundary of model, which means the surfaces inter⁃
secting with them are also in this node. This assumption does
not meet the definition of internal node, so this propositions is
true.
3) Only the surfaces of intersected nodes have the probability

to intersect with other models.
Assuming there is a surface in an internal or external node

of the octree intersecting with models, the node contains sur⁃
faces from other models, or the surface is shared by a single/
multi⁃intersected node. In the first situation, the node is an in⁃

tersected node, unconformable to the assumption; in the sec⁃
ond situation, the surface is handled by the intersected node,
and this propositions is true.

The octree construction strategy implicitly divides the sur⁃
faces of each input model into three different regions: the inter⁃
sected region, internal region, and external region. The regions
consist of the surfaces from same model among all intersected
nodes, all internal nodes and all external nodes respectively.
Fig. 4 shows an example of different regions on each polyhe⁃
dron. Different strategies can be applied on the surfaces of dif⁃
ferent regions. In summation, the algorithm only needs to do
the intersection handling on the surfaces of intersected re⁃
gions, classifies the surfaces of internal regions, and directly
evaluate the surfaces of external regions. The triangles from
the exclusive group can be evaluated in early stage according
to Table 1. Triangle ⁃ triangle intersection tests are limited to
within each intersected group. A point ⁃ in ⁃ polyhedron test is
performed for the triangulating results of every intersection test
and performed only once for each inclusive group.
4.2 Localized Intersection Handling

In intersection handling, it is inevitable that operations
change the topology of polyhedrons. By using predicates rather
than constructions, it is easier to make the operations robust
since no new geometric data are generated from existing geo⁃
metric information [29]. Hence, vertex coordinates are not
used in the operations such as intersection computation and
clipping polygons, but the surfaces are converted to planed ⁃
based representation before further processing. The plane ⁃
based representation of a polyhedron consists of a support
plane and a set of bounding planes. With the representation, a
vertex of the polyhedron is defined implicitly by the intersec⁃
tions among the support plane and two bounding planes, while
an edge is defined implicitly by the support plane and a bound⁃
ing plane. Given a polygon P = ( )V1, V2 , ... Vn , where Vi is a
vertex defined in counter clock wise order, we can get its plane⁃
based representation P ={S, B1, B2, ... Bn } , where S is the
support plane and Bi is a bounding plane by the plane equa⁃
tions in the forms:

f ( )S = ( )( )V3 - V2 × ( )V1 - V2 ⋅ ( )p - V1 = 0 (5)

◀Figure 3.
2D illustration of subdividing
two polygons by adaptive
octree. Blue denotes exclusive
cells; red denotes intersected
cells; and green denotes
inclusive cell.

▲Figure 4. An example of different regions on each polyhedron con⁃
structed by an adaptive octree. Green, pink and yellow denote the exter⁃
nal, internal, intersected region respectively.
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f ( )Bi = ( )( )Vi + 1 - Vi × ( )( )V3 - V2 × ( )V1 - V2 ⋅ ( )p - Vi = 0 (6)
where f is the implicit function of a plane and p is a point in
the defined plane. Related geometric operations based on the
representation were proposed in [12].

With the constructed octree, the intersection handling is re⁃
stricted to the intersected nodes. Before processing intersected
nodes, a CSG tree template is constructed in order to improve
the efficiency in terms of runtime and memory. The CSG tree
template is instanced by filling the polygons based on plane
representation, and then converted to BSP for set operations
evaluation in each intersected node. The evaluation results of
are obtained by extracting the boundary from the BSP tree. The
procedure is implemented in the three steps: constructing a
CSG tree template, instancing the template in each intersected
node, and converting CSG to BSP and extracting boundary.
4.2.1 Constructing CSG Tree Template

A general CSG template inherits the CSG tree constructed
in the first step (Section 3). It is reused in the whole procedure
of intersection handling, and instanced with the surfaces based
on plane representation in each intersected node. In order to
construct the template, we copy the original CSG tree, and re⁃
place the primitive in each leaf node with a pair of key⁃value,
where the key is the identifier of the primitive while the value
is a list of faces from each intersected node of the octree. Fig.
5 shows a CSG tree template.
4.2.2 Instancing Template in Each Intersected Node

Within each intersected node, an empty group list is created
corresponding to the set of input polyhedrons, and each group
has a unique identifier for quickly finding the polyhedron
where the surfaces in the group come from. A copy of each sur⁃
face is converted into the plane⁃based representation, and then
different processing strategies are taken according to surface
flags. If a surface has a multi⁃intersected flag, the plane⁃based
representation is clipped by six boundary planes of the cell by
the clipping algorithm presented in [12], and the inner parts
are added into the corresponding group by matching, while the
outer parts are associated to the original surface, which will be
clipped again when another relevant intersected cell is pro⁃
cessed, otherwise, it is added into the corresponding group di⁃
rectly. After all surfaces are processed, the CSG template is in⁃
stanced by filling the faces list in each leaf node with the sur⁃

faces from the group. The identifier of a group is used to quick⁃
ly locate the leaf node by matching it. Many technologies can
be used for this purpose such as a hash table.
4.2.3 Converting CSG into BSP and Extract Boundary

There are two ways converting the instanced CSG into BSP.
One is converting each primitive in leaf nodes into BSP, and
then evaluating the tree down⁃to⁃up by performing BSP merg⁃
ing operation [24]. The other is converting the CSG tree into
BSP tree directly [23]. In order to evaluate the CSG tree effi⁃
ciently and avoid massive merging operations, we use the latter
method. After the conversion, the results of set operations on
the CSG tree are obtained by extracting the boundary from the
BSP tree [23]. The results must be converted into B ⁃ rep and
generate the final output by being combined with the evalua⁃
tion results from other CSG sub⁃trees.
4.3 Partial Surfaces Classification

Such classification is used to determine the relationship of
surfaces within an internal node of an octree with respect to
other input models. This way helps determine whether the sur⁃
faces should be remained in the final results. The surfaces
within an internal node are either entirely inside other models,
or entirely outside other models, or on other models. Therefore,
the relationship of a surface and a polygon is abstracted to
specifying the relationship between the centroids of the poly⁃
gon and the polyhedron. The classification based on CSG tree
starts from bottom, and passes the classification results up⁃
wards to the parent node of the current node. The intermediate
results are classified with respect to the models representing
the brother nodes of the current node. This process ends at the
root node and the final classification is achieved.

However, conventional approaches are confined to directly
applying classification on the models that are represented by
the two children of a CSG tree. When the two children are leaf
nodes, the classification is executed between the models repre⁃
sented by them. If one of the two children is a non⁃leaf node,
the intermediate result represented by the node always partici⁃
pates in the classification. This scheme makes the numerical
errors propagated upwards, which may impair the topological
consistency (such as holes or splits on the resultant polyhe⁃
dron). In order to avoid such the issue, our algorithm uses a di⁃
vide ⁃ and ⁃ conquer method to ensure the classification always
happens between the surfaces and the original input model.
We further optimize the performance of surface classification
by using clustering strategy and octree.

Given a candidate surface p, ourmethod first decides wheth⁃
er the brother node n of the node containing p is a leaf node. If
so, the algorithm of point ⁃ in⁃polyhedron is used to determine
the relationship of the centroid of p with the input model corre⁃
sponding to n . Otherwise, the relationship between t and the
models represented by two children of n will be checked. The
recursion is performed downwards to the leaf nodes to classify

◀Figure 5.
In a CSG tree template, every
primitive is replaced by a pair
of key⁃value with mesh ID and
face⁃list when instancing.

U*

n* <Mesh ID, Faces list>

<Mesh ID, Faces list><Mesh ID, Faces list>
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t with respect to the models corresponding to the two leaf
nodes. After the classification, the results are propagated up⁃
wards again to the father node, and then the classification re⁃
sults are obtained from the predefined rule tables (Tables 2-
4) based on required Boolean operations. The clasification re⁃

sults keep on propagating to the brother node of n. The con⁃
crete process is described in Algorithm 1, in which the func⁃
tion Combine makes use of the Boolean operations defined on
n and the classification results of left and right sub⁃trees to get
the classification results of the surface p by querying Tables 2
to 4.

Our algorithm uses the octree to complete classification in
linear time by combining clustering strategy with the optimized
point ⁃ in⁃polyhedron test based on spatial structure. First, the
surfaces within each external node of an octree are known to
be outside the bounding boxes of other models while the surfac⁃
es of each intersected node have been estimated through em⁃
bedded in the CSG tree. Therefore, we only need to decide the
surfaces within internal node with respect to other models. Re⁃
garding Property 2, all surfaces within the internal nodes of an
octree have the same relationship. Therefore, we can cluster all
surfaces as a whole in an internal node and take only one ran⁃
domly for testing to decide the relationships of all surfaces of
an internal node, which dramatically optimizes the perfor⁃
mance of classification.

The point⁃in⁃polyhedron test is a basic geometric issue, and
many researchers have proposed different methods for it [30]-
[33]. Those approaches are divided into non ⁃ spatial structure
methods and spatial structure methods, according to whether
spatial structure for acceleration is used. Non⁃spatial structure
methods test all surfaces of the model, while spatial structure
methods only need to test a part of the surfaces from the model.
Common spatial structure methods include octree, k ⁃ d tree,
and BSP tree. Since the point⁃in⁃polyhedron test based on spa⁃
tial structure only needs partial geometric information of the
polyhedron, its performance is much better than a non⁃spatial
structure method. However, it usually requires pre ⁃ process
time to construct the spatial structure. The time complexity of
classification between two models based on non⁃spatial struc⁃
ture method is O (n*k), where n is the surface number of tested
models and k is the number of tested surfaces. By adapting the
ray ⁃casting algorithm based on octree, the time complexity of
classifying two models can be decreased to O (n*logn) yet plus
the time of octree traversal. However, octree traversal can be
accelerated by parameterization methods [34].
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo ⁃ code of the classification

procedure. This algorithm begins with the root node of the CSG

Algorithm 1 ClassifyFacet (Polygon p, CSG⁃tree⁃node n)
1: if n is a leaf node then
2: return Point⁃in⁃polyhedron (p.barycenter, n.mesh);
3: else
4: return Combine (ClassifyFacet (p, n.left), ClassifyFacet

(p, n.right), n.operator);
5: end if

▼Table 2. Classification relation between model C and A ∪* B

CinA
CoutA
CwithA
CantiA

CinB
In
In
In
In

CoutB
In
Out
With
Anti

CwithB
In

With
With
In

CantiB
In

Anti
In
Out

▼Table 3. Classification relation between model C and A ∩* B

CinA
CoutA
CwithA
CantiA

CinB
In
Out
With
Anti

CoutB
Out
Out
Out
Out

CwithB
With
Out
With
Out

CantiB
Anti
Out
Out
Anti

▼Table 4. Classification relation between model C and A - * B

CinA
CoutA
CwithA
CantiA

CinB
Out
Out
Out
Out

CoutB
In
Out
With
Anti

CwithB
Anti
Out
Out
Anti

CantiB
With
Out
With
Out

“In”denotes a face is inside the model while“Out”has opposite meaning,“With”
denotes a face is on the model with same normal, and“Anti”means a face is on the
model with opposite normal.

“In”denotes a face is inside the model while“Out”has opposite meaning,“With”
denotes a face is on the model with same normal, and“Anti”means a face is on the
model with opposite normal.

“In”denotes a face is inside the model while“Out”has opposite meaning,“With”
denotes a face is on the model with same normal, and“Anti”means a face is on the
model with opposite normal.

Algorithm 2 Evaluate ( CSG⁃tree⁃node n)
1: if n.left is a leaf node then
2: Store all facet groups in n.left into Gl ;3: else
4: Gl = Evaluate (n.left);
5: end if
6: if n.right is a leaf node then
7: Store all facets groups in n.right into Gr ;8: else
9: Gr = Evaluate (n.right);
10: end if
11: for each facet group g in Gl do12: store the first facet in g into f;
13: if IsAcceptable(ClassifyFacet(f, n.right), n.operator)) then
14: store g in node n;
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tree in which each leaf node has a list of facet groups. The lists
are formed by grouping all surfaces from each internal node of
the octree as a whole and then by storing the surfaces into the
corresponding list. The recursive process collects the facet
groups from child nodes at every stage. Since the surfaces in a
group have the same membership, only the first facet in each
group involves in the membership test with respect to the poly⁃
hedron representing by the brother child node implicitly. The
test results, along with the specific selection rules (Section 3),
determine whether the group that contains the tested facet is re⁃
tained in the current node. This process ends at the root node
and the final results are achieved in the node.

5 Experiments

5.1 Setup
The implementation of our method is written in C++. Also,

the Intel TBB multi⁃thread library is used to improve the per⁃
formance. In order to reach a balance between the depth of oc⁃
tree and the number of polygon pairs for intersection test, the
max polygon count in each octree leaf node is around 17.

We evaluated the performance of our method on a system
with Intel i5⁃4200 1.53 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM. In order to
compare the quality of the results and the overall performance,
we tested other systems including Maya Campen’s method
[13]. The input is closed triangle meshes with only vertices po⁃
sition and face indices information. The running time present⁃
ed below includes pre⁃processing time.
5.2 Single Boolean Test

A single Boolean test is often used in interactive modeling
systems which pursue robust and efficient solutions. We evalu⁃
ate the robustness and speediness of our method from two as⁃
pects. First, we confirm the consistency of performance by per⁃
forming regularized intersection, union and difference on a se⁃
ries of polyhedral pairs with increasing facet count (Fig. 6).
The average execution time of the methods was then compared
(Table 5). Second, we inspected the relationship between the
execution time of our method and the number of the facets by
constantly subdividing a polyhedron and by performing differ⁃
ent set operations on it. The corresponding experimental re⁃

sults are shown in Table 6.
The results in Table 5 show that Maya2015 and Campen’s

approach went well for simple models. But their performance
dropped significantly when models contain over about 200,000
facets. Moreover, the two methods also experienced robust⁃
ness problems when models contain over 4000,000 facets.

On the contrary, our method can correctly evaluate all exam⁃
ples with high efficiency. Especially, our method is 5 times
faster than Maya2015, and 10 times faster than Campen’s ap⁃
proach for complex models (over 150,000 facets). This is due
to the fact that our method only splits the facets that span over
two intersected cells in intersection handling, and speeds up
the classification by partial surface classification scheme.

▲Figure 6. Models and its Boolean results: (a) Scorpion; (b) Head;
(c) Banana; (d) Bunny; and (e) Dino.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

15: end if
16: end for
17: for each facet group g in Gr do
18: store the first facet in g into f;
19: if IsAcceptable(ClassifyFacet(f, n.left), n.operator)) then
20: store g in node n;
21: end if
22: end for
23: return all facet groups in node n;

▼Table 5. Average time for Boolean operations (intersection, union,
difference) of different polyhedrons in Fig. 6

“Fail”means we get a wrong evaluation result from programs.
“Out of memory”means program crashed because system ran out of memory.

Models

Scorpion

Head

Banana

Bunny

Dino

Facet count
2400
9600
38,200
10,000
40,000
160,000
48,000
192,000
768,000
170,000
680,000
4430,000
770,000

Maya2015 (ms)
62
219
920
281
1217
5679
983
4946
24,960
20,187
110,885
Fail

131,711

Campen’s (ms)
113
272
800
349
1192
5481
1725
11,576
89,852
37,774
333,072

Out of memory
92,793

Our method (ms)
31
79
254
97
258
934
368
1303
6757
5370
29,343
50,200
5,202
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Moreover, our method spent much more processing time on
Bunny ⁃ Dragon (680,000) than Dino ⁃ Monster (770,000) al⁃
though they have similar facet count. The reason is that the
computing time of our method is spent on both intersected han⁃
dling and membership classification. Our method has to take
more time to classify facets when there are a lot of internal
cells in the constructed octree. Taking the model pair of Bunny
⁃Dragon as an example, each model has many facets inside the
other, which leads to many internal cells in the octree. In gen⁃
eral, the system spends the least time on classification for two
mutually orthogonal models.

To evaluate the complexity of the algorithm, we prepared a
list of mesh pairs with increasing facet count by iteratively sub⁃
dividing mesh pair Banana (Fig. 6c). Each subdivision increas⁃
es the facet count by four times. Then we performed set opera⁃
tions on each mesh pair and recorded the average processing
time. Table 6 shows that our algorithm is more efficient than
the other two methods. This is because the octree constructed
in our method only increases the number of intersected cells,
while the number of internal and external cells stay fairly con⁃
stant with the increase of facet count, when the position of two
models remains unchanged. As a result, the efficiency of our
method is determined by the processing time of intersection
handling. Table 6 also shows that the complexity is approxi⁃
mately O(n) , where n is the polygon count of mesh, because
our method can complete intersection handling in linear time.
5.3 Iterative Boolean Test

In order to test the iterative Boolean operation performance
and robustness of our method, we cut out a large polyhedral ob⁃
ject, a ring, by performing iterative intersection operations
among a series of small spheres and the ring. Meanwhile, we
constantly increase the number of spheres so as to evaluate dif⁃
ferent methods. Fig. 7 shows the ring and partial results of the
intersection operation.

The experiment results (Fig. 8) show that Maya experiences
an exponential growth in the process time with constantly in⁃
creasing spheres, and performance of Campen’s method falls
dramatically after over 400 spheres. This is because the ap⁃
proaches decompose iterative set operations into a series of bi⁃
nary Boolean operation and then perform them one by one.
However, each iteration needs to clip facets, and thereby gener⁃
ates new facets by intersection handling. The situation be⁃

comes worse for Campen’s method because the method re⁃
quires extra effort on splitting surfaces along with the boundary
of critical cells and performing conversion between different
representations. Consequently, the time spent on iterative Bool⁃
ean operations for the method is greater than the sum of time
for all single operations, and the performance and robustness
of the method get more and more serious with the growth in it⁃
erations. On the contrary, our approach can parse and execute
the whole Boolean operation once for all by two major steps:
constructing an adaptive octree and embedding a CSG tree into
each intersected cell to evaluate all facets in the intersected re⁃
gion, and then using divide ⁃and ⁃conquer method and cluster
classification strategy to classify all surfaces in the internal re⁃
gion with the help of the constructed octree. Thus, our method
greatly increases the processing speed, and also implements ro⁃
bustness and exactness by integrating plane ⁃ based geometry
representation with adaptive geometry predicates technique.

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a unified method for efficiently

computing single and iterated set operations on polyhedrons.
By using localized CSG Trees evaluation strategy, the proposed
method can evaluate very complex polyhedrons or massive iter⁃
ated operations in a few seconds. This method uses the partial
surface classification strategy to complete set membership clas⁃
sification in linear time with octree. Moreover, plane⁃based ge⁃
ometry computation is integrated in this method to make it ro⁃
bust. Experiments have verified that our system is very effi⁃

▼Table 6. Average time for Boolean operations with increasing
facet count

Facet count
8000
32,000
128,000
512,000
2048,000

Maya2015 (ms)
250
797
3406
16,438
87,453

Campen’s (ms)
319
971
4516
34,113
32,790

Our method (ms)
139
313
771
2554
12,371 ▲Figure 7. Sculpting a ring: (a) original mesh (b) 400 spheres cut

out (c) after 800 spheres cutting.

▲Figure 8. Iterative Boolean operation for different methods.

(a) (b) (c)
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cient for CSG trees with different sizes while keeping good
quality and stability.
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